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Preface 

 This issue of Organon F is dedi-
cated to arguments from determinism 
or similar principles against libertar-
ian free will and against the existence 
of divine interventions, such as mira-
cles. Such arguments have been very 
influential especially since the 19th 
century, but they came up already in 
the 17th century. 
 In Thomas Hobbes we find the 
first clear statement of the argument 
from determinism against libertarian 
free will. In his book Elements of Phi-
losophy of 1655 in the section De cor-
pore, Hobbes reasons about what it 
is for an event to come to occur and 
concludes that every event must be 
necessitated by antecedent events, 
which is the doctrine that we call ‘de-
terminism’ today. From this he de-
rives that there cannot be libertarian 
free will: ‘That ordinary definition of 
a free agent, namely, that a free 
agent is that, which, when all things 
are present which are needful to pro-
duce the effect, can nevertheless not 
produce it, implies a contradiction, 
and is nonsense.’ (Of Liberty and Ne-
cessity, § 32) 

 Arguments of this kind, which as-
sume that there is ‘no room’ for lib-
ertarian free will or that it is impos-
sible, have been the main objection 
against libertarian free will especially 
since the 19th century, and they still 
are. In German-speaking philosophy, 
belief in determinism was promoted 
by Kant’s principle of causality: 
‘every event is determined by a cause 
according to constant laws.’ (Prole-
gomena, § 15) A different version of 
the argument, inspired by David 
Hume, gives up necessitation but re-
fers only to laws that entail regulari-
ties of succession of the type ‘All 
events of type x are followed by 
events of type y.’ Many philosophers 
find the idea charming that the laws 
of nature and the description of the 
state of the universe at one time to-
gether entail descriptions of the state 
of the universe at all other times. To-
day the most widespread argument of 
this kind against libertarian free will 
refers to the principle of the causal 
closure of the physical, which is in-
vestigated by several contributions to 
this issue. Hobbes and Kant held that 
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the truth of determinism is known 
a priori, others claim that it is known 
a posteriori, for example through con-
servation laws. 
 These arguments against libertar-
ian free will are very similar to the 
arguments that German theologians 
put forward against the existence of 
divine interventions. The German 
theologian Ernst Troeltsch formu-
lated this in 1898 in the following 
principle: ‘No change can occur at 
one point without changes occurring 
before and after at other points, so 
that all events stand in a continuous, 
correlative interconnection and must 
necessarily constitute a single flow in 
which each and all hang together, 
and every event stands in relation to 
others.’ The US American theologian 
Langdon Gilkey wrote in 1961: ‘Con-
temporary theology does not expect, 
nor does it speak of, wondrous divine 
events on the surface of natural and 
historical life. The causal nexus in 
space and time which the Enlighten-
ment science and philosophy intro-
duced into the Western mind is also 
assumed by modern theologians and 
scholars.’ By ‘causal nexus’ appar-
ently he means determinism. 
 If such arguments against liber-
tarian free will or against divine in-
terventions are successful, then they 
are an effective and quick way of 
knowing something as important as 
whether we have libertarian free will 

and whether there are divine inter-
ventions. We can then know the 
truth about these issues without hav-
ing to investigate specific evidence 
such as evidence for the resurrection 
of Jesus, evidence about brain events 
that have no event cause, or evidence 
from introspection. However, the 
question is whether determinism or 
some other principle from which we 
can derive that there is no libertarian 
free will is true and whether we can 
know it. 
 Robert Larmer investigates in his 
contribution ‘methodological natu-
ralism’, i.e. the claim that scientists 
should always posit a natural cause 
for any event that takes place in the 
natural world. Richard Swinburne ar-
gues that the principle of causal clo-
sure is self-defeating: no one could 
ever be justified in believing it. Dan-
iel von Wachter defends a ‘principle 
of causal openness of the physical’ 
that is contrary to the principle of 
causal closure. In a discussion note 
Michael Esfeld objects to Wachter 
that the principle of causal closure is 
best understood as a non-modal prin-
ciple and that it can be known 
through the laws of nature. Wachter 
responds by distinguishing laws of 
nature from the differential equations 
that can be derived from laws. In his 
article Esfeld explains why physical 
theories with deterministic dynam-
ical equations are to be preferred, but 
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then argues that the parameters in 
the equations do not refer to proper-
ties of the physical systems and that 
therefore there is no conflict between 
determinism in physics and free will. 
Ralf Bergmann investigates causal 
networks from the point of view of 
physics and argues that divine inter-
ventions would not violate the laws 
of nature. Uwe Meixner relates free 
will to quantum physics and devel-
ops the idea of a nonphysical organ 
of higher organisms. Ansgar Becker-
mann discusses arguments for dual-
ism based on introspection and raises 
objections against agent causation. 

And Thomas Pink investigates 
whether freedom can exist as a form 
of power. 
 The contributors to this issue 
started their discussion on the topic 
at a conference that took place on  
13–15 September 2017 in Vienna and 
that was a part of the project ‘The 
Openness of the Universe for Free 
Will and Special Divine Action,’ gen-
erously funded by the John Temple-
ton Foundation. 

Daniel von Wachter 
International Academy of Philosophy  

in the Principality of Liechtenstein 
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of Methodological Naturalism 
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Abstract: Contrary to proponents’ claims, methodological naturalism 
is not metaphysically neutral. Consequently, its acceptance as a prac-
tice requires justification. Unfortunately for its advocates, attempts 
to justify it are failures. It cannot be defended as a definition, or 
a self-imposed limitation, of science, nor, more modestly, as an in-
ductively justified commitment to natural causes. As a practice, it 
functions not to further scientific investigation, but rather to impose 
an explanatory straitjacket. 
Keywords: Ad hominem fallacy; nomological science; historical sci-
ence; supernatural agency; inductive generalization; Robert Pen-
nock. 

1. Introduction 

 In 1983, Paul de Vries, a philosophy professor at Wheaton, a conserva-
tive Christian liberal arts college, advocated the practice of what he 
termed ‘methodological naturalism’ in relating scientific and religious  
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beliefs.1 His claim was that, as a matter of method, scientists, whatever 
their metaphysical beliefs, should always posit a natural cause for any event 
that takes place in the natural world. Since then, proponents, both secular 
and religious, insist that adopting such a method in no way commits one to 
any specific metaphysical position, since science is naturalistic only on the 
level of its methodology (MN), but is neutral with respect to metaphysics. 
Thus, given its presumed metaphysical neutrality, methodological natural-
ism provides a way in which science can be pursued by those with differing 
world-views. 
 The presumed insulation of methodological naturalism from any kind of 
metaphysical commitment is an illusion (Larmer 2003, 113–30). What one 
thinks to be the nature of reality cannot be neatly separated from the meth-
ods one uses to investigate it.2 If, for example, one believes that there exist, 

                                                 
1  Numbers writes that the term 

‘methodological naturalism’ seems to have been coined by the philos-
opher Paul de Vries, then at Wheaton College, who introduced it at 
a conference in 1983 in a paper subsequently published as “Naturalism 
in the Natural Sciences,” Christian Scholar’s Review, 15 (1986), 388–
396. De Vries distinguished between what he called “methodological 
naturalism,” a disciplinary method that says nothing about God’s 
existence, and “metaphysical naturalism,” which “denies the exist-
ence of a transcendent God.” (Numbers 2003, 320, Note 2) 

Davis, however, notes the earlier use of the term, most notably by Edgar Brightman. 
2  Burtt, commenting on the presumption that methodology need have no links to 
metaphysics, notes that 

There is no escape from metaphysics, that is, from the final implica-
tions of any proposition or set of propositions. The only way to avoid 
becoming a metaphysician is to say nothing [...] If you cannot avoid 
metaphysics, what kind of metaphysics are you likely to cherish when 
you sturdily suppose yourself to be free from the abomination. Of 
course, it goes without saying that in this case your metaphysics will 
be held uncritically because it is unconscious; moreover, it will be 
passed on to others far more readily than your other notions, inas-
much as it will be propagated by insinuation rather than by direct 
argument [...] The history of mind reveals pretty clearly that the 
thinker who decries metaphysics will actually hold metaphysical  
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or may possibly exist, mental states which play a causal role in determining 
bodily behaviour, it makes no sense to adopt methodological behaviourism, 
since its adoption guarantees the development of psychological theories in 
which mental states either do not exist or play no causal role in such be-
haviour. Only if one has already established beyond reasonable doubt that 
mental states do not exist or, if they do exist, play no causal role does it 
make sense to insist on methodological behaviorism as a prerequisite of 
developing psychological theories. To insist on its employment in the ab-
sence of compelling reasons for disbelieving in the existence of mental states 
or their causal powers is to beg the question of whether its adoption is 
justified. Similarly, if one has not established beyond reasonable doubt that 
supernatural agents do not exist, or, if they do, they never intervene on 
natural processes, does it make sense to insist that explanations of physical 
events must restrict themselves to natural causes. 
 A further reason to question the easy acceptance of methodological nat-
uralism is that there is no clear way to demarcate science from non-science.3 

                                                 
notions of three main types. For one thing, he will share the ideas of 
his age on ultimate questions, so far as such ideas do not run counter 
to his interests or awaken his criticism. [...] In the second place, if he 
be a man engaged in any important inquiry, he must have a method, 
and he will be under a strong and constant temptation to make a met-
aphysics out of his method, that is, to suppose the universe ultimately 
of such a sort that his method must be appropriate and successful [...] 
Finally, since human nature demands metaphysics for its full intel-
lectual satisfaction, no great mind can wholly avoid playing with ul-
timate questions [...] But, inasmuch, as the positivist mind has failed 
to school itself in careful metaphysical thinking, its ventures at such 
points will be apt to appear pitiful, inadequate, or even fantastic. 
(Burtt 1932, 224–26, emphasis added) 

3  The failure of the demarcation quest to provide a litmus test between ‘science’ 
and ‘non-science’ is generally acknowledged in the literature. This should come as 
no surprise, since, as John Earman notes, “it does not much matter what label one 
sticks on a particular assertion or an enterprise; the interesting questions are whether 
the assertion merits belief and whether the enterprise is conducive to producing well-
founded belief” (Earman 2000, 3). A recent attempt to defend the possibility of such 
a litmus test is (Pigliucci and Boudry eds., 2013). 
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Not only do proposed demarcation criteria prove inadequate, they are typ-
ically employed polemically as discrediting devices, as “machines de guerre” 
(Laudan 1996),4 whereby one can dismiss an opponent’s position as ‘unsci-
entific’ and thus unworthy of being taken seriously. Thus, for example, the 
arguments made by intelligent design theorists are routinely dismissed with-
out serious examination, on the grounds they are deemed ‘unscientific.’5  
 It is clear, therefore, that proponents of adopting methodological natu-
ralism need to justify their insistence that scientific investigation must never 
take into consideration the possibility of a supernatural cause of observed 
phenomena. This, as we shall see, is no easy task. 

2. Proposed justifications of methodological naturalism 

 (1)  The motivations of those questioning methodological naturalism are 
suspect. 

 Those questioning methodological naturalism as a prerequisite of science 
are frequently dismissed on the basis that they are ‘creationists.’ Unfortu-
nately, such dismissals equivocate on the term ‘creationist’ to the extent that 
it comes to mean anyone who questions the acceptance of methodological 
naturalism. If, however, one takes the term ‘creationist’ in its more usual 

                                                 
4  Laudan goes on to comment that “many of those most closely associated with the 
demarcation issue have a hidden [...] (and sometimes not so hidden) agenda of various 
sorts” and that “if we [...] stand [...] on the side of reason, we ought to drop terms like 
‘pseudo-science’ and ‘unscientific’ from our vocabulary; they are just hollow phrases 
which do only emotive work for us” (Laudan 1996, 344, 349). 
5  Such a strategy may be rhetorically effective, nevertheless it is logically falla-
cious. As Stephen Dilley remarks 

mere terminological labels do not change epistemic properties. Just 
as theists cannot lower the epistemic plausibility of [naturalist] hy-
potheses merely be deeming them ‘arrogant bluster’ so naturalists 
cannot lower the epistemic plausibility of God hypotheses by labeling 
them ‘unscientific.’ As an epistemic matter, each rival hypothesis 
must be evaluated on its evidential and conceptual merits. (Dilley 
2010, 136). 
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use as referring to those who believe the earth is less than 20,000 years old, 
then it is clear there are many critics of methodological naturalism who are 
not creationists, and indeed not even theists.6 
 More fundamentally, such a justification fails, since it is clearly a case 
of the ad hominem fallacy. Whatever the motivations of those questioning 
methodological naturalism what should really be at issue is the arguments 
they present. If one wants to show that Richard Dawkins views on evolution 
are mistaken one must examine his arguments and not simply observe that 
he finds evolution an attractive theory on the basis that it provides a ma-
terialist origins story. Similarly, if one wants to dismiss critics of methodo-
logical naturalism one must do it by showing their arguments to be mis-
taken, rather than questioning their motives. 

 (2)  Science in principle excludes any recognition of the supernatural. 

 Many proponents of methodological naturalism insist that, by definition, 
science cannot ever contemplate the existence of supernatural causes. Rob-
ert Pennock insists that methodological naturalism is “a scientific ground 
rule” (Pennock 2011, 184), that is to say, “as a point of method science does 
not countenance appeals to the supernatural” (Pennock 2011, 185).7 On 
such a view, methodological naturalism constitutes a necessary, though not 
sufficient, condition of scientific investigation, and thus serves to at least 
partially demarcate science from other disciplines. 
 There are at least two reasons to reject such a justification of methodo-
logical naturalism. First, in the absence of argument as to why science must 
exclude recognition of the supernatural, it amounts to an arbitrary stipula-

                                                 
6  See, for example, (Monton 2013). 
7  A variation on this strategy is to insist that if the postulation of a ‘supernatural’ 
cause for a physical phenomenon became necessary, then that cause must be con-
ceived as natural, since, by definition, the supernatural is “unknowable by means of 
scientific inquiry” (Forrest 2000, 14). She insists that “such confirmation would only 
demonstrate that this newly verified aspect of reality had all along never been su-
pernatural at all” (Forrest 2000, 25). This, of course, empties the terms ‘natural’ and 
‘supernatural’ of all content, since even God, understood as the ontologically distinct, 
and creator, ex nihilo, of all other entities, would in such circumstances have to be 
conceived as ‘natural.’ 
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tion. If one wants to claim that science prohibits ever recognizing a super-
natural cause then one must provide reasons why this is the case, not simply 
define such an embargo into existence. 
 Second, demarcationist proposals are notorious for failing to provide 
necessary or sufficient conditions to distinguish science from other disci-
plines.8 Making the important distinction between what may be termed 
‘nomological’ science and ‘historical’ science further compounds the diffi-
culty inherent in such an enterprise. Paul Draper notes that 

scientists engaged in nomological science formulate laws, models 
and other interesting if-then generalizations, often testing them by 
experiment and prediction, and making inductive generalizations 
based on observable data. In historical science, on the other hand, 
not all causal explanations fit the covering law model and many 
hypotheses about the past cannot be falsified and cannot be tested 
by prediction or experiment. Instead, they are judged on their sim-
plicity, their fit with general background knowledge about the 
world, and their ability to explain specific known facts. What all 
this shows is that methodological naturalism cannot be adequately 
defended by describing something called the scientific method then 
arguing that it cannot be applied to the supernatural. For more 
likely than not, the method described will be characteristic of no-
mological science, while appeals to the supernatural would natu-
rally be used to answer historical questions. (Draper 2005, 290) 

 (3)  Supernatural causation implies a chaotic universe. 

 Not infrequently, advocates of methodological naturalism, attempt to 
justify its acceptance by claiming that taking seriously the possibility of 
supernatural agency implies a chaotic universe. They maintain that taking 
seriously such a possibility implies that “God may simply [...] zap any-
thing into or out of existence [...] in any situation, any pattern (or lack of 

                                                 
8  Del Ratzsch makes the point that “definitional attempts [to justify methodolog-
ical naturalism] are prima facie problematic for the simple reason that no one actu-
ally has a completely workable definition of science (nor even necessary and sufficient 
conditions), and that proposed definitions have been historically unstable” (Ratzsch 
2004, 441). 
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pattern) of data is compatible with the general hypothesis of a supernat-
ural agent unconstrained by natural law” (Pennock 2001, 89). “We cannot 
live simultaneously in a world of natural causation and of miracles, for if 
one miracle can occur, there is no limit” (Lewontin 1983, xxvi) and “at 
every instant all physical regularities may be ruptured and a totally unfore-
seeable set of events may occur” (Lewontin 1983, xxvi). 
 Aside from the deep conceptual confusion involved in suggesting that 
choosing a certain methodology determines whether in fact the universe is 
chaotic, several criticisms are in order as concerns this attempted justifica-
tion. First, it is generally recognized that science originated, developed, and 
took place in a Western European Christian intellectual environment. As 
Del Ratzsch notes, 

science works only in a very particular sort of reality and only 
with a very particular sort of conception of reality. The requisite 
picture—of a comprehendable, intelligible, uniform, predictable, 
even beautiful cosmos which can in principle make sense to finite 
minds like ours when observed via perceptual faculties like ours—
is a picture of a cosmos structured like a creation. Although de-
tails are disputed, that Christian doctrines of creation and of di-
vine voluntarism provided a hospitable matrix for science is not 
in dispute. 

At the very least, it is historically clear that belief in the reality, of super-
natural causation did not hinder the development of science.9 
 Second, it does not follow that admitting the reality of supernatural 
agency would imply that ‘anything goes,’ that on the hypothesis of theism 
God is liable at any moment to zap anything into or out of existence.” What 
God freely wills will be accordance with his nature and not simply arbitrary 
or irrational. As Evan Fales comments, “it does not follow from the fact 

                                                 
9  Ratzsch notes that, 

It is not necessarily irrelevant that it was not until nature was looked 
at as a product of design—i.e. as a creation—that science itself really 
got off the ground. Blanket stipulative prohibitions (definitional or 
otherwise) against exactly that initiating intuition would seem to de-
mand extraordinary justification. (Ratzsch 2004, 443) 
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that God is a free agent that His purposes and behavior (including the 
occasional performance of a miracle) cannot be made intelligible or studied 
in systematic ways” (Fales 2010, 5). 
 Third, those maintaining the reality of supernatural causation offer cri-
teria by which phenomena best understood as requiring a supernatural 
cause as opposed to a natural cause can be identified.10 One may wish to 
dispute whether these criteria are effective, but the fact that they are pro-
posed and that supernatural causation is advocated in the realm of ‘histor-
ical’ as opposed to ‘nomological’ science, makes clear that openness to the 
possibility of supernatural causation does not commit one to abandoning 
belief in an orderly universe, amenable to human investigation. 

 (4)  Allowing for the possibility of supernatural causation is a ‘science-
stopper.’ 

 Defenders of methodological naturalism often make the claim that tak-
ing seriously the possibility of supernatural causation is a ‘science-stopper.’ 
It is argued that at the psychological level scientists will become lazy and 
liable to abandon the search for natural causes for phenomena, and at the 
conceptual level that explanations in terms of supernatural causes are not 
falsifiable. Warnings abound that any openness to considering a supernat-
ural cause will bring the scientific enterprise to a grinding halt.11 
 Once again, there are reasons to question such an assumption. We have 
already noted that belief in the reality of supernatural agency did not hinder 
scientific development.12 We have also noted that the postulation of super-
natural causation typically occurs regarding ‘historical’ rather than ‘nomo-
logical’ science.  

                                                 
10  See, for example, (Larmer 2014, 79–87). 
11  Pennock claims that if “supernatural explanations are permitted [...] all empirical 
investigation beyond the purely descriptive could cease, for scientists would have a 
ready-made answer for everything (Pennock 2001, 90). 
12  Ratzsch notes that, 

neither science or scientists may be vulnerable to the temptations of 
intellectual sloth as presumed. Indeed, the history of science would 
suggest that the risks are not that great on precisely this point. His-
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 Neither is it the case that once proposed, or even accepted, that super-
natural explanations cannot be challenged or discarded. Competing explan-
atory hypotheses are hardly unknown to science. To take a case in point, 
the fact that biological entities exhibit the informational patterns typically 
associated with intelligent agency, and that scientific investigation tends to 
emphasize the inadequacy of solely natural causes to account for the genesis 
of such structures, in no way implies that research cannot, or is not likely 
to, continue regarding the possibility of demonstrating that a plausible nat-
uralistic account of such origins can be given.13 If such a plausible account 
emerges then it will constitute reason to reject an explanation in terms of 
supernatural agency.14 

                                                 
torically, no disaster such as that darkly suggested by Pennock oc-
curred. In fact, if the history of science told by critics of teleology, 
creationism, intelligent design, and the like is accurate, during the 
19th century previously entrenched supernatural design explanations 
lost the scientific battle to mere fledgling naturalistic explanations—
hardly what one would expect if merely allowing currently disenfran-
chised supernatural design explanations into the conversation were 
likely to destroy current mature and robust natural science. (Ratzsch 
2004, 441)  

13  Ratzsch observes that, 

claims that design theories threaten the utter ruin of science [...] [are] 
less than wholly persuasive [...] Despite the popularity of such claims, 
I have not seen the slightest hint of even a presumptive example 
within the last several centuries where some design-friendly theory 
has challenged a ‘proper’ scientific theory and managed to displace, 
or even a case where some scientifically improper design theory which 
has (‘unfortunately’) already been in place within science has itself 
survived the challenges of legitimate science, thereby destroying le-
gitimate scientific progress. (Ratzsch 2004, 138) 

14  Dembski comments that, 

If it could be shown that biological systems that are wonderfully 
complex, elegant and integrated [...] could have been formed by 
a gradual Darwinian process [...] then intelligent design would be re-
futed on the general grounds that one does not invoke intelligent 
causes when undirected natural causes will do. In that case Ockham’s 
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 Further, the insistence that it is never permissible to posit a supernatu-
ral cause for a physical event means that if such causation in fact takes 
place it can never be recognized. Unless one is prepared to defend meta-
physical naturalism on an independent basis,15 acceptance of methodological 
naturalism as essential to the pursuit of science requires that one under-
stand science not as committed to pursuing the truth about reality, but 
rather as to pursuing the best natural explanation that can be formulated 
of a phenomenon.16 Thus, acceptance of methodological naturalism requires 
that, no matter how implausible a naturalistic explanation for the origin of 
life might be it will be taken seriously so long as it is only slightly less 
implausible than competing naturalistic explanations. Even if life did orig-
inate through supernatural agency, and even if it bears the characteristics 
of things we know to be intelligently designed, acceptance of methodological 
naturalism prohibits ever contemplating such an explanation.17 Similarly, 

                                                 
razor would finish off intelligent design quite nicely. (Dembski 2004, 
281) 

An anonymous reviewer has criticized me on the basis that Dembski’s theory of 
detecting design is ‘wrong-headed.’ I am puzzled by this criticism, since this, my 
only reference to Dembski, deals with a different point entirely. 
15  Emphasis must be placed on there being justification of metaphysical naturalism 
independent of any prior acceptance of methodological naturalism. On pain of beg-
ging the question, it will not do first to accept methodological naturalism, and then 
insist that, since there is no evidence of supernatural causes, that belief in metaphys-
ical naturalism is justified on the ground of Occam’s Razor. For a more complete 
explication of this point see (Dilley 2010) and (Larmer 2003).  
16  Proponents of methodological naturalism have the logical option of conceiving 
science antirealistically. Taking this option, however, removes any possibility of ob-
jecting to claims of supernatural intervention on the grounds that such claims are 
unscientific. I am not aware of any advocates of methodological naturalism who are 
antirealists concerning science. 
17  Ratzsch notes that, 

If (perhaps for overwhelmingly good reasons) science is restricted 
(even just methodologically) to ‘natural’ explanatory and theoretical 
resources, then if there is a supernatural realm which does impinge 
upon the structure and/or operation of the ‘natural’ realm, then the 
world-picture generated by even the best science will unavoidably be 
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methodological naturalism prohibits ever recognizing an event, no matter 
the context and circumstances in which it occurs, as a miracle.18 Thus, if 
convinced that Jesus did in fact rise from the dead, a consistent methodo-
logical naturalist must presume the event does in fact have a natural expla-
nation. 

 (5)  Theological considerations require there be no supernatural inter-
vention in nature. 

 Methodological naturalism is sometimes defended on explicitly theo-
logical grounds. These take the form of assertions that the perfection of 
God implies that His purposes in the world must be accomplished exclu-
sively—perhaps in the case of the more conservatively minded an excep-
tion being made for ‘salvation history’19—by means of secondary created 
causes. Nature, it is asserted, is fully-gifted and any supernatural inter-
vention by God in creation would be coercive and inconsistent with God’s 
perfect love.20 
 There are a least two reasons to see such theological justifications as 
carrying little weight. First, even the most cursory examination reveals that 
they are question-begging and employ rhetorically loaded language. We are 
informed that “the notion of God [as] [...] meddling with matter, [...] is 
offensive [...] it would be a very poor sort of god who created a universe 

                                                 
either incomplete or else wrong on some points. Unless one assumes 
philosophical naturalism (that the natural constitutes the whole of 
reality) that will be the inescapable upshot of taking even mere meth-
odological naturalism as an essential component of scientific proce-
dure” (Ratzsch 2002, 4) 

(I am grateful to the anonymous referee who brought this quotation to my atten-
tion.) 
18  For a defense of the traditional conception of miracle as a supernatural interven-
tion in nature see (Larmer 2014, 7–46). 
19  Any such qualifications require some principled reason why methodological nat-
uralism must be applied in one area of investigation, but not in another. The issue 
should be whether some events are best explained in terms of supernatural causation. 
If this is the issue, then it will not do to insist a priori that such explanations must 
be restricted to ‘salvation history.’ 
20  See, for example, (Van Till 2002, 114). 
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that wasn’t right and then tinkered with it at later stages” [Davies 2012, 
quoted in (Ratzsch 2001, 198, Note 19), emphasis added], and that “a God 
who uses the openness of his created universe [...] to insert additional causal 
events from time to time into that universe to produce particular events or 
trends [...] would be a meddling demigod, a moral monster, and a contra-
diction of himself” (Jenkins 1987, 63). 
 Reasons, however, why God’s perfection requires no supernatural inter-
vention in the natural order are noticeably lacking, as are arguments why 
such interventions should be understood as meddling or tinkering.21 One is 
expected to accept that belief in supernatural intervention in nature neces-
sitates viewing God as either a moral monster or a bumbler, who, not get-
ting things right the first time, must adjust an ill-thought out plan in an 
ad hoc manner. The possibility that God at times acts directly within cre-
ation, that inorganic chemicals were never intended to have the capacity to 
self-assemble into living entities, is ruled out a priori, with no need to con-
sider actual empirical evidence. 
 Second, such justifications are inconsistent with their proponents’ claim 
that methodological naturalism is metaphysically neutral. The methodology 
they insist upon is grounded in their metaphysical commitment to a non-
interventionist God. Far from being metaphysically neutral, it is an out-
working of their deistic or semi-deistic view of God’s relation to creation, 
that, is to say, their insistence that God be viewed as acting exclusively, or 
almost exclusively, through the instrumentality of secondary material 
causes.  

 (6)  Methodological naturalism is inductively justified. 

 Philosophically astute proponents of methodological naturalism, both 
theists and non-theists, have increasingly tended to defend it not as nec-
essarily constitutive of doing science, but as based on a well-evidenced 

                                                 
21  An anonymous reviewer made the point that the fact that such reasons are not 
given does not mean that they do not exist. Fair enough, but such reasons must be 
given if the objection is to be taken seriously. If, and when, they are, then the force 
of such reasons can be evaluated. Even in such a case, they would have to be weighed 
against the empirical evidence for divine intervention. 
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inductive generalization that proves fruitful.22 Writing from a Christian 
perspective, Patrick McDonald and Nivaldo Tro, are happy to agree that 
methodological naturalism is not an essential or definitional aspect of sci-
ence, that there “are no clear a priori reasons to exclude the supernatural 
from science; [rather, it is] an empirically validated methodology and as 
such should be honored unless and until a better framework comes to the 
fore” (McDonald and Tro 2009, 203). Similarly, metaphysical naturalists 
Maarten Boudry, Stefaan Blancke, and Johan Braeckman reject the con-
ception of methodological naturalism as an intrinsic limitation of science, 
defending it “as a provisory and empirically grounded attitude of scientists, 
which is justified in virtue of the consistent success of naturalistic explana-
tion and the lack of success of supernatural explanations in the history of 
science” (Boudry et al. 2010, 227). 
 This of all the proposed justifications of methodological naturalism is 
the most promising. Nevertheless, it is far from convincing. First, at the 
level of actual practice, methodological naturalism functions not so much 
as a provisional inductive generalization helpful in guiding scientific inves-
tigation, but rather as an absolute prohibition on ever taking seriously the 
possibility of supernatural causation.23 Richard Lewontin’s comment re-
garding intelligent design and his “willingness to accept claims which are 
against common sense” (Lewontin 1997) is revealing. He writes, 

it is not that the methods and institutions of science somehow 
compel us to accept a material explanation of the phenomenal 
world, but on the contrary, that we are forced by our a priori 

                                                 
22  Elliot Sober in his (2011) comments that 

arguments against introducing the claim that God exists into scien-
tific theories have often been in-principle; they attempt to show that 
this postulate necessarily prevents science from reaching one of its 
goals [...] The argument I would offer is more modest. Naturalistic 
science has been a success [...] The modest defense I would offer of 
methodological naturalism is simply this: if it isn’t broken, don’t fix 
it. (Sober 2011, 375)  

23  An anonymous reviewer sees this point as feeble. With respect, I disagree. Ques-
tions of how methodological naturalism is employed are relevant to its presumed 
justification. 
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adherence of material causes to create an apparatus of investiga-
tion and a set of concepts that produce material explanations, no 
matter how counterintuitive, no matter how mystifying to the 
uninitiated. Moreover, that materialism is absolute, for we cannot 
allow a Divine Foot in the door. (Lewontin 1997) 

 Fundamental explanatory virtues such as simplicity, coherence, scope, 
etc. serve to adjudicate competing explanations, whether they be natural or 
supernatural, without any need to invoke methodological naturalism as add-
ing some further necessary criterion. 
 Second, and more importantly, the inductive generalization which is 
presumed to justify methodological naturalism is far less secure than gen-
erally portrayed. This is so for several reasons. First, at a historical level, 
there are many factors which explain the move away from theories of su-
pernatural agency, that, is to say design inferences. Many of these “are 
scientifically irrelevant, and to the extent that they drove the history, to 
that extent the history too will be irrelevant” (Ratzsch 2005, 128–36). Fur-
ther, it seems fair to observe that the rejection of present day design infer-
ences should be based on present day science. By way of analogy, Ratzsch 
notes that 

were one attempting to show that phlogiston theory really should 
not be resurrected within present science, one surely would not 
have to rely on reference to difficulties raised a couple of centuries 
back. If phlogiston theory is indeed dead, we’d better be able to 
develop a case out of present science for thinking so. If we can’t 
then present science is in extraordinarily deep trouble. (Ratzsch 
2005, 136) 

Second, as has been noted, appeals to supernatural agency are not typically 
found regarding how things work, but rather how they come to exist in the 
first place. Questions of the origin of the universe and its apparent fine-
tuning and questions of the origin and development of life are questions of 
‘historical’ rather than ‘nomological’ science. It is in these areas of scientific 
investigation that one encounters appeals to supernatural agency, which is 
to say, design inferences. 
 Once this distinction is made, the success that ‘nomological’ science 
has had in finding natural causes of phenomena cannot automatically be 
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taken as providing a strong inductive argument for adopting methodolog-
ical naturalism in historical sciences. The fact that turtles are easy to 
catch hardly provides warrant for thinking that cheetahs will be easy to 
catch, and the fact that natural explanations in nomological science have 
enjoyed great success, scarcely warrants the assumption that explanations 
in terms of natural causes in historical science will enjoy the same degree 
of success. 
 Indeed, any inductive argument regarding cosmological and biological 
origins seems to be on the side of design inferences. A little over a century 
ago it was possible to view the universe as eternal and the structure of living 
cells as relatively simple. This is no longer so; the more we know the harder 
it is to avoid positing design regarding origins. Our best cosmology points 
to our finely-tuned universe coming into existence without any natural 
cause.24 Similarly, although structures that manifest redundant order, e.g. 
crystals, or simply complexity, e.g. mixtures of random polymers, are easily 
found in nature, none of them exhibit the specified complexity, that, is to 
say, information that exists in DNA, RNA, and proteins. Such structures 
recalcitrantly resist explanations in terms of any known natural causes, so 
much so that James Tours, one of the top-ranked chemists in the world, is 
prepared to say in his 2016 Pascal Lecture “The Origin of Life: An Inside 
Story” that there presently exists no naturalistic account of life’s origin that 
is even faintly plausible (Tours 2016). 
 It is important in this regard to realize that the argument does not 
commit the fallacy of ad ignorantium. The inference to supernatural agency 
is based not simply on the repeated inability of scientists to produce plau-
sible natural explanations in these areas, but on the fact that the phenom-
ena being investigated display characteristics that, in our experience, are 
the product of intelligent agency. As Stephen Meyer notes, 

the inadequacy of proposed materialistic causes forms only part 
of the basis of the argument for intelligent design. We also know 
from broad and repeated experience that intelligent agents [...] 

                                                 
24  See, for example, (Spitzer 2010, 13–74). Also, (Craig and Sinclair 2009). An 
anonymous referee asks whether these sources consider quantum gravitational theo-
ries. The answer is yes. 
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produce information-rich systems [...] Experience teaches that 
whenever large amounts of specified complexity or information 
are present in an artifact or entity whose causal story is known, 
invariably creative intelligence—intelligent design—played a role 
in the origin of that entity. Thus, when we encounter such infor-
mation in the large biological molecules needed for life, we may 
infer—based on our knowledge of established cause-and-effect re-
lationships—that an intelligent cause operated [...] [the argument] 
asserts the superior explanatory power of a proposed cause based 
upon its proven—its known—causal adequacy and based upon 
a lack of demonstrated efficacy among the competing proposed 
causes. (Meyer 2009, 376–77) 

 Further, there are scientific disciplines where design inferences are rou-
tinely made. Archeologists, for example, are willing to identify primitive 
tools precisely on the basis that what they are looking at bears the type of 
structure we know to be produced by intelligence, and the SETI project is 
looking to see if there are signals from space that exhibit a pattern requiring 
intelligence to explain. These appeals to design appear to be accepted be-
cause they are not presumed to challenge a naturalistic account of how 
conscious intelligent agents originated.25 It is only when the design would 
have to be attributed to a supernatural intelligent agent that the design is 
judged to be only apparent and not genuine.  
 This, however, is to ignore the fact that the question of whether an 
object is designed, that, is to say the product of intelligent agency, is 
distinct from the question of the designer. If one goes to a faraway planet 
and finds symbols on a cliff face that turn out upon inspection to demon-
strate the impossibility of trisecting the angle and doubling the cube, one 
will have no hesitation in identifying that mathematical proof as the result 
of intelligence, even if one has no idea as to the identity of the agent 
responsible. Given that the recognition of intelligent design is logically 
prior to the question of the designer’s identity, it will not do to reject 
what appear to be instances of design on the basis that, if recognized as 

                                                 
25  Anyone familiar with contemporary philosophy of mind and what naturalist phi-
losophers term the ‘hard problem of consciousness’ will realize it is very far from 
clear that any plausible naturalistic account of consciousness can be given. 
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genuine, they constitute evidence for a supernatural designing intelli-
gence.26 

3. Conclusion 

 I have argued that methodological naturalism, contrary its proponents’ 
claim, is not metaphysically neutral. I have further argued that its ac-
ceptance as a practice requires justification. Unfortunately for its advocates, 
attempts to justify it are failures. It cannot be defended as a definition or 
a self-imposed limitation of science, nor, more modestly, as an inductively 
justified commitment to natural causes. 
 Its rejection, however, in no way prohibits scientists from searching for 
natural causes of physical phenomena. The issue is not whether it is legiti-
mate to look for natural causes of phenomena, but rather whether science 
must or should in all circumstances confine itself to attempted explanations 
in terms of natural causes, no matter how inadequate such attempted ex-
planations prove. Whether in science or other endeavors, one needs to be 

                                                 
26  An anonymous reviewer has objected that “the idea that design can somehow be 
‘detected’ [...] while completely abstracting from the identities and characteristics of 
particular designers, strikes me [...] as wrongheaded.” Three points are in order. First, 
the reviewer provides no response to the example I give. Second, the recognition of 
a pattern that is analogous to those produced by intelligent agents such as our-
selves—e.g. the recognition that biological entities contain numerous sophisticated 
machines—is evidence that the designer’s nature is not completely foreign to our 
own. Third, insofar as recognition of biological design might plausibly be thought to 
provide an argument for God, the theistic hypothesis is not silent concerning God’s 
character. As Draper, no friend to theism, comments, 

moral perfection is built into the theistic hypothesis. Because we are 
not entirely in the dark about the preferences of such a being (at 
least other considerations held equal) some facts about nature are 
more probable on theism than on metaphysical naturalism [...] Fur-
thermore, building moral perfection into the theistic hypothesis does 
not make that hypothesis ad hoc if [...] God’s moral perfection is 
made likely by other attributes that are plausible attributed to a per-
sonal ground of being. (Draper 2005, 295) 
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free to go where the evidence leads. If the best explanation for some events 
or structures is direct supernatural agency then science needs to be able to 
have access to it. Any methodology which precludes such access acts not to 
further scientific investigation, but rather to place it in an explanatory 
straitjacket. 
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Abstract: Much recent neuroscientific work, and in particular the pro-
gramme initiated by Benjamin Libet, seeks to show “the causal clo-
sure of the physical”—that mental events never cause physical events, 
and in particular that our intentions never cause brain events and 
thereby our intentional bodily actions. But no one is justified in believ-
ing any scientific theory unless they are justified in believing that it 
successfully predicts certain events. Someone is justified in believing 
that certain events predicted by some theory did occur, if they appar-
ently remember having perceived these events or if some other scientist 
apparently testifies that they have perceived these events. But we 
believe our apparent memories of our past perceptions of events be-
cause we believe that perceiving those events has caused brain events 
which have caused our present apparent memories of them; and we 
believe the apparent testimony of others because we believe that their 
intentions to testify have caused brain events in them which in turn 
have caused the words of their testimony to come out of their mouths. 
So someone could only justifiably believe the theory that mental events 
never cause physical events if they believe that either their past per-
ceptions or the intentions of other scientists to tell them what they 
perceived, both of which are kinds of mental events, have caused brain 
events, which are physical events. So that theory is self-defeating; no 
one could ever be justified in believing it, or more generally be justified 
in believing the theory of the causal closure of the physical. 
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 I begin with some definitions.1 Although “physical events” are often de-
fined in terms of events involving properties designated by predicates be-
longing to a true and complete physics, or ones supervenient thereon2, this 
is not a very helpful definition since we do know much about what a future 
true and complete physics would be like. But there is surely one property 
which all the events with which a future physics would be concerned, would 
have; that is the property of being publicly accessible events. So I shall 
define “a physical event” as “an event to which no one person has privileged 
access.” If I can show that the causal closure of the physical is implausible 
on this definition of physical events, it will surely be implausible on any 
other currently available definition. I shall contrast a physical event with 
a “mental event”, defined as one to which its subject (the person whose it 
is) necessarily has privileged access by experiencing it; and “a pure mental 
event” as a mental event which does not entail the occurrence of a physical 
event. By a person having privileged access to some event, I mean that 
necessarily he or she is in a better position than anyone else to know that 
it is occurring; whatever ways others have of finding out whether or not it 
is occurring, the subject can also use—but they have an additional way, by 
experiencing it. Among physical events are brain events; anyone who learns 
how to use the relevant apparatus can find out as much about my brain 
events as can I or anyone else. Perceptions such as me seeing a tree are 
mental events since whatever ways others can use to discover whether or 
not I am seeing a tree, such as observing my behaviour and studying my 
brain events, I could also use—I could watch a film of my behaviour and 
study the brain events just as well as anyone else—but I have an additional 
way of knowing about my perception, that is by actually experiencing seeing 

                                                 
1  The ideas contained in this paper were first published in (Swinburne 2011). I am 
grateful to the editor of the Journal of consciousness studies for permission to reuse 
them. For a more developed presentation of these ideas see my book (Swinburne 
2013), especially chapter 4. 
2  For definitions along these lines, see (Montero 2009). 
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the tree. Perceptions are however not pure mental events, since seeing a tree 
entails that there is a tree present—and that is a physical event. But me 
seeming-to-see-a-tree, that is me believing that I am seeing a tree does not 
entail the existence of the tree. 
 The class of pure mental events includes all conscious events, that is 
apparent experiences, events of kinds such that they occur only in so far as 
we are aware that they are occurring. Conscious events include sensations 
such as pains and feelings of nausea and patterns of colour in my visual 
field. They also include occurrent thoughts which cross my mind, such as 
“today is Thursday;” if I am not in any way aware that I am having a pain 
or the thought “today is Thursday,” I am not in pain and the thought isn’t 
crossing my mind. They also include apparent perceptions—such as my 
apparent perception of a tree, apparent awareness of one’s beliefs and de-
sires, and apparent awareness of truths of reason such as being conscious of 
“23×3 = 69” as I think about it.  
  Also among conscious events are intentions. By my intention I mean 
what I am trying to do, my purpose which I am trying to fulfil. Intentions 
include short-term intentions, such as intentions to move an arm or utter 
a sentence; medium-term intentions such as an intention to walk to the 
railway station or to eat lunch, which are purposes which I am trying to 
fulfil during the whole of a longer period; and long-term intentions, such as 
to write a book or pursue some career, which I try to fulfil by actions at 
different periods over a long stretch of time. If my body performs some 
movement of a kind which I normally make intentionally, but which on this 
occasion was simply an unintended reflex, then there was no intention in 
what I was doing. Other people can reach well justified conclusions about 
whether I had some intention in making some movement and what that 
intention was, from a study of my public behaviour (including what I say) 
and perhaps one day from a study of my brain. Yet whatever ways others 
use to find out about my intentions, I could also use; I could watch a film 
of my behaviour and study my brain just as well as anyone else. But I have 
an additional way, not available to anyone else, of knowing whether I had 
some intention and what that intention was—by actually experiencing the 
intention; and necessarily no one else can experience my intentions—for the 
person who experiences an intention is the person who has the intention. 
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 Pure mental events include, as well as conscious events, what I call con-
tinuing mental states, that is events—such as beliefs and desires—which 
may occur while the subject is not conscious of them but of which she can 
become conscious by asking herself what she believes or desires, or by being 
aware of them when she is planning to take them into account in her ac-
tions. They are pure mental events because, while the subject can use all 
the ways available to others for discovering what she believes or desires, she 
has a way of discovering these states which is not available to others. The 
suspect who tells the police that he did not commit the crime has a way of 
knowing whether he is telling them what he believes, which is not available 
to the police—he is consciously aware of whether his intention is to tell 
them what he believes.  
 Our ordinary experience of life seems to show us very strongly that our 
intentions often cause our bodily movements. Consider first an intention 
which may or may not succeed in producing the intended effect—for exam-
ple, suppose that I am trying to lift a weight. I may not succeed in lifting 
the weight, but if I do succeed, it seems to me strongly that it was me trying 
which caused the weight to rise, and so that lifting the weight was an in-
tentional action. It seems to me strongly that this is so, because to try to 
do something just is to do what one believes will make it more likely that 
that thing will occur. And clearly the weight will not rise unless I try to 
raise it, and the harder I try the higher it will rise. There is a continuum of 
actions between actions like this in which I have to try for a short time in 
order to produce the intended effect, and those bodily actions which are so 
easy for most of us to perform and take so short a time, that we are seldom 
aware of a time when we are trying to bring about the effect and have not 
yet succeeded in doing so. But clearly there is a difference between me 
intentionally raising my arm and my arm just rising in a way unintended 
by me. That difference seems to be that me intentionally moving my arm 
consists in me causing the bodily movement, that is me having the intention 
to cause the bodily movement causes the bodily movement.  
 It is a fundamental epistemic principle which I call the Principle of Cre-
dulity, that what we seem to (that is, apparently) experience is probably 
so, and hence we are justified in believing (that is, it is rational for us to 
believe) that it is probably so—barring counter-evidence. If it seems to me 
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that I am seeing a tree, then probably I am seeing a tree. If it seems to me 
that I am hearing you speak, then probably I am hearing you speak—all 
this in the absence of evidence that I am subject to some illusion. If we 
could not rely on our apparent experiences of the world in this way—even 
after we had checked it by looking again or listening for a longer period—
we could have no knowledge about the world at all. So since our experience 
seems to tell us so strongly that our intentions cause our bodily movements, 
it is—in the absence of counter evidence—very probable that they do. Sci-
ence has shown us that all our bodily movements are caused more directly 
by brain events initiating sequences of events in our nerves which cause the 
bodily movements. So it is very probable that that our intentions cause the 
bodily movements by causing the brain events which cause those bodily 
movements, and so that mental events often cause physical events. 
 The doctrine of ‘the causal closure of the physical’ (CCP) is the doc-
trine that physical events are caused only by physical events. It follows 
from CCP that such common-sense views as that I came to this building 
because I had the intention to do so, and so the intention caused my leg 
movements which brought me here are false. Now it is logically possible 
that such common sense beliefs are simply illusions. But given my previ-
ous argument, it would need substantial evidence (that is, counter-evi-
dence to what strongly seems to be the case) to show that they are illu-
sions, and so that CCP is probably true. CCP is an empirical doctrine 
about which kinds of event cause which other kinds of event, and so a jus-
tified belief in CCP requires a justified belief in some scientific theory 
which entails it. In this paper I argue the epistemological thesis that noone 
could ever be justified in believing any theory which entails CCP, and 
that claims that recent neuroscientific work provide that justification are 
not merely false, but couldn’t possibly be true—because of what consti-
tutes a justified belief in a scientific theory. For a justified belief in a sci-
entific theory requires a justified belief that it makes successful predic-
tions, and that means both a justified belief that it predicts certain events 
and a justified belief that those events occurred. In this paper I will be 
arguing that (at least one of) those justified beliefs couldn’t be had if CCP 
were true. Hence CCP is in a crucial sense self-defeating; if it were true, 
we could not be justified in believing it. 
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 So how can anyone have a justified belief that some scientific theory 
predicts certain events? Scientists in the relevant field will have calculated 
that it makes these predictions. And if a scientist can hold all the calcula-
tions in her mind at one time, it will be for her a deliverance of reason, 
evident a priori, that the theory does make these predictions. Alas, for any 
scientific theory of any complexity most experts in any field will be unable 
to hold in their minds at one time all the relevant calculations; even as the 
scientist reads through the text of her calculations, she depends on her 
memory towards the end of the calculations for her belief that the initial 
calculations were correct. Later in life all that she may remember is that it 
did seem to her earlier that the theory made those predictions. She may 
have a diary in which she recorded this, which will be—as it were—her 
testimony about this to herself and others. Non-scientists and scientists less 
central in the field will depend on the testimony of those whom they regard 
as experts, that they have made those calculations. So what makes someone’s 
belief that the theory predicts certain events justified is (if it can be had) 
experience (of oneself currently ‘seeing’ that the calculations are correct), 
memory (of having made calculations in the past), or testimony (from oneself 
or others that they have made certain calculations); or rather, since all of 
these sources may be mislead, it is apparent experience, memory, and testi-
mony which provide our justified beliefs that the theory makes true predic-
tions—justified in the absence of counter-evidence, often called “defeaters.” 
 And how can anyone have a justified belief that the events predicted in 
fact occurred? They will normally depend on the evidence of the same 
three sources. Certain observers will (apparently) in a wide sense experi-
ence these events—that is if they are physical events, they will perceive 
them, or if they are conscious events they will experience them (in a nar-
row sense). Later, the observers may (apparently) remember having ex-
perienced the events; and others will depend on the (apparent) testimony 
of observers about these (or the observers may depend on their own  
apparent written testimony.) Alternatively, a believer may have a justi-
fied belief that the events predicted occurred because it is a consequence  
(deductive or probabilistic) of some other justifiably believed theory that 
they did. But in that case a justified belief in that other theory would itself 
depend on the evidence of the same three sources.  
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 When we believe that our apparent experiences are real experiences, as 
by the principle of credulity we are surely normally justified in doing—in 
the absence of counter evidence, we believe them because we believe that 
they are caused by the events apparently experienced. You believe that 
your apparent experience of observing some distant star through a telescope 
is a real experience and so that there is really a star there, because you 
believe that your apparent experience was caused by the star emitting light 
which impinged on your eyes, and caused the apparent experience of it. If 
you came to believe that your apparent experience was caused by a mal-
functioning of the telescope, and had no other reason for believing that the 
star was there, you would cease to believe that the star was there. So if 
your apparent experience is a real experience, then a physical event is caus-
ing a mental event; and that of course is not ruled out by CCP.  
 Our apparent memories of our experiences are themselves apparent ex-
periences of our past experiences, and so again by the principle of credulity 
we are justified in believing that the apparent memories are real memories 
in the absence of counter evidence. When we believe them, we believe them 
because we believe that they are caused by the past experiences. In the case 
of memories of experiences less than a few minutes earlier, it may be that 
the past experience causes the present memory of it directly (that is, with-
out causing it by causing some other event which causes the memory). But 
we know well, as neuroscience has also shown,3 that in the case of memories 
of events more than a few minutes ago the causation is indirect; the past 
experience causes a brain event (a “trace” in the brain) which later causes 
the memory of it. And so our reliance on apparent memory for our 
knowledge of past events depends on assuming that a mental event (a past 
experience) causes a physical event (a brain event).  
 It also follows from the principle of credulity, that when it seems that 
someone is telling us something (orally or in writing) we are justified in 
believing that they are telling us that thing, in the absence of counter evi-

                                                 
3  For example, a patient from whom portions of both temporal lobes including 
their hippocampus were removed, proved unable to recall anything which had hap-
pened to him more than a few minutes earlier. For a description of this patient’s 
condition see, among many other places, (Thompson 2000, 392–93). 
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dence. We assume that their intention to tell us what they apparently re-
member has caused the words reporting the experience to come out of their 
mouth or to be typed into their computer. If we came to believe that the 
words came out of some person’s mouth because they suffer from fluid apha-
sia (which produces streams of unintended words), or that the person’s fin-
gers pressing keys on his computer keyboard were caused to do so by a neu-
roscientist controlling the neural impulses to those fingers, we would no 
longer believe that testimony. The apparent testimony would not be real tes-
timony. And when we also believe someone’s apparent testimony to have 
experienced some event, we assume that their past experience has caused 
their apparent memory of it (again, a mental-to-physical causation). And so 
relying on apparent testimony to a past event involves relying on two separate 
processes of mental-to-physical causing (‘causing’ in the sense of the mental 
event being a necessary part of the total cause of the physical event.) 
 A scientist takes his (apparent) observations, experiences and calcula-
tions as probably correct, at least when he has looked carefully and 
checked—in the absence of contrary evidence. Almost all scientific 
knowledge relies on (apparent) memory (e.g. of the results of experiments 
or calculations only written up the following day). And for all science, we 
all rely most of the time on the (apparent) testimony (written and spoken) 
of observers to have made certain observations (or had certain experiences) 
and of theoreticians to have done certain calculations. And the wider public 
relies entirely on the (apparent) testimony of scientists with respect both 
to their calculations and to their observations. A solitary scientist would be 
justified in believing his apparent perceptions while he was apparently per-
ceiving without assuming that there was any mental-to-physical causation. 
But no one would be justified in believing a large-scale scientific theory with-
out having a lot of evidence about the occurrence of events at different times 
and places and having his calculations confirmed by other scientists. So it 
would seem that we cannot have any significant justification for believing any 
scientific theory without relying on apparent memory and apparent testi-
mony, and so without relying on processes which consist in mental events 
causing physical events. Hence it would seem that no one will ever be justified 
in believing CCP, since the justification would consist in believing in the 
occurrence of processes which would be ruled out by CCP itself.  
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 There are two different kinds of way in which scientists have attempted 
or could attempt to establish CCP. The first way is to attempt to show 
that when mental events occur, they never make any difference to the pat-
tern of later physical events; and the obvious way to set about this would 
be to show that the most plausible candidate for mental events which make 
such a difference, that is our intentions, never make any difference to our 
brain events.  
 The results of a recent neuroscience research programme, initiated by 
the work of Benjamin Libet in the 1980’s, have been interpreted by many 
scientists as showing that conscious events (and so ‘mental events’ generally 
in my sense) never cause brain events. In the original and most influential 
Libet experiments4 subjects were instructed to move their hand at a mo-
ment of their choice within a short specified period (for example, a period 
of 20 seconds). The subjects watched a very fast clock, and reported subse-
quently the exact time at which they formed their intention to move their 
hand. They reported the intention to move their hand occurring (on aver-
age) 200 msecs (milliseconds) before the time at which experimenters rec-
orded the onset of activity in the subjects’ muscles initiating the hand move-
ment. Experiments of other kinds, Libet claimed, showed that subjects re-
port the time of sensations as occurring 50 msecs before the time of the 
brain events which caused them. That led Libet to hold that subjects mis-
judge the time of all conscious events by 50 msecs, and so he concluded that 
their intention occurred (on average) 150 msecs before the muscle activa-
tion. However electrodes placed on subjects’ scalps recorded (on each occasion 
of hand moving) a build-up of electric potential, called ‘the readiness  
potential’ (RP), which was presumably caused by the occurrence of a par-
ticular kind of brain event which occurred (on average) 550 msecs before 
the muscle activitiy and so 400 msecs before the occurrence of the intention. 
The last thirty years have seen very considerable progress in understanding 
the neural basis of intentional actions, made possible by new techniques 

                                                 
4  For Libet’s description of his own work, see (Libet 2004). For accounts and 
interpretations of the development of this work on the neural basis of intentional 
actions over the last twenty years, using new methods of discovering what is hap-
pening in the brain at different times, see the surveys in (Hallett 2007), (Haggard 
2008), and (Banks and Pockett 2007). 
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which allow neuroscientists to identify far more precisely than by measure-
ments of electric potential on the skull, which areas of the brain are active 
some exact number of milliseconds before the time at which subjects claim 
that they form some intention. The results of this work seem initially to 
give very considerable support to the view that a prior brain event of the 
kind which gives rise to RP is a necessary condition (although not neces-
sarily a sufficient condition) for the occurrence of a simple intentional bodily 
movement of the kind studied by Libet.  
 So, if the subjects’ reports are at all accurate, there is this succession of 
events: a brain event (B1), followed by a conscious event (the intention 
represented by ‘M1’ in the diagram), and also followed by other brain events 
(represented by B2 and B3) and then (later than M1) a brain event (repre-
sented by ‘B4’) which directly causes the muscle activity and so the move-
ment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diagram to illustrate the Libet experiment. ‘M’ represents a mental event. 
The ‘B’s represent brain events; events to the left of the diagram are earlier 
than events to the right. Arrows represent evident causal action. Lines with-
out an arrow indicate possible causal action.  

 Many neuroscientists have argued from this kind of evidence to reach 
the extraordinary conclusion that the intention does not cause the move-
ment; but rather a brain event B2 (caused by B1) causes both the intention 
(M1) and the subsequent brain event B3 which (via B4) causes the bodily 
movement, without the intention causing anything at all. Thus one group 
of neuroscientists concluded that Libet’s data “contradict the naïve view of 
free will—that conscious intention causes action. Clearly conscious intention 
cannot cause an action if a neural event that precedes and correlates with 

M1 (intention to move hand) 

B1 B2 B3 B4 

RP (readiness potential) bodily movement 
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the action comes before the conscious intention.”5 But that is a totally un-
justified conclusion. One event X may cause another event Z by causing an 
event Y which causes Z. So it is equally compatible with all the data show-
ing the correlations between an earlier event (B1), an intention (M1) and 
the brain event (B4) which causes the movement, and also the most natural 
explanation of those correlations, to suppose that B1 causes (via some in-
termediate brain event B2) the intention (M1), and that the intention causes 
(via some intermediate brain event B3) the brain event (B4) which directly 
causes the movement. (By ‘causes’ I mean ‘is a necessary part of the cause 
of.’) To show that the intention was not also a necessary part of the cause, 
you would need to show that an earlier event B1 causes the very same se-
quence of brain events with or without subjects having the requisite inten-
tion (to produce that bodily movement). And the Libet programme is no-
where near attempting to show that.  
 But the major problem with Libet-type experiments is that, in order to 
show that or anything else, the programme depends on the apparent testi-
mony of subjects for information about the time of the occurrence of their 
mental events. And so all Libet-type experiments designed to show that 
mental events do not cause physical events require the experimenter to 
assume that sometimes mental events do cause physical events. Such ex-
periments might serve to show that certain kinds of bodily movement (for 
example, those studied in Libet-type experiments, or—more obviously—
some very quick reactions such as jumping out of the way of a passing car) 
which we might have regarded as formed by our intentions are in fact not 
formed by our intentions. But they could only show this if we assume that 
other bodily movements (such as the movements of our lips in telling others 
about our intentions) are formed by those intentions. Clearly the same gen-
eral objection applies to any attempt to establish CCP, which relies on 
evidence about which mental events occur when. We could only get enough 
evidence to show the theory to be true by relying on the apparent testimony 
of other people, and that involves assuming that that theory is false.  
 But there is another way by which it might seem that scientists could 
establish CCP, and that is on the basis of evidence merely about which 
                                                 
5  (Roediger, Goode, and Zaromb 2008). For similar quotations from other neuro-
scientists see (Mele 2009, 70–73). 
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physical events occur when, without relying on any evidence about which 
mental events occur when. Could not observation merely of physical events 
provide us with a justified belief in some very general deterministic physical 
theory from which it follows that every physical event has another physical 
event as an immediately prior necessary and sufficient cause? If so, it would 
follow that no brain event could have a mental event as a necessary part of 
its cause. For if a deterministic physical theory of this kind were true, the 
physical event would have occurred anyway; whatever mental events the 
subject had could have made no difference to the brain events. Suppose 
that scientists discover that for each physical event F studied in large sam-
ples of many different kinds of physical events (including apparently inten-
tional bodily movements), there is some other immediately prior physical 
event E which a certain deterministic theory claims will have F as its im-
mediate effect. That would seem to be powerful evidence in favour of that 
theory and so in favour of CCP.  
 The problem however remains that our evidence about which physical 
events occur when in these large samples of events must come from the 
reports of scientists about the results of their experiments, that is from 
the apparent testimonies and memories of scientists about what they 
claim to have perceived. But we have seen that we are only justified in 
relying on apparent memory and testimony if we are justified in assuming 
that past observations cause brain traces which cause present memories 
and that people’s intentions cause words to come out of their mouths. So 
again relying on the evidence of the apparent memory and testimony of 
scientists about what they have observed already seems to presuppose the 
falsity of CCP.  
 It is however possible to avoid this objection, as an objection to this 
second way of trying to establish CCP, by modifying our understanding of 
‘memory’ and ‘testimony,’ in such a way that we could be said to ‘remem-
ber’ some past physical event without assuming that the memory involves 
remembering a past experience of that event; and we could be said to give 
‘testimony’ to the occurrence of a past event without assuming that that 
involves testifying to a past experience of that event. We could understand 
‘memory’ simply as memory of the occurrence of events, and not only of 
events which are experiences of the occurrence of other events. A subject 
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could be said to ‘remember’ past physical events in virtue of those events 
causing traces in his brain, which at a later time cause the apparent memory 
of those events without any mental-to-physical causation being involved. 
The memory traces caused in a person’s brain by the occurrence of some 
event sometimes cause that person to become aware later of details of that 
event of which they were not at the time aware; and it does not seem too 
unnatural a use of the word ‘remember’ to say that they ‘remembered’ those 
details. So the only assumption that someone would need to make order to 
rely on his ‘apparent memory’ of some past physical event, would be that 
the past event caused his present belief that it happened; and that does not 
involve any mental-to-physical causation. And we could come to understand 
‘testimony’ to amount merely to the public utterance of sentences reporting 
that an event occurred caused by a chain of events in the utterer, itself 
caused by the event reported, a chain which need not include any conscious 
events. The ‘testimony’ would not be testimony that the testifier had ob-
served the events, but merely testimony that the events had occurred. Thus 
someone’s eyes could receive light rays from physical events, and—because 
those physical events caused brain events in that person—subsequently re-
port them, without that causal chain proceeding through any conscious 
events. So the only assumption that someone A would need to make in order 
to rely on B’s ‘apparent testimony’ that some past event E occurred, would 
be that a past event caused a brain event in B which caused B’s mouth to 
produce words stating that E occurred (‘caused’ in the sense that it was 
a necessary part of a sufficient cause); and that does not involve any mental-
to-physical causation. Counting as a witness’s ‘testimony’ to an event any 
utterance of his claiming that the event occurred which was caused by the 
event, certainly seems to involve giving a stretched meaning to ‘testimony.’ 
We might reasonably want to claim that science ought to rely on the reports 
of observers about their own experiences, rather than merely on words com-
ing out of their mouths (whose content is not further justifiable) that cer-
tain events affected their brains. Still, it is worthwhile to see if we can save 
CCP by stretching our understanding of ‘memory’ and ‘testimony’ in these 
ways. We would not then need to make any assumptions about conscious 
events causing physical events in order justifiably to believe what we learn 
from ‘memory’ and ‘testimony’ about the occurrence of physical events. 
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And in that case the evidence that events occurred which were in fact pre-
dicted by some physical theory entailing CCP would not be undermined by 
the use of that evidence presupposing the falsity of the physical theory. 
 There is however a further (and to my mind insuperable) difficulty in 
supposing that we could have a justified belief that some deterministic phys-
ical theory gave true predictions about relations between physical events. 
This is that we would also need, not merely a justified belief, that certain 
relations between physical events occurred, but also a justified belief that 
these relations were predicted by that deterministic theory. But anyone who 
had not calculated for himself what that theory predicted about the rela-
tions between physical events must depend on the evidence provided by the 
apparent testimony of scientists to have calculated this and ‘to have seen’ 
(that is, had a conscious belief) that that was what the theory predicted, 
that is evidence of the conscious events of scientists, not merely evidence of 
the occurrence of physical events. But if the deterministic physical theory 
were true, the scientists could not have been caused to give that testimony 
by their intention to tell what they believed about what the theory pre-
dicted. Hence no one (and so no other scientist) could justifiably believe 
what any scientist reported about his calculations, and so believe that the 
theory made the predictions which he claimed that it did (as well as believ-
ing that the predicted events occurred), since believing what the scientist 
reported would undermine the credibility of his apparent testimony to it. 
Neither—for the same reason—could any scientist rely on his own testimony 
to himself recorded in a diary that he had previously calculated the conse-
quences of the deterministic theory. Nor could a scientist rely on his own 
apparent memory of having calculated these consequences, since this would 
involve his past experiences (of his calculation) causing the brain event 
which caused his memory. Only if a scientist could hold in his mind at one 
time all his calculations (or perhaps do all the calculations within less than 
a few minutes), from which it apparently followed that the deterministic 
theory predicted certain events, could he have a justified belief that that 
theory made successful predictions, and so a justified belief in CCP. For 
most scientific theories and most scientists, this is most unlikely. The crucial 
difference between having a justified belief that certain physical events oc-
curred, and having a justified belief that a certain theory predicts certain 
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events, is that for the latter we need evidence of conscious events (we or 
others ‘seeing’ that certain calculations are correct), while for the former 
(given extended senses of ‘memory’ and ‘testimony’) we need only evidence 
of the occurrence of physical events. 
 I conclude that (with the above very small exception) no one could have 
a justified belief that any deterministic physical theory made certain pre-
dictions. So neither by the route of trying to show the inefficacy of mental 
events, nor by the route of trying to show the total efficacy of physical 
events, could anyone (with the stated very small exception) have a justified 
belief in CCP. Hence we should believe that things are they seem to be, 
that often our intentions do cause our bodily movements, which clearly they 
do by causing our brain events. 
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Abstract: The argument from causal closure for physicalism requires 
the principle that a physical event can only occur through being ne-
cessitated by antecedent physical events. This article proposes a view 
of the causal structure of the world that claims not only that an event 
need not be necessitated by antecedent events, but that an event 
cannot be necessitated by antecedent events. All events are open to 
counteraction. In order to spell out various kinds of counteraction 
I introduce the idea of ‘directedness.’ 

Keywords: Causal closure; determinism; free will; miracles.  

1. Introduction: the principle of causal closure 

 (1.1) The Principle of Causal Closure (PCC) expresses a substantial 
conviction about causality and about everything that happens. Contrary to 
PCC, in this article I shall defend the ‘Principle of the Causal Openness of 
the Physical’ (PCO). I shall proceed by addressing the following points: 

• Note how influential PCC has been. 

• Which version of PCC is required for an argument against the exist-
ence of physical events that have a non-physical cause? 
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• State the Principle of Causal Openness. 

• Relate PCO to the phenomenon of superposition. 

• Introduce the idea of directedness and relate it to PCO. 

 (1.2) Many believe that PCC constitutes a strong reason for believing 
that there are no souls interacting with the body and that there are no 
divine interventions. Thus David Papineau: 

Over the latter half of the last century English-speaking philoso-
phy became increasingly committed to naturalistic doctrines. 
Much of this naturalistic turn can be attributed to the widespread 
acceptance of the thesis that the physical realm is causally closed. 
(Papineau 2009, 53) 

[I]t was the empirical evidence for causal closure that persuaded 
philosophers to be physicalists. Once mid-century physiological 
research had established that all physical effects had physical 
causes, even in bodies and brains, philosophers quickly figured 
out that general physicalism followed. (B. G. Montero and 
Papineau 2016, 188) 

Jaegwon Kim formulated PCC in the following way, which some call ‘Two-
way Causal Closure’ (TCC) (Montero 2003, 175): 

If you pick any physical event and trace out its causal ancestry 
or posterity, that will never take you outside the physical domain. 
That is, no causal chain will ever cross the boundary between the 
physical and the nonphysical. (Kim 1998, 40) 

 (1.3) Unless the words ‘never’ and ‘will ever’ are taken to include possi-
ble worlds or the word ‘cannot’ is added, this formulation says only: 

No past and future physical events have nonphysical causes. 

Let us call this nonmodal version of PCC ‘NMPCC.’ 
 Can NMPCC be used for an argument for physicalism? No, it requires 
a modal version. Imagine that there are no nonphysical objects. In that case 
NMPCC is true. But how can one then know that NMPCC is true? By 
investigating the evidence for the existence of souls and of God and by 
finding that there is little evidence or by finding that there is evidence 
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against the existence of souls or God. By this investigation one can know 
the truth of NMPCC, but NMPCC provides no reason for believing that no 
physical events have nonphysical causes. There is no argument from 
NMPCC to physicalism here, because the belief in physicalism justifies the 
belief in NMPCC, but the belief in NMPCC cannot be justified without 
belief in physicalism. 
 (1.4) The physicalist who wants to use PCC in defence of his view 
needs a modal version of PCC. And indeed that is what Kim and the 
other proponents of PCC mean. In another book Kim uses the formulation 
quoted above but adds: ‘If x is a physical event and y is a cause or effect 
of x, then y too must be a physical event’ (Kim 1996, 147). In a more 
recent book he formulates PCC as ‘If a physical event has a cause at t, 
then it has a physical cause at t’1 and elucidates this by saying: ‘There 
can be no causal influences injected into the physical domain from outside’ 
(Kim 2005, 16). 
 (1.5) Papineau states PCC using the notion of a ‘sufficient cause.’ 

Every physical effect has a sufficient physical cause. (Papi-
neau 2009, 53) 

This is nearly identical to determinism, which is usually defined as the claim 
that ‘Every event has a preceding sufficient cause.’ ‘Sufficient’ is usually 
taken to be equivalent to ‘necessitating,’ so that Papinau’s PCC amounts 
to Thomas Hobbes’s formulation of determinism: ‘All the effects [events] 
that have been, or shall be produced, have their necessity in things ante-
cedent.’2 
 (1.6) What does the term ‘sufficient cause’ in Papineau’s PCC mean? If 
it meant only that there is all that is required3 to cause the event, then 

                                                 
1  This version of PCC ‘does not by itself exclude nonphysical causes [...] of physical 
events’ but only if the principle of causal exclusion is added: ‘If an event e has 
a sufficient cause c at t, no event at t distinct from c can be a cause of a (unless this 
is a genuine case of causal overdetermination)’ (Kim 2005, 17). 
2  ‘[...] quaecunque producta vel erunt vel fuerunt, necessitatem suam in rebus an-
tecedentibus habuisse’ (De corpore, 9.5). 
3  John Bramhall (1655, 172) criticised Hobbes for confusing ‘sufficient’ in the sense 
of ‘enough’ with ‘necessitating.’ Christian August Crusius (1743) objected to Leib-
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Papineau could simply say ‘Every physical effect has only physical causes’ 
or ‘Every physical effect has only non-probabilistic physical causes’ (alt-
hough this is in conflict with quantum mechanics). This statement can be 
justified only by defeating all the argunents for the existence of nonphysical 
objects, that is, it cannot be justified without presupposing physicalism. 
 The defenders of PCC who use PCC for an argument against interac-
tionist dualism must mean by a ‘sufficient physical cause’ ‘a physical state 
of affairs that alone suffices to determine the effect.’4 So they use ‘suffi-
cient cause’ equivalently to ‘necessitating’ or ‘determining.’ Some philos-
ophers, in particular Leibniz, believed that it is a metaphysical principle 
that everything that exists has a determining reason; one that entails or 
necessitates ‘why it should be so and not otherwise.’5 They believed that 
it is impossible that something exists that was not determined. PCC 
makes this more specific, claiming that an event has to have a determining 
preceding cause. Such a cause makes it impossible for an immaterial object 
to prevent the effect, and an event that had such a cause could not have 
been prevented by an immaterial object once the cause had occurred. De-
termining causes exclude interventions. That is the idea behind the argu-
ment from PCC. It is not just the claim that there are no nonphysical 
causes of physical events but the claim that the physical is causally 
‘closed.’6 
 (1.7) Belief in PCC has been influential for longer than, as Papineau 
suggests, since 1950. Consider Hobbes’s line of reasoning (stated in my 
words):7 If an event occurs, then its cause was complete (‘entire’) and suf-
ficient, otherwise it would not have occurred. If a cause is complete, then 
the effect has to follow, otherwise the cause is not complete. A complete 

                                                 
niz’s ‘Principle of Sufficient Reason’ that Leibniz should have called it ‘the principle 
of the determining reason.’ 
4  (B. Montero 2003, 174). Menzies (2015) argues that the argument from PCC is 
invalid if ‘causal sufficency’ is interpreted as ‘nomological sufficiency’ and ‘causation’ 
as ‘counterfactual difference-making.’ 
5  Leibniz, Monadology, § 32. 
6  Various versions of PCC are discussed by Gibb (2015, 628), Lowe (2008, chap. 
2), and B. Montero (2003, 174). 
7  (Hobbes 1655, chap. 9), similarly (Hobbes 1654). 
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cause is a sufficient cause, and a sufficient cause cannot but produce the 
effect; the effect cannot but follow it. Hence, every event is necessitated by 
preceding events. Hobbes applied this to free will and concluded: 

[T]hat ordinary definition of a free agent, namely, that a free 
agent is that, which, when all things are present which are needful 
to produce the effect, can nevertheless not produce it, implies 
a contradiction, and is nonsense; being as much as to say, the 
cause may be sufficient, that is to say, necessary, and yet the 
effect shall not follow. (Hobbes 1654, § 32) 

Determinism was extremely influential in Western Europe through Hobbes, 
Leibniz, and Christian von Wolff. Although Immanuel Kant did not affirm 
it for the ‘things in themselves’ because he considered free will to be unde-
niable, he spread determinism by claiming that the ‘principle of causality’ 
is a priori, it is a principle of thought that cannot be denied: 

Everything that happens is at all times determined before through 
a cause according to constant laws.8 

 Although there have always been critics of determinism, these are much 
less known today than the determinists. Especially in the 19th century in 
Germany, many considered determinism to be the hallmark of rationality 
and of science. Those who endorsed it were declared to be part of the ‘En-
lightenment.’ From around 1780 onwards in Germany some popular writers 
declared Wolff and Kant to be representatives of ‘the Enlightenment,’ 
Hobbes and Leibniz were considered to be precursors of the Enlightenment. 
To those who accepted determinism, the human soul interacting with the 
body, free will, and divine interventions, which had previously been accepted 
by most European thinkers, were considered to be not rational and not up 
to date. Belief in determinism led many Christian theologians and churches 
to give up belief in miracles. Thus determinism and PCC is a philosophical 
doctrine that changed the world. 
 (1.8) Let us formulate PCC in a way that is clear and serves the purpose 
of the physicalist: 

                                                 
8  ‘Alles, was geschieht, [ist] jederzeit durch eine Ursache nach beständigen Geset-
zen vorher bestimmt.’ (Prolegomena, § 15) 
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There cannot be a physical event that is not necessitated by 
preceding physical events. (NPCC) 

In other words, a physical event can only occur by being necessitated by 
preceding physical events. That event S2 at time t2 was necessitated by 
event S1 at time t1 means that it was impossible that S1 occurs (i.e. an 
event happens that is exactly like S1) but S2 does not. Unless indicated 
otherwise, I shall mean by ‘PCC’ always ‘NPCC.’ NPCC is what the de-
fenders of PCC mean or should mean, because the nonmodal versions of 
PCC can only be justified by an investigation of the evidence for nonphys-
ical objects. 
 (1.9) If NPCC is true, we might well be able to know it and use it as 
a powerful argument against interactionist dualism and against the exist-
ence of divine interventions. We know some modal truths through insight, 
through thinking about our experience, or through some special kind of 
experience. This way we can then know something about the individual 
cases about which the modal truth says something without investigating 
them individually. For example we know that it is impossible that x has 
a cause that is later than x. This way we know that there are no cases of 
backward causation without having to investigate any evidence for alleged 
cases of backward causation. 
 If we could know NPCC, that would be a great philosophical success. It 
would mean not only that we can know something as substantial as that 
through philosophical reasoning, but that we could know it without consid-
ering the evidence. It would mean that we can know that we have no soul 
(that interacts with the body) without considering the evidence and the 
various arguments for and against it, and that we can know that there are 
no divine interventions without considering the evidence for the various 
divine interventions in which people believe. It would be a shortcut argu-
ment, a knock-out argument. While Papineau thinks that PCC is supported 
through physics, Hobbes and Kant believed that determinism can be known 
a priori, just by thinking about how an event can occur and about causality. 
 (1.10) I shall now propose a principle, which I call the Principle of the 
Causal Openness of the physical (PCO), which contradicts PCC. Causality 
as we know it is not as PCC describes it. The physical is causally open to 
non-physical intervention. 
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2. Causal openness 

 (2.1) The principle which I want to defend in opposition to PCC and 
which I call the Principle of the Causal Openness of the Physical (PCO) is: 

Physical causes are open to cooperation and to intervention. 

 (2.2) Openness to cooperation: Each event is so that there can be an 
additional event in conjunction with which it can cause something different. 
More precisely: 

If event S1 (at time t1) was the complete physical cause of 
event S2 (at time t2), then in addition to S1 an event at t1 could 
have existed in cooperation with which S1 could have caused 
an event at t2 that does not contain S2. 

 (2.3) Openness to intervention: Arguments from PCC against non-phys-
ical causes assume that a complete physical cause necessitates its effect and 
therefore excludes that something non-physical impedes the causing. Con-
trary to this, PCO states that all causes are liable to intervention: 

Even if event S1 (at time t1) was the complete physical cause 
of event S2 (at time t2), then it was possible that S1 occurs but 
something prevents S2. 

 Cooperation and intervention are two ways how an event can be pre-
vented from causing what it would have caused on its own, had nothing 
else acted on it or on what follows. They are two ways of counteraction. 
Cooperation is done by events that are synchronical with the event in 
question. Intervention is done at some time later, and it can be done by 
either a physical event or by whatever other kinds of things exist. 
 (2.4) One important negative implication of PCO is: 

No event can necessitate a later event.9 

                                                 
9  I have defended this claim also in (Wachter 2009, § 5.10) and (Wachter 2012). 
That causes do not necessitate their effects is also argued by Mumford and Anjum 
(2011, chap. 3). Gibb (2015, § 2) explains why according to the powers theory of 
causation not all causes are sufficient. This is a weaker claim than mine. 
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Thus, not even non-probabilistic event causes necessitate their effects. By 
‘later’ I mean that the beginning of the second event is no earlier than the 
end of the first event. If we are speaking about events occurring at certain 
points of time, then I mean that the second event occurs at a later point of 
time. 
 (2.5) I am assuming in this article that the laws of nature do not or 
cannot change. So the reason wherefore I claim that no event necessitates 
a later event is not that the laws can change. Further, I am assuming that 
if there is a God, he continues to sustain things with their causal powers in 
being. So the reason wherefore I claim that no event necessitates a later 
event is not that God may stop sustaining things. 
 (2.6) Applied to processes, PCO implies: 

Causal processes are stoppable. 

 (2.7) Let me elucidate the counterfactual and modal claims that I have 
used. By saying that ‘event x necessitated event y’ I mean: it could not have 
happened that although x occurs y does not. The occurrence of x is incom-
patible with the non-occurrence of y. Or: the scenario in which x (or an 
event exactly like x) occurs but not y is not possible. Speaking more exten-
sionally: In every possible world in which x (or an event exactly like x) 
occurs y occurs too. 
 (2.8) By saying ‘it was possible that S1 occurs but something prevents 
S2’ I mean that the occurrence of S1 is compatible with something preventing 
S2 and thus S2 not occurring. Extensionally speaking: In some possible 
worlds, S1 (or an event exactly like S1 in the actual world) occurs but S2 
does not because something prevents it. 
 (2.9) I am assuming that being possible is something different from being 
consistent (i.e. being not self-contradictory), and being necessary is some-
thing different from being analytic. When I say ‘x necessitated y’ I do not 
mean that the description of x is contradictory to the negation of the de-
scription of y. For every description of something there is the question 
whether the existence of something to which the description applies is pos-
sible. For self-contradictory descriptions, like ‘a married bachelor,’ this 
question does not arise. Modal questions arise with respect to consistent 
descriptions. That the predicates P and Q are contradictory means that in 
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the relevant language the meanings of ‘P’ and ‘Q’ are such that ‘P’ is used 
in order to say about something, among other things, that it is not Q (or 
vice versa). That the existence of something that is P and Q is impossible 
means that, while ‘P’ and ‘Q’ are not contradictory, the properties to which 
‘P’ and ‘Q’ refer cannot be had by one thing at the same time; they are not 
combinable. We have the two different words ‘contradictory’ and ‘impossi-
ble’ for a good reason. They refer to very different phenomena.10 
 For our case here that means that on the one hand I am not saying that, 
for example, ‘S1 necessitates S2’ is contradictory, and on the other hand 
I am not just saying that ‘S2 was prevented although S1 occurred’ is con-
sistent. 
 (2.10) As PCC is used against substance dualism, I want to specify 
what an interaction between the soul and the body and thus a violation 
of PCC would be like. In my view, in an action (in my view not just in 
a free action but in any action) the agent brings about an event directly 
in the sense that it is not the result of a causal process and thus has no 
preceding cause but occurs through an action. I call such an event a choice 
event. This bringing about directly is not a kind of process causation, it 
is a phenomenon sui generis. It is not obvious that only souls or God can 
bring about choice events. Someone who holds that there are no souls 
could hold that material persons can bring about choice events. But if 
there are souls or bodiless persons, then they can bring about choice 
events. I am inclined to think that this is the only way immaterial objects 
cause physical events. The soul can bring about a property change  
(perhaps the firing of a neuron) in the brain which has no preceding cause 
but is due to the soul. Similarly, God, while he is sustaining the universe, 
might bring about events in the universe directly so that they have no 
preceding complete cause. Perhaps only he can bring about physical 
events which have no material cause at all. He can bring about as choice 
events in the physical world not only property changes, but he can bring 
about entirely new things. The relevance of all this for this article is that 
PCO implies that the physical world is open to choice events. 

                                                 
10  For a defence of this view of possibility see (Wachter 2009, chap. 3). 
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3. Superposition 

 (3.1) Before I present in defence of PCO a more detailed account of 
causal processes, I want to point out that PCO is suggested by the phe-
nomenon of superposition. Newtonian forces can be superpositioned and can 
be calculated by vector addition. Every force can be combined with other 
forces. Every force can be counteracted by another force. If various forces 
are acting on a body, then they have the same effect as if only the force 
that is their sum acted on the body. 
 (3.2) If body B with mass m is exerting a gravitational force 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 on body 
A, which also has mass m, and nothing else is acting on the body, then 
A accelerates with 𝑎𝑎 = 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 𝑚𝑚⁄ . But if there are more forces acting on A, 
then it moves in a different way. For example, there could be a body oppo-
site of C with mass m so that A does not accelerate at all because the 
gravitational forces exerted by B and C cancel out each other. 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 contrib-
utes to how it moves, but it does not determine how A moves. 
 (3.3) If body A was accelerated by body B through the gravitational 
force 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵, then A’s movement at time t2 was caused partly by B at t1. Let 
us call the effect, A’s movement at time t2, ‘S2’ and its complete cause at t1 
‘S1.’ S1 led through a causal process to S2. Had there been an additional 
force acting on A, A would have moved differently at t2 and already right 
after t1. Hence S1, the complete cause, caused but did not determine (neces-
sitate) S2. That is, it could have happened that although S1 occurs some-
thing prevents S2. This is what PCO says about this case. Not only some-
thing after t1 and before t2 could prevent S2 but also something at t1 could 
prevent S2, by forming a cause together with S1 which then causes something 
other than S2. States of affairs can be counteracted by cooperating states of 
affairs. 
 It is true that the following was impossible: S1 occurs, S2 does not occur, 
and nothing prevented S2. It is also true that ‘given that S1 occurred and 
nothing prevented S2, S2 had to occur.’ But the sentence ‘S1 determined S2’ 
cannot reasonably be understood as saying just this. Note that this true 
statement, ‘Given that S1 occurred and nothing prevented S2, S2 had to 
occur,’ is of no use to an argument against interactionist dualism or against 
divine interventions, because it leaves open that a soul or God could prevent 
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S2. The sentence ‘S1 determined S2’ in the sense which is required for an 
argument against interactionist dualism is false. 
 (3.4) Someone might want to reply: ‘S1 determined S2 given the cir-
cumstances.’ The ‘circumstances’ should refer to certain states of affairs 
that obtained at t1 in addition to S1. However much you include in these 
circumstances, it will always be true that the state of affairs that consists 
of S1 plus the circumstances did not necessitate S2, because the state of 
affairs that consists of S1 and the circumstances is compatible with the 
existence of some further state of affairs which prevents S2. If one replaces 
‘given the circumstances’ by ‘given that nothing else was acting on S1’ 
(I call that the ‘no-further-causes clause’), it is still not true that S1 de-
termined S2, in the sense of ‘S1 necessitated S2,’ because S1 is compatible 
with the existence of something that prevents S2. What is true is that the 
following is impossible: S1 occurs, and S2 does not occur, and nothing 
prevented S2. 
 (3.5) Finally, someone might want to hold that ‘It is impossible that 
𝐹𝐹 ⃗ = ∑ 𝐹𝐹�⃗�𝑖

𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1  is the resulting force acting on A at t1 but A does not acceler-

ate (at and after t1) with 𝑎𝑎 = 𝐹𝐹 𝑚𝑚⁄ .’ If ‘force’ here were be understood as 
just any action on A, then the statement would be true. But if ‘force’ 
refers just to forces in the sense used in physics—that is, to forces which 
obey 𝑎𝑎 = 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚, which are exerted by physical objects, and which are de-
scribed by laws of nature—then it does not include the action by souls or 
by God. With that the statement would have the implications that the 
physicalist desires, but it cannot be justified and is false, because an agent 
can counteract the resulting force. As mentioned above, in an action the 
agent brings about an event directly in the sense that it has no preceding 
cause but is due to the agent. It is to be investigated whether such events 
exist, but I see no reason for claiming that they are impossible. In any 
case, even if such actions on physical objects were impossible, that would 
not be because somehow the physical is closed or because physical causes 
exclude the intervention by immaterial agents. So this would not support 
the argument from causal closure. Physical events are open to cooperation 
and to counteraction. 
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4. Directions 

 (4.1) Now I want to introduce some ideas and concepts with which we 
can understand and describe causal openness better. Imagine a rolling bil-
liard ball A hitting billiard ball B at time t2. A’s hitting B causes B’s move-
ment at a certain time t3 after t2. That is a clear example of causation, more 
specifically of ‘event causation’ or, as I prefer to call it, of ‘process causa-
tion.’ It is also quite clear that it is true to say that A’s movement at 
a certain time t1 before t2 caused B’s movement at a certain time t3 after t2. 
A’s rolling between t1 and t2 is a clear example of a causal process. 
 (4.2) Allow me to comment briefly on the method of our philosophical 
investigation. While some assume that in philosophy we investigate only 
concepts, I now invite you to think not about concepts, nor about possible 
counter-examples to certain definitions, nor about the meaning of ‘cause’ or 
‘causal process,’ but about typical cases of event causation and causal pro-
cesses and about what is going on in them. It seems to me that philosophers 
when they investigate causation are often misled because they think about 
the concept of causation instead of thinking about what a typical case of 
causation is like. The concept of a cause subsumes a variety of cases. The 
assumption that all concepts have a definition of the standard form, con-
sisting of ‘necessary and sufficient conditions,’ is questionable. At any rate, 
the task of finding the correct definition of causation which captures all 
those and only those cases, discussing all those peculiar counter-examples 
that have been advanced in the literature against the various definitions 
that have been proposed, is rather different from the task of describing 
certain cases of causation. I ask the reader now to think not about concepts, 
not about possible counter-examples to certain definitions nor about what 
we mean by ‘cause’ or by ‘causal process,’ but about what typical cases of 
causation and of causal processes are like and what is going on there. Causal 
processes are a phenomenon that we find in the world. What they are we 
can know only through experience and through thinking about causal pro-
cesses. 
 (4.3) Imagine that at time t2 ball A hits ball B. Through the collision 
the process of the rolling of A from t2 does not continue in the direction 
into which it was heading before t2. In this sense it was stopped. We can 
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see all the time that causal processes are stopped. What follows is obvious 
but was not recognised by Thomas Hobbes (see above pp. 43–44): At least 
some causal processes can be stopped. They are stoppable. 
 (4.4) All physical causal processes are stoppable; non-stoppable pro-
cesses, as posited by Hobbes, are impossible. We will consider in more detail 
what the stopping can consist in, but here is a first consideration in defence 
of this: Small and medium-sized processes can be stopped by processes of 
the same kind. A billiard ball can be stopped by a billiard ball, a tidal wave 
can be stopped by a tidal wave, a planet can be stopped by a body of 
a similar size. Is also the process of the whole universe stoppable? A bigger 
process requires something bigger, more powerful to stop it, but the size of 
a process does not influence its modal properties. If small physical processes, 
like a rolling billiard ball, are stoppable, then big ones of the same kind are 
also stoppable. Of course, if there is nothing besides the universe, then there 
is nothing that could stop the process that is constituted by the universe, 
but nevertheless it is stoppable. The statement ‘There is nothing besides 
the universe’ implies that there is nothing that could stop it, but the things 
and events that constitute the process of the universe are compatible with 
the existence of additional objects, either material ones or immaterial ones, 
which, if powerful enough, could stop the universe. 
 (4.5) A and B can also be considered together as constituting one pro-
cess. The process that at t1 includes A and B is not stopped at t2, but it 
contains two processes that collide at t2 and are thereby stopped. We can 
draw the boundaries of processes in various ways. What is not arbitrary 
though is what belongs to the process at t1 which led to the rolling ball A at 
t2. For a certain event S2 at t2 it is a fact of the matter what at t1 belonged 
to the event S1 which was the stage of the process that led to S2 at t2 and 
thus is at t1 the complete cause of S2. 
 (4.6) There are connections between the stages of a causal process. Its 
stages are not as unconnected as the Moon at t1 is unconnected to the 
Pleiades at t2. Rather, the process has a direction. It cannot stop without 
something stopping it. It cannot stop or change its direction by chance. 
 (4.7) The process has a direction at each of its stages. A stage of a pro-
cess we can call an ‘event’ or a ‘state of affairs.’ I often use the term ‘event’ 
instead of ‘state of affairs’ just because it is shorter. A stage of a process 
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consists of certain properties being at certain things or places at a certain 
time. So we specify an event or state of affairs by saying which properties 
at which place or thing at which time we mean. So the event S1, which is 
the stage of the process at t1 (or at an interval ending at t1), has a direction. 
It is directed towards S2 at t2. We can call the state of affairs in virtue of 
which the direction exist its ‘basis.’ I use the terms ‘direction’ and ‘direct-
edness’ equivalently. Thus we can say: 

S1 at time t1 is the basis of a directednes11 towards S2 at time 
t2. 

If S1 is the basis of a directedness towards S2 at t2, then S1 is also the basis 
of a directedness towards certain events at times between t1 and t2. Two 
directednesses with the same basis are necessarily pointing in the same di-
rection. We can call S1’s directedness towards S2 at t2 ‘base-identical’ to S1’s 
directedness towards a certain event S’ at a time t’ that is between t1 and 
t2. 
 (4.8) Saying that ‘the directedness based on S1 at t1 towards S2 at t2 was 
realised’ means that things followed that directedness until S2 and that thus 
S2 occurred. S1 was then at t1 the complete cause of S2. S1 led to S2. S2 was 
a result of the process coming from S1. S1 was a complete stage of the process 
coming from S1. A causal process is the realization of a directedness. 
 (4.9) A causal process is stopped if something brings about an event 
that is incompatible with an event towards which the process was directed. 
By calling two directions ‘conflicting’ I mean that they are directed towards 
incompatible events at some time. That two directions are non-conflicting 
means that the events towards which they are directed are never incom-
patible. That two directions are non-conflicting until time t means that 
they are not directed towards incompatible events before t. A resulting 
directedness is one that is for some time not conflicting with another di-
rectedness. 

                                                 
11  Instead of the term ‘directedness’ in earlier publications I used the term ‘ten-
dency’ and called the theory the ‘tendency theory’ (Wachter 2009, 2003). I am now 
using the term ‘directedness,’ although it is more clumsy, because I found that most 
readers associate ‘tendency’ with being probabilistic. 
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 (4.10) As we could take any portion of matter to be a ‘thing,’ we could 
take any properties at any locations at one time to be an event. Every 
physical event is the basis of a directedness. Any number of physical events 
at the same time can be taken to be one event. The whole event as well as 
the composite events each have their direction. The directednesses of the 
composite events constitute the directedness of the whole event. As long as 
constituting non-overlapping events are non-conflicting, the direction of the 
whole event is the sum of the directions of the constituting events. If an 
event is constituted by events whose directions are conflicting, then one of 
the directions could trump the other, or together they constitute a new 
direction. 
 (4.11) Now we can spell out how an effect can be prevented, as men-
tioned in this sibling of PCO: ‘If event S1 (at time t1) was the complete 
physical cause of event S2 (at time t2), then it was possible that S1 occurs 
but something prevents S2.’ There are at least three ways how it could be 
that A occurs but B does not: 

1. By cooperation: There could exist at t1 an event which together with 
S1 is not directed towards S2. 

2. By intervention through a physical process: It is compatible with the 
occurrence of S1 that there is a physical process which is directed 
towards an event at some time between t1 and t2 which is incompat-
ible with an event towards which S1 was directed. This would prevent 
S2. 

3. By intervention through a person: S1 does not exclude that there is 
a person who, at some time between t1 and t2, brings about a choice 
event that is incompatible with an event towards which S1 was di-
rected. This would prevent S2. 

 (4.12) Thus far I have introduced only non-probabilistic directednesses, 
which we can also call ‘unambiguous directednesses.’ A non-probabilistic 
directedness is one that necessarily will be realised if nothing counteracts. 
In other words, one for which the following is impossible: it is not realised 
although nothing counteracts. A probabilistic directedness, on the other 
hand, is one that can fail to be realised just by chance; that is, one for which 
it is possible that it is not realised although there is nothing that counteracts. 
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A probabilistic directedness can have a strength that can be described with 
a number between 0 and 1, corresponding to the probability of the realisa-
tion if nothing else is acting on the object. So that a directedness has 
strength 1 does not mean that it is necessarily realised, but only that is 
realised if nothing counteracts. Probabilistic directednesses can be disjunc-
tive, that is, they can be towards either K or, instead, L occurring at t2. 
Instead of ‘unambiguous’ one could use the term ‘deterministic,’ but phi-
losophers usually use this term in the sense of ‘necessitating.’ 
 (4.13) Let me add a hypothesis concerning general facts about directed-
nesses. I suspect that it is impossible that two events are alike but have 
different directions. Like events (i.e. events that are exactly similar) have 
like directions. By this I mean, as indicated above (pp. 47–48), that it is 
not contradictory but impossible that two events are alike but have differ-
ent directions. 
 (4.14) With the notion of ‘directedness’ or ‘direction’ we can formulate 
a philosophical theory of laws of nature: 

A law of nature states that events of a certain kind are the 
bases of directednesses of a certain kind.12 

 (4.15) If one accepts the claim that physical events are necessarily ne-
cessitated by preceding physical events and adds the thesis that similar 
events necessitate similar events (events of type x necessarily necessitate 
events of type y), then one arrives at the thesis, which I call the regularity 
thesis, that there are regularities of succession of the form ‘every event of 
type x is followed by an event of type y’ and that every event is an element 
of such a regularity of succession. Some accept the regularity thesis not 
because they assume that physical events are necessarily necessitated but 
because they assume that it is entailed by the laws of nature, or because 
they believe to observe its truth. 
 The regularity thesis entails causal closure (at least the nonmodal ver-
sion), because the physical effect of an immaterial cause would be a physical 
event instead of which another physical event would have occurred if the 

                                                 
12  For a detailed defence of this theory of laws, see (Wachter 2009, chap. 6). There 
I used the term ‘tendency’ instead of ‘directedness.’ 
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intervention had not occurred. More precisely, a physical effect of an im-
material cause would be a physical event z which follows an event x which, 
had it not been counteracted, would have caused y, while y is incompatible 
with z. Those x-like events which are not counteracted cause y-like events. 
So if z is the physical effect of an immaterial cause, then some x-like events 
are followed by y-like events while others are not. 
 The directedness theory undermines the regularity thesis. If event S1 
was the complete cause of event S2, then it is possible that some of the 
events that are like S1 do not cause an event like S2 because something 
prevents that through cooperation or through intervention; that is, either 
because there is some event at the same time together with which the S1-
like event does not have a direction towards an S2-like event, or because 
something—a physical process or an immaterial cause—intervenes in the 
process which without the intervention would have led to an S2-like event. 
Like events have like directions—in my view even necessarily—but like 
events do not need to have like effects. What is true is only that all S1-like 
events that are not counteracted (through cooperation or through interven-
tion) cause S2-like events.13 
 (4.16) The word ‘cause’ is useful in ordinary language, but it lumps 
together quite different phenomena. I have suggested that if event S1 at t1 
is the basis of a directedness towards event S2 at t2 and if that directedness 
is realised—that is, nothing stops the process—then it is true to say 
‘A caused B.’ But we also make causal statements which are true but not 
of this type. For example: ‘Because there was no dike, the field was flooded,’ 
‘Because the wood was wet, it did not catch fire,’ ‘John caused the breaking 
of the window by throwing a stone into it,’ ‘Because John had not turned 
off the stove, a fire broke out in the kitchen.’ Besides that, we tend to call 
only the last event which gets a process going the ‘cause’ of the event to-
wards which the process leads. We call the spark the cause of the explosion. 
The gas in the room we might not call ‘cause’—philosophers sometimes call 
it a ‘condition’—of the event, although it is as much a part of the basis of 
the process as the spark is. Further, we generally do not call the ball A at 
                                                 
13  If a complete cause is big in the sense that it involves many things, then the 
regularity is more likely to exist, because there will be few or no other instances of 
events that are exactly like this cause. 
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time t1 the cause of the ball A at time t2 (endurance), although, in my view, 
there is the same kind of process connecting the two stages of the same, 
enduring thing as there is in the case of the rolling ball. So there are many 
more cases which we call causation besides causation through processes as 
I described it. 
 On the other hand, while directedness is the mechanism of process cau-
sation, most directednesses are not realised, because they conflict with other 
directednesses, and therefore are not cases of causation. Most directednesses 
contribute to what happens by contributing to some resulting directedness 
that is realised but they are not realised. For example, the book on my desk 
is the basis of a directedness towards the moving downwards (i.e. towards 
being at certain positions at certain later times), but this directedness is 
not realised because the desk is in the way. ‘Cause’ is a success term in the 
sense that of the existing directednesses it singles out only those that are 
realised. So directedness is more fundamental and more widespread than 
causation is. 
 (4.17) Newtonian forces are an example of directednesses:14 That there is 
a force acting on a certain body means that there is a directedness towards 
the body being at certain positions at certain later times. For forces we know 
precisely how they can be in superposition and how they behave when they 
conflict with each other. Every force can be counteracted by another force. 
If it is, then it does not accelerate the body in the way in which it would 
have done had it not been counteracted and had it been the resulting force. 
Every force can join forces with other forces. If two forces, for example two 
gravitational forces, are acting on a body then there is a resulting force whose 
direction and strength can be calculated using vector addition.15 All the forces 
that are acting on a body compose the resulting force. 

                                                 
14  This presupposes that component forces are real, as argued by Massin (2017) 
and Mumford and Anjum (2011, § 2.7). Schrenk (2010, § 5) suggested that ‘Maybe 
dispositional powers can, at least metaphorically, be compared to Newtonian forces: 
a force pushes an object into a certain direction but it does not necessitate a move-
ment, for other forces might well interfere.’ 
15  Mumford and Anjum (2011, chap. 2) argue that causes can be ‘modelled’ as 
vectors. They spell out causation in terms of powers and dispositions, but their 
theory has much in common with my theory of directedness. 
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 (4.18) Sometimes it is said that Newtonian physics is deterministic (in the 
Hobbesian sense) or that it supported belief in determinism. The opposite is 
true. Newtonian physics describes superposition, which means that forces can 
co-operate so that the resulting force acts as if only it and not the component 
forces existed. This entails that each force is open to co-operation with other 
forces and thus each physical cause is open to co-opereation with other events. 
Newtonian physics also implies that processes driven by forces can be inter-
fered with. Thus causes that operate through Newtonian forces are never 
‘sufficient’ in the Hobbesian and Leibnizian sense; no events ‘exclude’ the 
operation of further factors. Newtonian physics is precisely formulated in 
terms of forces and not in terms of actual movements because, contrary to 
determinism, it takes into account that all events and all forces can be coun-
teracted and can co-operate with other events or forces. It does not make 
statements of the form ‘Events of kind x are followed by events of kind y,’ 
instead it makes statements of the form ‘There are forces of kind x in situa-
tions of kind y.’ Strictly speaking, it does not entail unconditional predictions 
but only predictions of the form ‘In a state of affairs of type x, if nothing else 
is acting on the things involved, a state of affairs of type y will follow.’ 

5. The principle of causal openness re-stated in terms  
of directedness 

 (5.1) Now we can state causal openness in terms of directedness. If S1 
was the basis of a directedness towards S2 at t2 and that directedness was 
realised and thus S1 caused S2, then something could have prevented S2 
despite the occurrence of S1, through some event cooperating with S1, 
through the intervention of a physical process, or through the intervention 
of an agent. Thus, S1 did not necessitate S2. 
 That S2 could have been prevented by a cooperating event means that 
there could have been an event at t1 which together with S1 would have 
formed the basis of a directedness towards towards an event that does not 
include S2. 
 That S2 could have been prevented by an intervention of a physical thing 
means that there could have been a causal process—nonprobabilistic or 
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probabilistic—that led to an event E between t1 and t2 which is incompati-
ble with an event towards which S1 was directed. If in this scenario that 
process was nonprobabilistic, then there was at t1 no resulting directedness 
towards S2 but one towards E that is based on the conjunction of S1 plus 
the basis of the directedness towards E. 
 That S2 could have been prevented by an intervention of a person means 
that there could have been an agent—for example an animal, a human, or 
God—who brings about a choice event between t1 and t2 which is incom-
patible with an event towards which S1 was directed. 
 (5.2) Hobbes, Kant and many others believed that a physical event can 
occur only by being necessitated by preceding physical events. This demon-
strates that if one believes p strongly, then one can come to believe that 
p is evident and obvious while in fact p is not evident or even false. When 
quantum mechanics was discovered and showed that probabilistic processes 
are at least possible that was a shock for those who believed in determinism. 
Confronted with quantum mechanics, the belief that a physical event can 
occur only by being necessitated by preceding physical events was replaced 
by the belief that an event can occur only by either being necessitated by 
preceding physical events or by being the result of a probabilistic process. 
But there is a third way of how an event can occur—and the first way is 
not a possibility. The most obvious possibility of how an event can occur 
seems to me to be: An event can occur as the result of a causal process 
which is not probabilistic but which can be stopped. 
 But we can imagine more ways how an event can come to occur, for 
example an event can occur as the result of a probabilistic process (that is, 
through a probabilistic directedness), or an event can occur through the 
action of a person so that the event has no preceding cause. 
 (5.3) To summarise: Physical causes are open to cooperation with 
other physical events and to counteraction by any possible causes, includ-
ing physical things, souls, and God. Therefore a physical event cannot 
necessitate a later event, and it cannot exclude that something intervenes 
and prevents an event that it would have caused had nothing counter-
acted. Arguments from causal closure against souls acting on the body, 
against persons stopping causal processes or initiating causal processes 
through free actions, and against divine interventions require a modal 
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version of PCC, they need to claim that it is impossible that a physical 
event is not necessitated by preceding events. Arguments from causal clo-
sure fail because it is impossible that an event is necessitated by a pre-
ceding event. Whether there are souls, free actions, or divine interventions 
we can find out not by considering some general principle or modal truth 
but only by investigating the evidence. 
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Abstract: This paper argues for the following three theses: (1) There 
is a clear reason to prefer physical theories with deterministic dynam-
ical equations: such theories are maximally rich in information and 
usually also maximally simple. (2) There is a clear way how to intro-
duce probabilities in a deterministic physical theory, namely as an-
swer to the question of what evolution of a specific system we can 
reasonably expect under ignorance of its exact initial conditions. This 
procedure works in the same manner for both classical and quantum 
physics. (3) There is no cogent reason to take the parameters that 
enter into the (deterministic) dynamical equations of physics to refer 
to properties of the physical systems. Granting an ontological status 
to parameters such as mass, charge, wave functions and the like does 
not lead to a gain in explanation, but only to artificial problems. 
Against this background, I argue that there is no conflict between 
determinism in physics and free will (on whatever conception of free 
will), and, in general, point out the limits of science when it comes 
to the central metaphysical issues. 
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1. Determinism and probabilities in physics 

 The central claim of this paper is that laws in physics, even deterministic 
laws, do not pose a threat to human free will. That claim is intended to 
come out as a consequence of considering the role of laws and probabilities 
in physics as well as an argument to the effect that a certain version of 
Humeanism, dubbed Super-Humeanism, offers the best metaphysical ac-
count of these laws as they figure in our physical theories. Therefore, the 
paper first goes into determinism and probabilities (this section), then con-
siders the ontological status of the magnitudes that enter into the laws of 
physics (section 2) and finally draws conclusions for free will (section 3). 
 Atomism is the paradigm on which the success of modern science is 
based. It is the idea that matter is composed of tiny, indivisible particles. 
In fact, atomism is as old as philosophy, going back to the Presocratics 
Leucippus and Democritus. The latter is reported as maintaining that 

substances infinite in number and indestructible, and moreover 
without action or affection, travel scattered about in the void. 
When they encounter each other, collide, or become entangled, 
collections of them appear as water or fire, plant or man. (Frag-
ment Diels-Kranz 68 A57, quoted from Graham 2010, 537) 

 To turn to contemporary physics, Feynman says at the beginning of the 
famous Feynman lectures: 

If, in some cataclysm, all of scientific knowledge were to be de-
stroyed, and only one sentence passed on to the next generations 
of creatures, what statement would contain the most information 
in the fewest words? I believe it is the atomic hypothesis (or the 
atomic fact, or whatever you wish to call it) that all things are 
made of atoms—little particles that move around in perpetual 
motion, attracting each other when they are a little distance 
apart, but repelling upon being squeezed into one another. In that 
one sentence, you will see, there is an enormous amount of infor-
mation about the world, if just a little imagination and thinking 
are applied. (Feynman et al. 1963, chap. 1–2) 

 What makes atomism attractive is evident from these quotations: on the 
one hand, it is a proposal for an ontology of nature that is most parsimonious 
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and most general. On the other hand, it offers a clear and simple explana-
tion of the realm of the objects that are accessible to us in perception. Any 
such object is composed of a finite number of discrete, pointlike particles. 
All the differences between these objects—at a time as well as in time—are 
accounted for in terms of the spatial configuration of these particles and its 
change. This view is implemented in classical mechanics. It conquered the 
whole of physics via classical statistical mechanics (e.g. heat as molecular 
motion), chemistry via the periodic table of elements, biology via molecular 
biology (e.g. molecular composition of the DNA), and finally neuroscience—
neurons are composed of atoms, and neuroscience is applied physics (applied 
classical mechanics and electrodynamics, or, maybe, quantum mechanics in 
case quantum effects are proven to be operational in the brain). 
 What is relevant for the account of the perceptible macroscopic objects 
are only the relative positions of the point particles—that is to say, how far 
apart they are from each other, i.e. their distances—and the change of these 
distances. Let’s call the particles “matter points.” They can be considered 
as substances because they persist. However, in contrast to almost all the 
traditional philosophical accounts of substances, they are not Aristotelian 
substances in the sense of objects that have an inner form (eidos)—in other 
words, that are characterized by some intrinsic properties. There is nothing 
more to the matter points than the way in which they are spatially arranged 
and the change in their arrangement. But that is sufficient for their indi-
viduation: each matter point can be distinguished by—and hence individu-
ated by—the distances it bears to the other matter points in a given con-
figuration. 
 More precisely, if there is a configuration of N matter points i, j, k …, 
there are 1/2(N–1) distance relations. These relations are irreflexive, sym-
metric and connex (meaning that all matter points in a given configuration 
are related with one another). They satisfy the triangle inequality. For these 
relations to individuate the matter points, we have to stipulate that if  
matter point i is not identical with matter point j, then the two sets that 
list all the distance relations in which these points stand with respect to all 
the other points in a configuration must differ in at least one such relation. 
We thereby exclude entirely symmetrical configurations among others. This 
is a structural individuation of the physical objects by relations in contrast 
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to intrinsic essences. It has the great advantage that we do not have to 
endorse the numerical plurality of matter points as a primitive fact, which 
would imply that the matter points are bare particulars or bare substrata. 
Instead, they are individuated by the distance relations. To put it in 
a nutshell, matter, consisting in matter points, is what is individuated by 
its standing in distance relations to each other (by contrast to minds, 
angles, or abstract objects, which, if they exist, do not stand in spatial 
relations). 
 We can thus sum up the gist of atomism in these two axioms [for a de-
tailed argument, see (Esfeld and Deckert 2017, chap. 2.1), as well as (Esfeld 
2017) for a concise metaphysical argument]: 

(1) There are distance relations that individuate simple objects, namely 
matter points. 

(2) The matter points are permanent, with the distances between them 
changing. 

 Let’s call the ontology of nature defined by these two axioms the prim-
itive ontology: matter points individuated by distances and their change are 
the ultimate referent of our physical theories, the bedrock of nature accord-
ing to science so to speak. 
 However, the idea of matter being constituted by atoms in the sense of 
matter points is not sufficient to fulfil the promise of atomism, namely to 
explain everything in nature on the basis of the atomic hypothesis. That 
explanation is not carried out by the hypothesis of the atomic constitution 
of matter as such, but by showing how the change in the atomic composition 
of macroscopic objects accounts for their perceptible change. In other words, 
in order to fulfil the promise of atomism, one has in the first place to provide 
for laws of motion of the matter points and then to show how from these 
laws one also gets to an explanation of the motions of the macroscopic 
objects with which we are familiar. But the conceptual means provided by 
the primitive ontology—that is, the concepts of matter points, distances 
and their change admitted as primitive—are not sufficient to formulate 
a law of motion. Using only these conceptual means, one could not do much 
better than just listing the change that actually occurs, but not formulate 
a simple law that captures that change. The reason is that there is nothing 
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about the distance relations in any given configuration of matter that pro-
vides information about the evolution of these relations. 
 To extract such information from the configuration of matter, we have 
to embed that configuration in a geometry and a dynamics: we have to 
conceive the configuration of matter as being embedded in a space with 
a fully-fledged metric (such as three-dimensional Euclidean space)—alt-
hough in the ontology, there are only distance relations and their change, 
but not an absolute space or space-time. Furthermore, we have to attrib-
ute parameters to the configuration of matter that are introduced in terms 
of their functional role for the change in the distance relations. These can 
be parameters that are attributed to the matter points individually (such 
as mass, momentum, charge), to their entire configuration (such as total 
energy, or an initial wave function), or constants of nature (such as the 
gravitational constant). They can always remain the same (such as mass 
and charge) or vary as the distance relations among the matter points 
change (such as momentum, a wave function, etc.). In any case, conceiv-
ing the configuration of matter as being embedded in a geometrical space 
and as being endowed with parameters that are set up in terms of their 
function for the change in the distance relations then enables the formu-
lation of a physical law. Let us call these parameters and the geometry, 
providing for physical laws, the dynamical structure of a physical theory. 
In fact, the geometry, the dynamical parameters and the laws come as 
a package: the precise functional definition of the dynamical parameters 
involves the law, and the law is formulated by using the dynamical pa-
rameters as well as the geometry. But there is no threatening circularity 
here: roughly speaking, all three are conjectured at once and then made 
precise together in order to achieve a theory that is simple and rich in 
informational content. 
 The claim then is that the primitive ontology remains constant—from 
Democritos to today’s physics—whereas the dynamical structure changes 
as we make more progress in formulating a theory that describes the evolu-
tion of the configuration of matter in a way that is ever more informative, 
while remaining as simple, general and informative as possible [for details, 
see (Esfeld and Deckert 2017, chap. 2.2)]. In other words, there is something 
in a physical theory that serves as the—ultimate—referent of the theory, 
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what there simply is in nature according to the theory. That something can 
be specified independently of the theory change in the history of science: 
atoms in the guise of matter points characterized by their relative positions 
and the change of these positions are that something. Furthermore, there is 
something in a physical theory that is introduced in terms of the role that 
it plays (i.e. its function) for the evolution of what there simply is according 
to the theory. 
 Thus, in classical mechanics, point particles characterized by their relative 
positions are what there simply is according to the theory—they have no 
further function in the theory apart from filling the place of the candidate for 
what simply exists in nature—whereas the parameter of mass, for instance, 
is introduced in terms of what it does for the motion of the particles. As, for 
instance, Mach (1919, 241) points out when commenting on Newton’s Prin-
cipia, “The true definition of mass can be deduced only from the dynamical 
relations of bodies.” That is to say, both inertial and gravitational mass are 
introduced through their dynamical role, namely as dynamical parameters 
that couple the motions of the particles to one another. In general, even if 
attributed to the particles taken individually, mass, charge, etc. express a dy-
namical relation between the particles instead of describing an intrinsic es-
sence of the basic objects. As Hall (2009, § 5.2) puts it, 

the primary aim of physics—its first order business, as it were—
is to account for motions, or more generally for change of spatial 
configurations of things over time. Put another way, there is one 
Fundamental Why-Question for physics: Why are things located 
where they are, when they are? In trying to answer this question, 
physics can of course introduce new physical magnitudes—and 
when it does, new why-questions will come with them. 

This, again, alludes to the crucial distinction between primitive ontology 
and dynamical structure: the fundamental issue is the location of things and 
its change. The account of this fundamental issue requires the introduction 
of further parameters that allow us to formulate laws about how the change 
of location of things occurs. 
 Fields can with good reason be taken to belong also to the dynamical 
structure of physical theories instead of being part and parcel of the primi-
tive ontology. In brief, (a) all the evidence for fields derives from evidence 
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of particle motion. More importantly, (b) if one includes fields on a par with 
particles in the primitive ontology, the mathematical problem that there is 
no rigorous formulation of a physical theory of particle-field interactions, 
neither in classical electrodynamics nor in quantum field theory, becomes 
a philosophical problem how to conceive the interaction of these entities in 
the ontology. However, (c) if fields belong to the primitive ontology, their 
status is not clear: Are they properties of space-time points, albeit not geo-
metrical ones? And why should only some space-time points have these 
causal properties (i.e. those where the field magnitudes are not zero)? Are 
they some sort of a bare substratum physical stuff? As Feynman puts it in 
his Nobel lecture, 

You see, if all charges contribute to making a single common 
field, and if that common field acts back on all the charges, then 
each charge must act back on itself. Well, that is where the mis-
take was, there was no field. It was just that when you shook one 
charge, another would shake later. There was a direct interaction 
between charges, albeit with a delay. [...] Now, this has the at-
tractive feature that it solves both problems at once. First, I can 
say immediately, I don’t let the electron act on itself, I just let 
this act on that, hence, no self-energy! Secondly, there is not an 
infinite number of degrees of freedom in the field. There is no 
field at all. (Feynman 1966, 699–700; see Lazarovici 2018 for a de-
tailed exposition of the arguments against a commitment to fields 
in the ontology of physics). 

Also in what is known today as the standard model of particle physics in 
the framework of quantum field theory, the ontology of this physics can be 
set up in terms of a particle ontology only and the conceptual problems 
that this physics raises can thereby be answered [for a detailed account, see 
(Esfeld and Deckert 2017, chap. 4)]. 
 In general, the benchmark for the dynamical structure of a physical the-
ory is to simplify the representation of the change that takes place in the 
configuration of matter—by contrast to merely dressing a list of that 
change—without losing the information about the change that actually oc-
curs. The common way to achieve this benchmark is to specify a dynamical 
structure such that, for any configuration of matter given as initial condition, 
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the law fixes how the universe would evolve if that configuration were the 
actual one. The dynamical structure then goes beyond the actual configu-
ration of matter: it fixes for any possible configuration of matter what the 
evolution of the universe would be like if that configuration were actual. It 
thereby supports counterfactual propositions. 
 Against this background, it is evident why determinism is a virtue of 
a physical theory: dynamical parameters figuring in laws that fix all the 
change, given an initial configuration of matter, are the simplest and most 
informative way to capture change. In other words, in the ideal case, the 
law is such that given an initial configuration of matter as input, the law 
yields a description of all the—past and future—change of the configuration 
as output. The question that remains in this case only is whether that de-
scription is empirically correct and whether it can be further simplified 
without losing informational content. It may turn out that, as a matter of 
fact, such a law cannot be achieved. It may also be that an indeterministic 
theory is simpler than a deterministic one and that the gain in simplicity 
outweighs the gain in informational content that a deterministic theory 
provides, such that, when seeking for the best balance between these two 
criteria, the indeterministic theory wins [see (Werndl 2013) for a detailed 
elaboration on these issues]. That notwithstanding, if there are dynamical 
parameters that designate only possibilities for how the configuration of 
matter may evolve, given an initial configuration, there always remains the 
question open whether one can do better, that is, find dynamical parameters 
that fix that change. 
 In any case, a fundamental physical theory is such that it defines a dy-
namical structure for the configuration of matter of the whole universe. For 
example, in Newtonian gravitation, the acceleration of any particle at any 
time depends, strictly speaking, on the positions and masses of all the other 
particles in the universe at that time. Even if action at a distance in New-
tonian gravitation is replaced with local action in classical field theories, as 
soon as there are globally conserved quantities (such as total energy), the 
motion of any one object in the universe then is represented as being corre-
lated with, in the end, the motion of any other object in the universe such 
that the quantity in question is globally conserved. In quantum physics, 
again, strictly speaking, due to entanglement, there is only one wave function 
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for the configuration of matter as a whole at any given time (i.e. the uni-
versal wave function). 
 On the one hand, thus, the dynamical structure of a fundamental physical 
theory is defined for the universe as a whole. On the other hand, any such 
dynamical structure is per se useless for calculations. We cannot know initial 
conditions for the configuration of matter as a whole. Furthermore, the evo-
lution of a given configuration of matter points that we can manipulate may 
be extremely sensitive to perturbations on its initial conditions. Hence, 
a slight error about the initial conditions may lead to a great error in predict-
ing the evolution of the system. Already this fact makes clear that there is no 
conceptual link between deterministic laws and our ability to predict with 
certainty the evolution of a given system. Everything depends on the extent 
to which we can specify the initial conditions of a system and on how sensitive 
the evolution of the system is to slight variations of its initial conditions. 
 By way of consequence, setting out a primitive ontology and a dynam-
ical structure is not sufficient to build up a physical theory. The dynamical 
structure has to be construed in such a way that it allows us to answer the 
following question: What evolution of a given system can we typically ex-
pect—that is, in the vast majority of situations—under ignorance of its 
exact initial conditions? For instance, when flipping a coin, it is impossible 
to predict the individual outcomes and thus to predict the exact sequence 
of heads and tails, although this sequence is completely determined by the 
laws of classical mechanics and the initial conditions. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to derive the proposition that in by far the most cases, the number 
of heads will be almost equal to the number of tails provided that the num-
ber of coin flips is large enough. There are situations in which we can predict 
individual outcomes, such as when throwing a stone on Earth, but these are 
the exception rather than the rule. The dynamical structure of a physical 
theory therefore has to be linked with a typicality or probability measure 
by means of which we can derive propositions about which evolution of 
particular systems we can expect to obtain in most cases under ignorance 
of the exact initial conditions. There hence is a clear reason why even a de-
terministic physical theory requires probabilities and a detailed procedure 
how to introduce them on the basis of—fundamental and universal—laws 
[for details, see (Esfeld and Deckert, chap. 3.4)]. 
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 As regards classical mechanics, notably Boltzmann has established how 
to derive such probabilistic statements from the deterministic laws via 
a typicality or probability measure [see (Lazarovici and Reichert 2015) for 
a detailed account]. Classical statistical mechanics then paved the way for 
developing atomism into precise scientific theories also in chemistry, biology 
and beyond. As regards quantum mechanics, it is by no means evident that 
the situation with respect to probabilities is different from the one in clas-
sical physics. It is a fact that situations like the classical coin toss are generic 
in quantum mechanics—that is, situations that are highly sensitive to slight 
variations of the initial conditions, and we cannot know these initial condi-
tions with arbitrary precision. This fact is brought out by Heisenberg’s un-
certainty relations. Consequently, we can only make predictions about the 
statistical distributions of measurement outcomes by using Born’s rule, but 
in general not predictions about individual measurement outcomes. 
 However, this fact does not imply that probabilities have another sta-
tus in quantum mechanics than in classical mechanics. The question is 
what the law of motion for the evolution of the individual quantum sys-
tems is that underlies Born’s rule for the calculation of measurement out-
come statistics. Only if one includes what is introduced in the textbook 
presentations of quantum mechanics as the postulate of the collapse of 
the wave function upon measurement into the law does one obtain an 
indeterministic law in quantum mechanics. Doing so requires amending 
the Schrödinger equation with parameters that include the collapse of the 
wave function under certain circumstances. As things stand, these param-
eters have to be introduced by hand and compromise the simplicity of the 
law [see (Ghirardi, Rimini, and Weber 1986)]. Furthermore, they lead to 
predictions that deviate from the textbook ones in certain specific situa-
tions. In any case, it is an open issue whether such an indeterministic law 
is a fundamental or rather a phenomenological one—taking gravitation 
into account, for example, may turn this law into a deterministic one [see 
(Penrose 2004, chap. 30)]. The only example of a candidate for an inde-
terministic law in a fundamental physical theory hence confirms the gen-
eral statement made above, namely that in the case of an indeterministic 
law, it remains an open issue whether that law can be turned into a de-
terministic one by including further parameters. 
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 Apart from the version of quantum mechanics that includes the postulate 
of the collapse of the wave function in the physical law, there are two other 
versions that both are deterministic. In brief, the version going back to (Ev-
erett 1957) admits only the Schrödinger equation and, in consequence, no 
unique measurement outcomes. It is therefore known as many worlds quan-
tum mechanics, because, in short, every possible outcome of a measurement 
becomes real in a branch of the universe [see (Wallace 2012) for details]. The 
version going back to (Bohm 1952a, 1952b) adds to the (deterministic) Schrö-
dinger equation a further (deterministic) law, known as the guiding equation, 
that describes, in brief, how the particles move in physical space as guided 
by the wave function. In the elaboration of this theory known as Bohmian 
mechanics, it is shown how Born’s rule can be deduced from these laws by 
means of a typicality or probability measure that is linked with these laws in 
a way that matches the way in which the probability calculus of classical 
statistical mechanics is deduced from the deterministic laws of classical me-
chanics [see (Dürr, Goldstein, and Zanghì. 2013, chap. 2)]. The existence of 
Bohmian mechanics hence refutes any attempt to infer from Born’s rule—or 
the Heisenberg uncertainty relations, or the randomness of individual meas-
urement outcomes—the conclusion that probabilities have a more fundamen-
tal status in quantum mechanics than in classical mechanics. The question is 
what the law is that underlies Born’s rule. The standard for assessing the 
proposals for that law is independent of the issue of determinism vs. indeter-
minism. The standard is what is the best solution to the quantum measure-
ment problem (as illustrated, for instance, in Schrödinger’s cat paradox). 
There are cogent arguments in favour of the Bohmian solution to this problem 
[see e.g. (Esfeld 2014)]. The consequence then is that probabilities in quantum 
physics have the same status as probabilities in classical physics. 
 To sum this section up: 

 (1) There is a clear reason to seek for deterministic laws in the formula-
tion of a physical theory, since these maximize informational content 
and usually also simplicity. 

 (2) There is a clear procedure available how to get from fundamental 
deterministic laws to predictions about statistical distributions of 
measurement outcomes both in classical and in quantum physics. 
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 (3) Apparently random behaviour of investigated systems (including 
rules stating that randomness, such as the Heisenberg uncertainty 
relations) never justifies the conclusion to indeterminism. The issue 
is what the laws underlying this behaviour are. It is true that the 
determinism in classical mechanics would lose persuasiveness if there 
were not the clear cut paradigm examples of deterministic predic-
tions in classical gravity (such as throwing a stone on Earth), and it 
is a fact that there are no such clear cut cases in quantum mechanics. 
But this is merely a heuristic matter. There is no conceptual link 
from deterministic laws to deterministic predictions, and, hence, no 
link from probabilistic predictions to probabilistic laws either. 

2. Explanations in physics 

 The raison d’être for laws in physics is that they explain the observed 
phenomena by subsuming them under a law—in whatever way one then 
spells out in philosophy of science how bringing phenomena under a law 
explains them (covering law, causal explanation, unification, just to name 
the most prominent accounts). This role of the laws raises the issue of their 
ontological status. In any case, as regards our knowledge, we cannot but 
make conjectures about what the laws are based on the data that become 
available to us. The standard for these conjectures is the extent to which 
they optimize both simplicity and informational content in accounting for 
the data. According to the stance known as Humeanism in today’s meta-
physics, this is all there is to the laws: they are nothing more than means 
of representation that seek to optimize simplicity and informational con-
tent. Super-Humeanism goes beyond standard Humeanism [see e.g. (Lewis 
1986, introduction)] by putting the geometry and the dynamical parame-
ters—that is, the dynamical structure—also on the side of the laws: the 
ontology is only the primitive ontology, such as matter points individuated 
by distance relations and the change in these relations. That change mani-
fests certain patterns. Geometry, dynamical parameters and the laws linked 
with a probability measure are the package that enables us to achieve a rep-
resentation of these patterns that is both as simple about the patterns and as 
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informative about the change as possible [see (Esfeld and Deckert 2017, 
chap. 2.3), for details]. 
 (Super-)Humeanism is distinct from instrumentalism. It is a scientific 
realism: the claim is that what there is as far as the ontology of the natural 
world is concerned is exhausted by the primitive ontology. Dynamical pa-
rameters have a nomological role by figuring in the laws of nature. From 
that nomological role then derives their role in the predictions, as the laws 
are linked with a procedure to derive probabilities from them as sketched 
out in the previous section. The claim of Humeanism then is that the laws 
do not require additional ontological commitments. The claim of Super-
Humeanism is that geometry, dynamical parameters and laws form a pack-
age that has only a representational purpose and that does hence not call 
for ontological commitments that reach beyond the primitive ontology. In 
short, the issue is what the ontology of the natural world is in a scientific 
realist framework. 
 Of course, physics explains the motions of bodies by using a geometry 
and dynamical parameters that appear in laws. However, the argument for 
an ontological commitment to the geometry and the dynamical parameters 
cannot simply be that they figure in our best physical theories. Reading the 
ontology off from the mathematical structure of physical theories would be 
begging the question of an argument for ontological commitments that go 
beyond what is minimally sufficient to account for the phenomena in a sci-
entific realist vein, namely the commitment to a primitive ontology as given, 
for instance, by the two axioms of distance relations individuating matter 
points and the change in these relations. In a metaphysics based on science, 
the argument can only be that by subscribing to ontological commitments 
that go beyond that minimum, one achieves a gain in explanation. 
 (Super-)Humeanism can accommodate the scientific practice of explana-
tions and its conceptualisation in terms of covering laws, causation or uni-
fication. There is no space in this paper to expand on this claim [see notably 
(Loewer 2012) for details and the ensuing debate with (Lange 2013), (Miller 
2015) and (Marshall 2015)]. The core idea of the (Super-)Humean account 
is this one: the geometry and the dynamical structure of a physical theory 
explain the phenomena by bringing out the patterns or regularities in the 
motion of the particles; bringing out these patterns or regularities requires 
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no ontological commitment beyond particles that move. On (Super-)Hume-
anism, first comes the particle motion, which as a contingent matter of fact 
exhibits certain patterns or regularities, then come the laws, including the 
geometry. Hence, the laws, the parameters figuring in them and the geom-
etry are not some sort of an agent that forces the particles to move in a cer-
tain way. The laws do not constrain the particle motion. It is the particle 
motion that fixes the laws. Hence, if one asks why there are the patterns in 
the particle motion that there are in fact, (Super-)Humeanism cannot answer 
that question. The claim of (Super-)Humeanism is that there is no scientific 
answer to that question. Our scientific understanding of the world comes to 
an end once the salient patterns in the change of the elements of the primitive 
ontology are reached, such as, for instance, attractive particle motion. 
 The argument for this claim is the one illustrated in Molière’s piece Le 
malade imaginaire: one does not explain why people fall asleep after the 
consumption of opium by endorsing a dormitive virtue of opium, because 
the dormitive virtue is defined in terms of its functional role to make people 
fall asleep after the consumption of opium. By the same token, one does not 
obtain a gain in explaining attractive particle motion by subscribing to an 
ontological commitment to gravitational mass as a property of the particles, 
because mass is defined in terms of its functional role of making objects 
attract one another as described by the law of gravitation. Of course, mass, 
charge and the like are fundamental and universal physical magnitudes, by 
contrast to the dormitive virtue of opium. But the point is that they are 
defined in terms of the functional role that they exert for the particle mo-
tion. Why do objects move as they do? Because they have properties whose 
function it is to make them move as they do. An ontological commitment to 
such properties does not yield a gain in explanation. The same holds for forces, 
fields, wave functions, an ontic structure of entanglement in quantum physics, 
laws conceived as primitive, etc. It also applies to geometry: it is no gain in 
explanation to trace the characteristic features of the distance relation back 
to the geometry of an absolute space, because that geometry is defined such 
that it allows for the conception of distances in that space. 
 It is true that by tracing the distance relations back to an absolute 
space, or the change in the distance relations back to properties of the par-
ticles that are dispositions for that very change, the characteristic features 
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of the distance relations as well as those of the patterns in the change in 
them come out as necessary instead of contingent. However, merely shift-
ing the status of something from contingent to necessary does not amount 
to a gain in explanation. Quite to the contrary, one only faces drawbacks 
that come with the commitment to a surplus structure in the ontology in 
the guise of an absolute space, fundamental dispositional properties of the 
particles, ontic dynamical structures of entanglement, etc.: differences 
with respect to absolute space that do not make a difference in the con-
figuration of matter, questions such as how an object can influence the 
motion of other objects across space in virtue of properties that are in-
trinsic to it, how a wave function defined on configuration space can pilot 
the motion of matter in physical space, etc. [see (Esfeld and Deckert 2017, 
chap. 2.3)]. 
 To sum this section up: 

 (1) The business of physics is to achieve on the basis of the available 
evidence a theory that is as simple and as informative as possible in 
accounting for that evidence and in predicting new evidence, with 
such a theory being characterized by the three features outlined in 
the previous section. 

 (2) Given the primitive ontology in terms of the notions of distances 
individuating matter points and the change of these distances, one 
can then define any further notion that one needs in one’s theory of 
the natural world in terms of its functional role in the represenation 
of that change, without thereby subscribing to an additional onto-
logical commitment. An ontology that is limited to a primitive on-
tology of matter points individuated by distance relations and the 
change in these relations is a scientific realism that is sufficient to 
accommodate scientific explanations. 

 (3) Subscribing to an ontological commitment that goes beyond what is 
minimally sufficient to account for the evidence (i.e. the primitive 
ontology) is not implied by the physics: one cannot read off the on-
tology from the mathematical structure of a physical theory. The 
issue can only be whether granting that structure an ontological sta-
tus over and above the primitive ontology yields an explanatory gain. 
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However, far from doing so, such an enriched ontology leads only to 
drawbacks stemming from a commitment to surplus structure. 

3. Free will and the limits of physics 

 Minimizing the ontological commitments of physics as outlined in the 
two preceding sections, while fully respecting scientific realism, not only 
prevents artificial problems from arising in the philosophy of nature, but 
also has repercussions for metaphysics in general. In particular, against the 
background set out here, one can establish the conclusion that there is no 
conflict between physical determinism and free will—although, at first 
glance, there obviously seems to be such a conflict. 
 Suppose that classical mechanics were the correct physical theory of the 
universe. Then, given an initial state of the particle motion throughout the 
whole universe (which includes the attribution of values of mass to the 
particles over and above initial positions and velocities) and the laws of 
classical mechanics, the entire evolution of the universe is fixed by the 
laws—that is, the entire future evolution from that state on as well as the 
entire past evolution leading to that state; that is why this can be an initial 
state at an arbitrary time. Of course, already in classical mechanics, as 
pointed out at the end of section 1, nobody within the universe could know 
its initial state at any time with enough precision to turn the determinism 
implemented in the laws into predictions. 
 If one considers physical determinism to be troublesome when it comes 
to human free will, a little reflection shows that the determinism imple-
mented in the dynamical structure of classical mechanics is not the reason 
for the trouble. The reason is the very fact of there being universal physical 
laws. Suppose that a version of quantum mechanics that includes what is 
known as the collapse of the wave function in the fundamental dynamical 
law were the correct physical theory of the universe [such as the theory of 
(Ghirardi, Rimini, and Weber 1986) mentioned at the end of section 1] and 
that the collapse of the wave function is an irreducibly stochastic process. 
Nevertheless, the dynamical law then fixes objective probabilities for wave  
function collapse to occur such that, given an initial quantum state of the 
universe at an arbitrary time that includes an initial wave function of the 
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universe, several possible future evolutions of the universe are fixed with 
objective probabilities attached to them. If the decisions of human beings 
concerning the motions of their bodies can influence neither the initial state 
of the universe nor the deterministic laws of classical mechanics (on the 
supposition that they are the correct laws of the universe), they cannot 
influence the objective probabilities implemented in a fundamental stochas-
tic law and an initial wave function either (on the supposition that wave 
function collapse is stochastic and included in the fundamental dynamical 
law of the universe) [see (Loewer 1996)]. Hence, supposing that there is 
a conflict between deterministic physical laws and free will, one could not 
draw any profit for free will if the laws were indeterministic. If there is such 
a conflict, it concerns the very fact of there being universal physical laws, 
be they deterministic or not. 
 The common formulation that, in the case of determinism, the laws plus 
the initial conditions fix the entire evolution of the objects to which they 
apply may suggest that the laws somehow bring about the evolution of 
these objects. However, if this were so, the laws would bring about the past 
evolution of the objects from an arbitrary initial state back as well as the 
future evolution of the objects from an arbitrary initial state on. But no one 
thinks that the fact that given an initial state and a deterministic dynamical 
law, the past evolution leading to that state is fixed implies that the law 
brings about the past evolution by retrocausation. Hence, the mere state-
ment of determinism contains no reason to think that the law brings about 
the future evolution either. A better formulation of determinism that avoids 
any ontological connotation of the verb “fix” therefore is this one: the prop-
ositions stating the laws of nature and the propositions describing the state 
of the world at an arbitrary time t (i.e. the propositions describing the initial 
conditions) entail the propositions describing the state of the world at any 
other time. Thus formulated, it is clear that determinism in science is—
only—about entailment relations among propositions. The question then is, 
supposing that determinism is true, what it is in the world that makes these 
propositions true, that is, in virtue of what in the ontology these entailment 
relations among propositions hold. 
 On the conception of physical laws sketched out in the preceding section, 
there can be no clash between laws of nature and free will (in whatever way 
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one may conceive free will). The reason is, in brief, that the motion comes 
first, including the motion of our bodies that is the expression of our inten-
tions, then come the laws. In other words, what makes the propositions that 
state the laws true is the entire motion of the objects in the universe, that 
is, the change that actually occurs throughout the entire evolution of the 
configuration of matter of the universe. If the laws are “mere patterns in 
the phenomena”, as Hall (2009, 1) puts it, they do not govern or constrain 
those phenomena, let alone bring them about. Hence, in this case, there is 
no clash between laws of nature and human free will possible, since the 
bodily movements that humans choose to make are part of the phenomena. 
The laws are there to achieve an account of the motions that actually occur 
that is both maximally simple and maximally informative. Consequently, 
the laws do not predetermine our actions, they only represent what happens 
in nature [see (Beebee and Mele 2002)]. 
 Only if one loads the laws of physics with some sort of necessitation—
such as by conceiving them as modal primitives, tracing them back to fun-
damental dispositions, powers or modal ontic structures instantiated by the 
physical objects—can a conflict with free will ensue (at least on an incom-
patibilist conception of free will); there then is something in the world that 
is independent of our decisions and that makes our decisions necessary. 
However, as far as the ontology of physics is concerned, there is no need to 
subscribe to any such commitment, and doing so leads only to drawbacks, 
as argued in the previous section. 
 Consider the famous consequence argument by means of which van In-
wagen seeks to establish a conflict between free will and determinism: 

If determinism is true, then our acts are the consequences of the 
laws of nature and events in the remote past. But it is not up to 
us what went on before we were born, and neither is it up to us 
what the laws of nature are. Therefore the consequences of these 
things (including our present acts) are not up to us. (van Inwagen 
1983, 16) 

On the view defended in this paper, the statement “it is not up to us what 
went on before we were born” is ambiguous if it refers to the initial state of 
the universe and the statement “neither is it up to us what the laws of 
nature are” is, strictly speaking, not quite correct. The latter statement is 
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not quite correct on any version of Humeanism about laws, for the just 
mentioned reason that what goes on in the universe comes first and then 
come the laws. However, it would be implausible to take this to imply that 
if a person had chosen to do otherwise, the laws of nature would have been 
different. 
 Here again the virtues of Super-Humeanism show up: it is not only the 
laws, but the entire dynamical structure of the correct physical theory of 
the universe that depend on the change in the universe as a whole. As 
argued in the first section, all the dynamical parameters that are introduced 
in terms of their functional role for the change in the primitive ontology—
that is, the particle motion—are there to simplify, that is, to achieve a rep-
resentation of the particle motion that is as simple and as informative as 
possible. Thus, they are not intrinsic to the particles or their configuration 
at any time. That is to say: the state of the universe at any given time, 
which enters as initial condition into the laws, contains elements that are 
not intrinsic to what there is at that time, but depend on the overall change 
in the universe. These are notably the initial values of parameters such as 
mass, fields, the universal wave function, etc. In order for these parameters 
to play their role to simplify the account of the motion that actually occurs 
in the universe, what role these parameters play and, notably, what their 
initial values are, depends on the change that actually occurs in the uni-
verse—that is, to stress again, the correct value of these parameters that 
enters into the state of the universe at any given time depends not only on 
what motion happens in the universe earlier than that time, but also on 
what happens later than that time. To put it in a nutshell, we do not know 
the initial wave function of the universe not only because of a principled 
limit on our knowledge, but also because what is the initial wave function 
of the universe is only fixed at the end of the universe so to speak (because 
it depends on what the particle motion during the evolution of the universe 
turns out to be like). 
 Consequently, if human beings chose to do otherwise, in the first place, 
slightly different initial values for the dynamical parameter at the initial 
state of the universe would have to be figured out in order to achieve a sys-
tem that maximizes both simplicity and informational content about the 
change that actually occurs in the universe. For the sake of illustration, 
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assume that quantum physics is the correct theory of the universe. Then, 
what would be slightly different if humans chose to do otherwise than they 
actually did were not the Schrödinger equation and the Bohmian guiding 
equation or the GRW collapse law in the first place, but the universal wave 
function, that is, the values that this wave function takes as initial condi-
tion. In that way, van Inwagen’s consequence argument turns out to be 
invalid without the Humean being committed to saying that it is up to us 
what the laws of nature are. Instead, there is an ambiguity in the phrase 
“it is not up to us what went on before we were born.” If that phrase is to 
include reference to an initial state of the universe before we were born, 
then that initial state, insofar as it enters into a law of nature, includes 
values of parameters that are not intrinsic to that state, but that depend 
on what happens later in the universe, including the particle movements 
that are expressions of human free will. 
 Hence, this paper is directed against a certain sort of a scientific 
worldview, namely one that implies a misconception of the enlightenment 
that comes with science: it is not that science teaches us that if there are 
deterministic laws in physics—or, for the sake of the argument, determinis-
tic laws in genetics or evolutionary biology—, our decisions are necessitated 
by factors that are outside of our control. In general, this paper is about 
limits of science when it comes to the central metaphysical questions. In 
contrast to other attempts in that sense that argue for a limitation of the 
range of physical laws within the physical domain itself [see e.g. (von 
Wachter 2015) according to whom physical laws, even when they are de-
terministic, indicate only tendencies for what happens in nature], the argu-
ment of this paper takes universal physical laws, also when they are deter-
ministic, at face value as encompassing all the motions of bodies in the 
universe in a simple and general equation (or at least as striving for that 
ideal, as illustrated by the Newtonian law of gravitation). The argument 
then is that attributing a modal status to these laws is not justified by the 
physics, even if scientific realism is taken for granted. From that then follow 
certain limits of science, in particular that there is no clash between the 
scientific representation of the motions of bodies in terms of universal and 
deterministic laws and some such motions being the manifestation of human 
free will. 
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 Once one has identified a primitive ontology of the natural world and 
thus settled for the concepts admitted as primitive that characterize that 
ontology, it is possible to define every further concept that enters into one’s 
theory of the world in terms of the function for the primitive ontology. This 
applies not only to the parameters that appear in physical theories, but to 
any concept, including the ones describing the mind. It is at least since 
(Lewis 1972) well known how to provide a scheme for the functional defini-
tion also of mental concepts in terms of, in the last resort, changes of the 
physical configuration of the body and its environment. Such functional 
definitions are undisputed in the natural sciences: it would be odd, for in-
stance, to postulate a heat stuff to account for thermodynamical phenom-
ena, since these can be defined functionally in terms of changes in molecular 
motion. By the same token, it would be odd to postulate an élan vital to 
account for organisms and their reproduction. Again, since the advent of 
molecular biology, the evolution of organisms and their reproduction can be 
accounted for in terms of molecular biology. There is no explanatory gap 
here. 
 However, when it comes to consciousness as well as rationality and the 
normativity and free will that are linked to rationality, one may maintain 
that there is an explanatory gap in the sense that functional definitions 
in terms of, in the last resort, changes in the configuration of matter do 
not capture what is characteristic of mental phenomena [see (Levine 
1983)]. Once one has understood the science, it is obvious how a functional 
definition of, for instance, water in terms of the effects on the interaction 
of H2O molecules captures and explains the phenomenal features of water 
and how a functional definition of organisms captures and explains their 
reproduction, including the link from genotypes to phenotypes. However, 
it is not obvious—at least not obvious in the sense of these paradigmatic 
examples—what the qualitative character of conscious experience, or the 
normativity that comes with rationality have to do with molecular motion 
in the brain. 
 The argument of this paper implies the following: in case the mental 
cannot be functionally defined on the basis of a primitive ontology of matter 
in motion, then an ontological commitment to the mental is called for over 
and above the ontological commitment to a primitive physical ontology. 
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Moreover, such an ontological commitment then is as fundamental as the 
commitment to a primitive physical ontology, although the mental may 
only become manifest in certain systems in the universe and only at a cer-
tain period of time in the evolution of the cosmos. In general, whatever does 
not come in as being entailed by the primitive ontology via functional def-
initions is itself a further fundamental ingredient of the ontology [cf. e.g. 
(Jackson 1994), or (Chalmers 2012), although the argument of this paper is 
not committed to a priori entailment]. This makes (again) evident the price 
that comes with any position whose ontological commitments go beyond 
a primitive physical ontology. 
 In the case of the additional parameters figuring in scientific theories, 
there is no reason to pay that price, as argued in the previous section. But 
the case of the mental is different. Positions that seek to avoid paying that 
price for instance by putting their stakes on emergence do not cut the on-
tological ice: if what emerges can be functionally defined on the basis of the 
ontology that is admitted as primitive, then there is no emergence in the 
sense of something that calls for new ontological commitments. If what 
emerges cannot be thus defined, then one is committed to more in the on-
tology than the ontology originally admitted as primitive. Consequently, 
there then are further primitives that hence have the same ontological sta-
tus as the original primitives. 
 This is the core metaphysical debate, about the cosmos and about our 
place in it. Science can be understood on the basis of a primitive ontology 
that, even if the dynamics for that primitive ontology is deterministic, has 
no implications for what is right or wrong about these core metaphysical 
issues. Elaborating on the primitive ontology of science makes, however, 
clear the price that one has to pay for any further ontological commitments 
that then would have to come in as further primitives. The credibility of 
any such commitments hinges upon working them out into an overall met-
aphysical position that matches the paradigm of science in its clarity and 
precision as well as the concrete explanations that it provides. 
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1. Introduction: the claim of causal closure 

 Many contemporary physicists, philosophers and theologians would ar-
gue that a God or other transcendent entities, given such entities exist, 
would not be able to intervene in the physical world, because every event 
is determined by physical processes that are governed by the laws of na-
ture. Although this thinking has a long tradition, the meaning, the basis 
and the consequences of this statement, often referred to as causal closure, 
are often rather diffuse and widely differ amongst and within various dis-
ciplines. If this reasoning was correct, there would be no room for divine 
intervention of whatever kind. Most obviously, there would be no room 
for miracles. 
 The protestant theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768–1834) rede-
fined the term miracle as a mere description of events that have a somehow 
religious relevance, however common the event may appear.1 Ludwig Feu-
erbach (1804–1872) well known for his critique on religion, describes the 
term miracle as something that is unthinkable and is in the end a meaning-
less concept (Feuerbach 2016, 125). Feuerbach’s statement is, however, an 
a priori assumption rather than an argument. Perhaps one of the most in-
fluential modern protestant theologians arguing on the matter is Rudolf 
Bultmann (1884–1976). Although his viewpoint and that of his followers 
was never undisputed,2 his views are still quite influential and widespread 
and offer a reasonably clear, though weak reasoning for his case (Bultmann 
1960). In his famous essay entitled “Neues Testament und Mythologie” 
(New Testament and Mythology) he expresses the idea, that the miracles 
described in the New Testament cannot be taken as reports of historic 
events, “because experience and application of science and technology have 
progressed so far, that no man can and does seriously stick to the world view 
of the New Testament.”3 He concludes that by the knowledge of the powers 

                                                 
1  For a compact source see (Schleiermacher 1969, 79), as reference for theologians 
(von Meckenstock 2011) is usually employed. 
2  See e.g. (C. S. Lewis 1947) for a popular version of criticism or (Wilckens 2017) 
for a theologically based criticism of Bultmann’s approach. 
3  Translation of the author from (Bultmann 1960). A slightly shortened but easier 
accessible source of his paper is (Härle 2007, 174–88). 
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and laws of nature there is no room left for transcendent intervention and 
that humans are not open to the influence of “foreign” powers. Due to the 
philosophical and theological significance of causal closure implied by the 
statements of Bultmann and others and the claim of the impossibility of 
divine intervention, there was and is a longstanding and controversial  
debate [see e.g. (Mackie 1982)] that presently seems to undergo a revival 
[see e.g. (Keener 2011), (Larmer 2014) and (von Wachter 2015)]. For a phil-
osophic discussion of various views on divine agency and definitions of mir-
acles see e.g. (Larmer 2014, 7–52). 
 In this paper I will argue, that causal closure does not follow from phys-
ics but rather is a metaphysical principle. I will then investigate the nature 
of laws of physics and argue, that these laws in themselves do not determine 
physical processes. In what follows, classical mechanics serves as an example 
to demonstrate that the equations of motion describing the actual move-
ment of a body are determined not only by natural laws but also by initial 
and boundary conditions or further constraints. This observation, although 
clear to every physicist, has a profound impact on the question, whether 
divine intervention violates laws of nature. 

2. Causal networks and laws of nature 

2.1. The clockwork universe 

 Before the arrival of quantum mechanics in the beginning of the 20th 
century, the universe was frequently conceived as of a kind of clockwork: 
The history of the universe and all its parts correspond to the functioning 
of a perfect clockwork. The development of the world is fully determined 
and can thus—at least in principle—be fully calculated once one knows the 
laws of nature and the state of the universe at one time. Past and future of 
the universe can be exactly calculated. For an imaginary being, the so called 
“Laplacian Demon” (Laplace 1814), capable of knowing and calculating all 
these details, nothing would come as a surprise. 
 Figure 1 shows a simple scheme of cause and effect. For the sake of 
simplicity, I will restrict the discussion at this point to processes related to 
classical mechanics: The movement or the status of an object (circle) is 
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changed by some effects (squares) at various points in time. The movement 
or change of the object can be calculated if one knows the initial conditions 
and the forces acting on the object, see Fig. 1a and b. Up to this point, the 
scheme only shows the basic building blocks of the clockwork universe. But 
there is already a problem at the first cause, see Fig. 1c: Every description 
in terms of physics needs a starting point, from which the following process 
can be calculated. The “first cause” is outside the realm of physics, see the 
bright square at the far left of Fig. 1 c. There is, contrary to frequently 
made claims even by physicists [see e.g. (Hawking 2010) and (Krauss 2012)], 
no way to explain “something” from “nothing” [see e.g. (Craig 2002) or 
(Bussey 2013)]. 
 Figure 2 sketches a scenario that much more resembles the real world 
than Figure 1: In the real world many processes happen simultaneously 
and influence each other as indicated in Fig. 2a. Apart from the first 
starting point (bright squares), we now have the deterministic picture of 
a clockwork universe. But in the real world other factors enter in as de-
picted in Fig. 2b: Besides deterministic processes, there are processes that 
bring in an element of chance (indicated by dices). These processes are  
a consequence of quantum mechanics4 and deterministic chaos.5 Quantum 
mechanics only describes the probabilities that can be expected for the 
outcome of an experiment and probabilistic behavior appears to be imma-
nent in nature.6 Deterministic chaos, on the other hand, describes the 
behavior of systems based on classical mechanics7 that reacts strongly on 
                                                 
4  For a basic introduction to quantum mechanics see e.g. (Giancoli 2010, chap. 
39).  
5  For an introduction on deterministic chaos see e.g. (Alligood 2009). 
6  Although the formalism of quantum mechanics is extremely successful in pre-
cisely calculating observable phenomena, its very nature is still under heavy debate, 
for details see e.g. (Ney 2013). 
7  Apart from deterministic chaos, it has been debated that determinism fails in 
classical mechanics anyway as argued e.g. by the example of Norton’s dome, see e.g. 
(Norton 2008). Norton shows that a point mass located on the apex of a dome-like 
surface in a gravitational field may either stay at rest or spontaneously move down 
the surface after an undetermined amount of time. Due to its’ several idealizations—
especially that of a point mass—this case represents by far no realistic scenario and 
the validity of the case has been heavily questioned and lead critics to the question 
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minute changes of initial or boundary conditions. A well-known example 
is the daily weather pattern. The fact that weather cannot be predicted 
reliably over longer periods of time (say more than two weeks) is due to 
                                                 
of the metaphysical implications of such idealizations (Laraudogoitia 2013). Dantas 
just recently suggested a description that tries to adjust to a more realistic scenario. 
However, she leaves open the question of “what constitutes the fundamental (not 
only operational) conditions for establishing valid Newtonian systems, if there are 
any such conditions at all” (Dantas 2018). Although Newtonian mechanics is in 
many cases a good approximation for settings in the real world, the example makes 
abundantly clear that it is only an idealization!  

Figure 1: An object (sphere) moves from left to right on the axis of 
time. a) At time t1 there is a cause (square) that changes the direction 
of the object. b) At time t2 another cause results in another change of 
direction. c) At further points in time t3, t4 etc. there are further effects 
causing further changes of the movement of the object. The first cause 
(bright square to the left), however, cannot be explained in terms of 
physics, since a physical description requires initial and / or boundary 
conditions and the existence of suitable laws to start with. © R. B. Berg-
mann, Bremen, 2018. 
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just this type of behavior and cannot be overcome even by the most pow-
erful computers (or more powerful computers to come). I leave a discus-
sion on the conditions and details of these phenomena to the literature, 
as the mechanisms described above suffice for the purpose of the present 

Figure 2: In the real world many processes happen simultaneously and 
interact with each other (for simplification, the objects which are influ-
enced are omitted in contrast to Fig. 1.) a) The clockwork universe: Dark 
squares depict a network of processes interacting in a fully deterministic 
way upon each other. Bright square: First cause. b) The dices indicate 
the action of processes that incorporate probabilities c) Bright square at 
the top in the center of the drawing indicates divine intervention that 
changes or extends the existing net of causes and effects. © R. B. Berg-
mann, Bremen, 2018. 
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paper. Consequently, the clockwork universe is a fiction and the Laplacian 
demon is dead!8 
 Finally, I will extend the view developed so far by taking into account 
divine intervention, see Fig. 2c. In this simple picture, divine intervention 
introduces another cause into the causal network that alters the previously 
existing flow of cause and effects or brings about new effects (see the bright 
square in the upper middle). 

2.2. Natural laws and equations of motion 

 Is divine intervention in contradiction with laws of nature? In order to 
answer this question, we will have to have a look as to what we call a law 
of nature and what these laws can predict. It is obvious that we would like 
a law of nature to be valid in a large variety of situations. As we do not 
have a “theory of everything” with the one law that describes all aspects of 
physics, we must content ourselves with the most general laws valid for 
a broad range of situations. In addition, there is usually not just one single 
law but a set of laws that is needed to describe a certain physical context, 
e.g. Newton’s laws for classical mechanics or Maxwell’s equations for clas-
sical electrodynamics.9 
 For the sake of intuitive clarity and simplicity, I will use classical me-
chanics as it was established by Isaac Newton and others as an example 
here. Take the law that states the gravitational force between two masses 
M and m (say the mass of the earth M and the mass of a satellite m) given 
by  

𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 =
𝐺𝐺
𝑟𝑟2 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀                                                       Eq. (1) 

                                                 
8  It wouldn’t help trying to keep the Laplacian Demon alive by arguing that he 
would know all the initial conditions exactly and has unlimited computational 
power, since the accuracy of the knowledge of initial conditions is finally limited 
by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. 
9  The basics of classical mechanics are described e.g. in (Giancoli 2010, chaps. 4–
8) and the Maxwell equations as the basis for classical electrodynamics are e.g. de-
scribed in (Giancoli 2010, chap. 32). 
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with the gravitational constant G and the distance r between them.10 
Whether we obtain a movement of the satellite e.g. revolving around the 
earth or falling on the earth, depends on the initial condition of the problem. 
Here, the initial condition describes the final velocity and direction the sat-
ellite is given by his propulsion system at the end of its launch. For other 
problems, imagine a vibrating string of a musical instrument, we further 
need boundary conditions, e.g. given by the fact that the string is tightly 
fastened at both ends. 
 To calculate the movement of a body with mass m under the influence 
of a force F one uses the well-known equation 

  𝐹𝐹 = 𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚 Eq. (2) 

from classical mechanics. The first step to determine the acceleration a of 
the body is to determine, which force F acts on it. It may be the gravita-
tional force of Eq. (1), but it may also be another force or a superposition 
of several forces. Once we know all forces, and thus the resulting force F, 
we can write down the equation of motion. In a second step we need to 
know the initial conditions and for problems with two or three dimensions 
we also need to know the boundary conditions employed. Thus, natural 
laws don’t come on their own but always need a context! 
 As a first result, we can state that the question whether a natural law 
on its own determines the motion of a body is “no.” This result is in accord 
for example with much of the reasoning of von Wachter (2015) and will be 
further developed here. 
 To illustrate the situation, let us look at a very simple situation: If you 
drop an apple from a certain height one can calculate how it moves towards 
the ground and what speed it will reach, when it touches the ground. To 
solve this problem, we first have to determine the equation of motion. For 

                                                 
10  Equation (1) is, however, only an idealized case for two point-masses and their 
gravitational attraction. For maximum simplification, I have also only introduced 
the scalar expression here in order to avoid further complications by using a vector 
notation. I also assume the masses not to be too small or two large and moving with 
a relative speed much smaller than the speed of light in order to avoid quantum 
mechanical or relativistic effects. 
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this purpose, we need to know the force that acts on the apple. This force 
is, close to the surface of the earth, given by  

  𝐹𝐹𝑔𝑔 = −𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚 Eq. (3) 

with the earth’s acceleration constant g = 9.81 m/s2. (The minus sign is 
only a technical detail arising from the force being directed towards the 
ground.) To obtain the equation of motion, we equate the forces in Eq. (2) 
and Eq. (3) and obtain 𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚 = −𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚 or simply 

𝑚𝑚 = −𝑚𝑚 Eq. (4) 

which results in the equation of motion represented by the ordinary differ-
ential equation 

𝑑𝑑2𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡2 = −𝑚𝑚                                                        Eq. (5) 

with the height of the apple x(t) as function of time t. 
 In the second step, we must apply the initial conditions of the movement 
to Eq. (5) in order to calculate a specific solution and thus to obtain the 
trajectory of the apple. Assume you drop the apple from a height h then 
this is one of the initial conditions necessary to calculate the actual move-
ment. If you just dropped the apple without giving it an extra initial veloc-
ity, then the second initial condition is the starting velocity of 𝑣𝑣0 = 0. If 
you would, however, choose to throw the apple upwards with an initial 
velocity of 𝑣𝑣0 > 0, the movement of the apple will obviously be different. 
 Solving Eq. (5) for the first case with the starting velocity of 𝑣𝑣0 = 0 at the 
time 𝑡𝑡0 = 0, the movement of the apple follows 

  𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) = ℎ − 1
2�  𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡2 Eq. (6) 

until it reaches the ground at x = 0. If you decide not just to drop the 
apple, but toss it up with a velocity 𝑣𝑣0 > 0, the solution is given by  

  𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) = ℎ − 1
2�  𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡2 + 𝑣𝑣0 𝑡𝑡 Eq. (7) 

until it touches the ground at x = 0. 
 The way the apple moves in a specific situation is therefore not only 
determined by the corresponding natural laws, but also by the special con-
ditions applied. 
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 We now see that influencing natural (mechanical) processes does not 
violate laws of nature but only change the corresponding equation of motion 
or the solution of the corresponding equation of motion. At a later stage of 
this paper, I will apply this concept—that appears to be quite natural in 
the context of human action—to divine intervention. 

2.3. Conservation of energy, invariance and symmetry 

 Before we come to the question of divine intervention, I want to discuss 
a commonly raised objection: Does divine intervention contradict the prin-
ciple of energy conservation? In order to clarify this question, we need to 
look a little bit deeper into the idea of energy conservation. As e.g. Larmer 
(2009) points out, energy conservation can be defined in different ways. One 
way is to state that “Energy can neither be created nor destroyed,” the 
second way is to state that “in an isolated system the total amount of 
energy remains constant.” These two statements are, however, not equiva-
lent, as the second can be deduced from the first, but the first cannot be 
deduced from the second. The second statement can be empirically tested 
and appears to be experimentally well justified. The first one cannot be 
tested and appears to be a metaphysical principle. Therefore, it appears 
reasonable to stick to the empirically well-established principle that the 
total amount of energy in an isolated system remains constant. 
 How can we then deal with a situation in which an entity from outside 
interacts with the system? In this case the system is obviously not isolated 
(or closed) any more. Usually, one deals with non-isolated systems by equat-
ing the change of the energy within the system with the difference of the flow 
of energy into or out of the system. Who or whatever interacts with a system 
has somehow to supply the energy required to bring about the observed effect. 
For the system or object to be influenced, it does not matter where the energy 
is coming from. Nature just follows its laws in combination with the applied 
forces, initial and boundary conditions or whatever constraints involved.11 

                                                 
11  It has frequently been speculated that biological systems and especially the hu-
man brain is susceptible to quantum mechanical influences involving only a minute 
amount of energy or even zero energy. One of the earlier ideas were described by 
Popper and Eccles, see e.g. (Eccles 1994). Such mechanisms may allow mind-body 
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 In order to gain a deeper understanding of the concept of energy con-
servation, I want to point out that energy conservation is not only an  
empirically well-established concept, but is related to certain types of sym-
metries and invariances. To discover theses relations, one must use an al-
ternative approach to Newtonian mechanics, the so-called Hamilton-La-
grange-formalism.12 The interesting aspect of this approach is that it allows 
in addition to the calculation of equations of motion also to determine which 
quantities are conserved. Conservation is not limited to energy but may 
also apply to other quantities and is related to corresponding symmetries 
and invariances. 
 Table 1 gives the most prominent examples of the conservation of quan-
tities in the context of classical mechanics and their related symmetries and 
invariances.13 The fact that, in the framework of classical mechanics, the 
same experiment carried out under the same conditions at different times 
t1 and t2 leads to the same result reflects the homogeneity of time and there-
fore energy conservation. If, however, experimental conditions between 
times t1 and t2 change, e.g. by an external intervention, the situation is not 
any more invariant against translation in time and the energy involved in 
the experiment at the two points in time can of course well be different. As 
can be seen from this simple example, conservation of energy as a conse-
quence of symmetries and invariances cannot safeguard against the possi-
bility of external intervention of whatever kind but rather relies on un-
changed experimental conditions between different points in time. This ar-
gument of course also holds for the other quantities stated in table 1.14 

                                                 
interactions, but a discussion of these theories is certainly of interest not only for 
dualists (Collins 2008). More recently such interactions are discussed in a more gen-
eral context of top-down causation (Ellis 2016). I will, however, leave this point 
open, since this discussion is far beyond the scope of this paper. 
12  As the derivation of this approach is too involved for the sake of this paper, 
I refer to the literature. For the underlying concepts see e.g. (Lanczos 1986). 
13  There are more of such relations beyond classical mechanics. These are, how-
ever, based on symmetries mathematically much more abstract than the ones 
shown here. 
14  The situation is further complicated by the fact that the concept of a well-defined 
energy cannot be naively transferred beyond classical mechanics. Due to Heisenberg’s 
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Table 1: Conserved quantities and related symmetries and invariances 
required for their conservation. 

conserved quantity symmetry invariance against 

energy homogeneity of time translation in time 

linear momentum homogeneity of space translation in space 

angular momentum isotropy in space rotation 

3. How could divine intervention work? 

3.1. Divine intervention 

 Looking at stories in the Old and New Testament of the Bible, there are 
a great variety of examples for divine intervention. In order to relate to the 
characteristics of mechanical systems described above, I will choose a very 
simple example of transcendent intervention stated in the New Testament. 
In the Gospel of Mathew there is a passage that relates to the situation 
after the crucifixion of Jesus. It is reported that two women wanted to look 
for the grave of Jesus and experienced an earthquake. This earthquake is 
reported to be a result of an angel descending from heaven, who moved the 
stone that was covering the entrance of the grave and sat on it, see Mathew 
28, 2. The result of the intervention of the angel is that the women could 
see that the grave was empty. 

                                                 
uncertainty principle there is an uncertainty in the energy involved in certain quan-
tum mechanical processes. As an example, consider a Laser that emits ultrashort 
light pulses (e.g. of a duration of only several femtoseconds). In this case, an indi-
vidual photon can have a substantial uncertainty of its energy and thus wavelength 
[see e.g. (Giancoli 2010, chap. 39)]. We also encounter a problem in general relativity. 
Here the concept of energy must be extended and there seems to be no general 
energy-momentum conservation equivalent to classical mechanics [see e.g. (Bondi 
1990) and (Hoefer 2000)]. These findings may suffice to indicate that the naïve pic-
ture of classical mechanics that deeply shapes our intuition about the world we live 
in only represents a small fraction of how the world around and in us functions. 
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 At this point, I do not want to enter a theological debate about the 
details or trustworthiness of this particular story, but rather consider how 
such an event may have proceeded. If we assume that transcendent inter-
vention follows the same path as described above in chapter 2, then the 
stone is moved by a force according to the laws of classical mechanics, no 
matter where the force came from. Therefore, if God or angels intervene in 
the world by applying forces or by changing certain conditions, it appears 
not to be necessary to violate natural laws. Rather, in the sense described 
in Fig. 2c, new causes are introduced that lead to results that otherwise 
would not have happened.  
 In miracles exceeding effects such as those described above, God may 
create new entities which he introduces into the world. The very act of 
creating new entities appears to be outside the scope of natural science. 
However, once such entities are introduced, everything follows natural pro-
cesses.15 Other kinds of miracles may also concern other domains of physics 
and it would be interesting to see, whether there are typical patterns ac-
companying certain types of miracles. The fact that we can only see the 
effect of divine intervention may feel uncomfortable or threatening. Never-
theless, claiming divine intervention to be unthinkable or impossible seems 
to be unjustified. 
 In addition to the discussion above there are a huge number of observa-
tions that indicate that such interventions have really happened and are 
still happening. Craig S. Keener published an extensive systematic investi-
gation of miracles throughout ancient and recent history in and outside 
Christianity in his two volume book „Miracles“ (Keener 2011) and also 
discusses various explanations and criticism on reports of miracles. He con-
cludes: “Many healing claims involve blindness, inability to walk and even 
raisings from the dead; other claims involve sudden changes in nature after 
prayer. Despite some debatable instances, some other cases are fairly clearly 
extraordinary. It seems to me that to dispute that such phenomena have 
sometimes occurred is not really possible to open minded people” (Keener 
2011, 599). His viewpoint is supported by other contemporary writers, see 
e.g. Metaxas (2015), who points out, that miracles always have an element 
                                                 
15  The classical example from the New Testament would be the pregnancy of Mary, 
see Math. 2, 18f. 
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of message or relation to the individuals experiencing them. As a physicist 
I would like to add that observations have to be taken seriously and should 
not be discarded without good reason. This does not mean to discard careful 
investigation in the trustworthiness of reports on miracles or not to inves-
tigate the risk of delusion or fraud. However, a general denial of the occur-
rence of miracles appears unjustified and unscientific and impedes the open-
ness for new scientific hypotheses and the cross-fertilization of different dis-
ciplines of science. 

3.2. The role of probabilistic processes 

 Until now I have made no use of probabilistic processes such as quantum 
mechanics or deterministic chaos with respect to divine intervention. I do 
not assume that God “hides” behind or depends on quantum indeterminacy 
or the like. However, chance plays an important role with respect to another 
aspect: The picture I have developed in the last chapter has significant 
consequences for the possibility to determine possible causes that led to 
certain observations. In a purely deterministic world the Laplacian demon 
described above must be able to derive any previous or future state of af-
fairs. That is, however, not the case in our real world. Take an everyday 
example: There are many board games that depend on a dice to determine 
the progress of a player. Suppose you have a documentation of the sequence 
of each dice thrown, you will be able to reconstruct the course of the game 
(given that everybody sticks to the rules). If you, however, only see the 
status of the game at a certain point, you will, in many situations, not be 
able to reconstruct the sequence of events that led to the current situation. 
As we do not live in a clockwork universe, it is in many cases not possible, 
to determine what sequence of events has brought about the result that 
we now see as an observer. This does not mean that the outcome of pro-
cesses that include probabilistic mechanisms is always open. The interplay 
of deterministic and probabilistic mechanisms may well lead to a definite 
result, as you may observe by playing certain board games right to the 
end. 
 As a consequence it may be difficult or even impossible to determine 
whether a certain event was caused by divine intervention or just by natural 
processes! Here, the influence of probabilistic processes as described above 
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indeed become important. A general discussion of this problem, e.g. includ-
ing theological arguments, would be far beyond the scope of this paper. 
However, sometimes an answer may be at hand, as can be seen from the 
following illustration: Imagine, you believe in God and believe that he can 
intervene in the world and have (foolish enough) engaged yourself in Rus-
sian roulette. If you win, you’ll have no financial trouble any more, if you 
lose, the same is true, but under fairly different circumstances. The other 
players in the game are atheists who only believe in blind chance. You 
desperately pray that you will survive, and you do survive and attribute 
your survival to God’s intervention. The others around you believe that 
this outcome is just good luck. Are you able to decide who is right? But 
imagine, you prayed—say in the presence of the people who joined you for 
Russian roulette—that a man who just fell victim to Russian roulette rises 
from the dead. If this were indeed to happen, could one reasonably assume 
that this just happened by chance? 
 As a further result, I conclude therefore that based on the complexity 
of the causal net described above and the presence of probabilistic pro-
cesses, the causes that led to a certain effect can often not be uniquely 
determined. A clear distinction between the effect of transcendent inter-
vention and mere chance may therefore not be possible in many cases of 
interest. 

4. Conclusions 

 The discussion of laws of nature using the framework of classical me-
chanics shows that the motion of objects is not determined by these laws 
on their own. To derive equations of motion and their solutions, the forces 
involved as well as initial and boundary conditions need to be known. In-
fluencing natural (mechanical) processes therefore does not violate laws of 
nature but only changes the corresponding equations of motion and their 
solutions by introducing further forces or altering initial or boundary con-
ditions or introducing new entities in the process. Therefore, if God inter-
venes in the world, new causes are introduced that lead to results that 
otherwise would not have happened. Further, the objection of energy con-
servation against divine intervention is not valid, since the total amount of 
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energy remains constant only in an isolated system, not in a system that is 
subject to external influences. 
 Processes in the world are embedded in a dense net of causes and effects 
that incorporates deterministic as well as probabilistic mechanisms, the lat-
ter being influenced by quantum mechanics and deterministic chaos. In 
many cases, it may not be possible to uniquely determine the events that 
caused a certain effect or to identify divine intervention. 
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Abstract: This paper shows that there is a quantum-physical and 
evolution-biological perspective for (libertarian) free will, and that 
the so-called scientific arguments against it are in reality metaphysi-
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1. The present situation, and a plan of action 

 In recent years things have not looked good for human ‘free will.’ Based 
on neurophysiological facts, its existence has been denied, or in other words: 
it has been denied that we ever are in the full and proper sense originators of 
our own physical actions. In this paper, I propose to show that the scientific 
(quantum-physical and evolution-biological) facts do not offer a sufficient 
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reason for a denial of ‘free will.’ On the contrary, those facts strongly sug-
gest that we (and the subjects of other higher animals) do at least some-
times act, in the full and proper sense, in the realm of the physical, that is: 
they strongly suggest that we make genuine (hence also truly decisive) de-
cisions between alternatives of being, between ways for the physical world 
to be. We have something to decide, and we exist for deciding something. 

2. An important distinction: indeterminism  
and resolution of indeterminism 

 I begin with a fundamentally important distinction. Physical indeter-
minism and the resolution of physical indeterminism are two different 
things. Physical indeterminism is given at a time t if, and only if, beginning 
with time t there are—the completed physical past up to t notwithstand-
ing—several physically possible further courses of the physical world (at 
least two, if not more). That physical indeterminism occurs at some times, 
perhaps at all times, is today a widely accepted lesson from quantum phys-
ics. This lesson, however, is not a necessary or logical consequence of quan-
tum physics. It certainly is a matter of its interpretation—of an interpreta-
tion of quantum physics, however, which is natural and plausible and which 
has almost completely prevailed against Einsteinian dreams of a restoration 
of physical determinism, and against the Bohmian alternative interpreta-
tion which safeguards the old determinism. In what follows, I presuppose 
the existence of physical indeterminism. 
 Now, resolution of physical indeterminism always occurs when physical 
indeterminism occurs; for always the physical world continues in a determi-
nate way: in precisely one of the ways physically possible in the indeter-
ministic situation.1 Always the physical indeterminacy is replaced by de-
terminacy. There are two possible manners of a resolution of physical  

                                                 
1  Some philosophers favor the so-called many-worlds interpretation of quantum 
physics [see (DeWitt and Graham 1973)], according to which all the ways which are 
physically possible in a given indeterministic situation are actualized. I do not believe 
that this view has enough metaphysical, let alone empirical, warrant to be credible. 
It brings along with it altogether too many unverifiable actualities, and mainly, it 
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indeterminism, of the replacement of physical indeterminacy by determi-
nacy: one, by ontic chance, hence without any sufficient cause; two, by 
a sufficient nonphysical cause. Let us take note: The existence of physical 
indeterminism does not logically entail the existence of ontic chance in the 
physical world; for physical indeterminism and the resolution of physical 
indeterminism are, on the one hand, two different things, and on the other 
hand, the resolution of physical indeterminism need not always, or even 
sometimes, come about by ontic chance. 

3. Two different metaphysical principles – 
two different outcomes 

 It is not a logical consequence of quantum physics that physical indeter-
minism occurs; it is, even more emphatically, not a logical consequence of 
quantum physics that the resolution of physical indeterminism always occurs 
via ontic chance. This latter consequence follows only if one adds a principle 
to quantum physics which is not a principle of physics but a principle of 
a specific kind of metaphysics: the principle of the causal closure of the 
physical world, which principle says that every physical event that has a suf-
ficient cause at all also has a sufficient physical cause.2 Assume there is 

                                                 
seems, in order to get rid of the wonder that is provoked when one sticks to the (truly) 
empirical facts, the facts of appearance: As far as we know from appearances, just one 
of the physically possible ways is actualized out of every indeterministic situation. 
2  This is a (logically) weak version of the closure principle; it follows logically from 
(logically) stronger versions of that principle. A stronger version which is so strong 
as to be directly refuted by the admittance of ontic chance into the physical world 
is this: Every physical event has a sufficient physical cause. Another stronger version, 
however, is not refuted in this manner: Every sufficient cause of a physical event is 
itself physical. In (Kim 1993, 280) the following version of the “causal closure of the 
physical domain” can be found: Any physical event that has a cause at time t has 
a physical cause at t, which can be interpreted in such a manner as to be roughly 
equivalent with the above-presented weak version. Its many versions notwithstanding, 
in (Popper and Eccles 1977, 51) what needs to be said about the principle of causal 
closure in the first place has already been said: “[T]he physicalist principle of the 
closedness of the physical [world] [...] is of decisive importance, and I take it as the 
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physical indeterminism at t; hence beginning with time t there are several 
physically possible further courses of the physical world, the entirety of the 
physical past up to t notwithstanding. Precisely one of these further courses 
becomes actual. How does this come about? The answer is, prima facie, 
unclear. What is clear, however, is this: in whichever manner the resolution 
of the physical indeterminism at hands comes about, there is, in any case, 
a physical event beginning at time t without sufficient physical cause—since 
even the entire physical past up to t is not a sufficient physical cause of it. 
On the basis of the principle of the causal closure of the physical world, it 
follows for such an event that it has no sufficient cause at all, hence that it 
happens by ontic chance. 
 Unfortunately—or fortunately (depending on one’s metaphysical point 
of view)—this conclusion is by no means indisputable. For if, instead of the 
principle of the causal closure of the physical world, one assumes the prin-
ciple of sufficient cause—Every event has a sufficient cause3—as a meta-
physical addition to quantum physics, then it follows that the event in 
question—the event beginning at time t without sufficient physical cause—
does have a sufficient cause, but, of course, a nonphysical one. 

4. A brief assessment of conflicting principles 

 The principle of the causal closure of the physical world has no greater 
right to be believed in than the principle of sufficient cause, neither  
systematically nor historically. On the contrary, the principle of sufficient 
                                                 
characteristic principle of physicalism or materialism.” This principle belongs to me-
taphysics, not to physics. 
3  The principle of sufficient cause is not the—better-known—principle of sufficient 
reason: For every existing entity there is a sufficient reason of its existence. The 
principle of sufficient cause is, however, a logical consequence of the principle of 
sufficient reason; this is so in virtue of the fact that every event is an existing entity, 
and that if there is a sufficient reason for the existence of x, that then there also is 
a sufficient cause for the existence of x (for this to be true, it need not be true that 
every reason is a cause). A near relative of the principle of sufficient cause is relied 
on in William Craig’s modernizations of the cosmological argument; see, for example, 
(Craig and Sinclair 2012). 
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cause is metaphysically more neutral, hence in a certain sense more rational 
than the closure principle (not long ago, the principle of sufficient cause still 
enjoyed the dignity of a quasi-logical principle), and historically it is, of 
course, by far the more respected postulate. Mainly one reason seems to 
speak for the principle of the causal closure of the physical world, and it is 
not a rational reason: those who believe in it have an intellectual fear of 
nonphysical causes of physical events, they even fear a nonphysical influ-
ence on the physical. Even theologians, nowadays, seem to fear a causality 
of the nonphysical that touches the physical world; such is the modern 
mentality. One cannot well say—although many do say it—that there is no 
empirical evidence for nonphysical causes of physical events; for if one as-
sumes the principle of sufficient cause instead of the principle of causal 
closure, then the interpretation of the physical facts—of the quantum-phys-
ical facts—will be quite different than it was before: where previously one 
saw physical events without any sufficient cause, one now sees physical 
events with a sufficient nonphysical cause. Of course, strictly speaking, one 
does not ‘see’ either the one or the other; strictly speaking, one judges the 
empirical situation differently by adhering to different metaphysical inter-
pretations of it. 
 The principle of sufficient cause requires that the resolution of physical 
indeterminism always occur by a nonphysical sufficient cause; the principle 
of the causal closure of the physical world requires that this resolution al-
ways be by ontic chance, without any sufficient cause. In what follows, 
I proceed on the assumption that some, even many, resolutions of physical 
indeterminism occur by nonphysical causes; in doing so, I position myself 
against the principle of causal closure, consider it false—without, however, 
wishing to wholly exclude ontic chance as a means of the resolution of phys-
ical indeterminism. The principle of sufficient cause, too, is, perhaps, false, 
and what follows below does not rely on the truth of the principle of suffi-
cient cause.4 

                                                 
4  What follows below is, moreover, essentially different from the proposal of the 
physicist Eugene Wigner. Wigner did assume an influence of consciousness on the 
physical; he, however, did not assume an influence of the will on the physical. On 
Wigner’s proposal, see (Barrett 2014, 67–70); according to Wigner, “conscious  
apprehension causes collapses [of the wave function; of the quantum-physical 
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5. Indeterminism and the agency of natural living beings 

 What is the import of all this for the agency of natural living beings? 
The agency of natural living beings is their agency in the physical macro-
world. The presupposition for the existence of such agency is not only the 
existence of physical indeterminism simpliciter, but also the existence of 
physical indeterminism in the physical macro-world, to boot, of such inde-
terminism as is detectable by natural living beings. Only if there are situa-
tions with alternative possibilities—indeterministic situations—in the phys-
ical macro-world and only if they can be detected by natural living beings—
only then can such beings contribute to the resolution of such situations 
(for example, in order to obtain a biological advantage). In this, precisely, 
does the agency of natural living beings consist: in contributing to the res-
olution, the ontic deciding, of macrophysical indeterministic situations—
normally, with the aim of obtaining a biological advantage. 
 What are the indications that there are indeterministic situations in the 
physical macro-world which can be detected by natural living beings? What 
are, in other words, the indications that for some times t the following is 
true: there are several physically possible further courses of the physical 
macro-world beginning with t, and in such a manner that this situation can 
be found out by a natural living being? 
 One indication is that the physical macro-world strikes us—and perhaps 
not only us—as being to a considerable extent contingent. In every reflective 
second of our waking life we have, looking back at the past of the physical 
macro-world, the consciousness that things could have been otherwise than 
they actually were, that we, in particular, could have acted differently than 
we did; looking ahead at the future of the physical macro-world, we have 
the consciousness of being able to act like this, or otherwise; more generally 
speaking, we have the consciousness that things can be like this in the fu-
ture, or otherwise. Those who assume determinism for the physical macro-
world must consider the apparent contingency of the physical macro-world 
as one gigantic, incessant illusion—an illusion which cannot be eliminated; 
which can only be uncovered. But how plausible, really, is this stance? Why 
                                                 
state]” (Barrett 2014, 70). As will become clear below, this is not the view here 
proposed. 
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the consciousness of contingency, why even consciousness at all, if the phys-
ical macro-world is ruled by determinism? If it is ruled by determinism, 
consciousness is pure luxury, extravagancy. Sometimes, indeed, it does hap-
pen that biological evolution treats itself to a luxury, but not to a luxury 
which has such a high price: the large amount of energy that the central 
nervous system consumes in the production of consciousness, including the 
insistent, imperturbable consciousness of contingency. 
 Another indication of the existence of indeterministic situations in the 
physical macro-world is this: there seem to exist in the physical macro-
world goings-on that can be correctly described as ‘competition,’ ‘struggle,’ 
‘fight.’ Who believes in determinism in the physical macro-world must, 
however, deny the existence of such goings-on. True fights cannot exist for 
a determinist. Two soccer teams, it is said, fight for victory. Not so; if 
determinism rules in the physical macro-world, then who will win is deter-
mined even before the two teams begin to play—and, rightly considered, 
the verb ‘to win’ must here be put in scare quotes. Two males, it is said, 
fight over a female. Not so; if determinism rules in the physical macro-
world, then what happens in this latter case is, as in the case of the soccer 
game, only the masquerade of a fight, only the masquerade of a competition. 
Everything is already determined, everything has already been decided be-
forehand, nothing is open anymore—if, if indeed, it is really the case that 
determinism rules in the physical macro-world. There are only ‘rigged 
games’ then, and also the very serious game of life, the so-called ‘struggle 
for existence,’ is a ‘rigged game’ then, not a true struggle; it is, then, a bad, 
not to say evil, joke, considering that, for the antagonists in that game, it 
feels exactly as if it weren’t ‘rigged,’ exactly as if it were an open struggle 
and they were fighting, really fighting for a good outcome for themselves. 

6. Micro- and macro-indeterminism, and the brain 

 It is not only morality which is rendered absurd by determinism in the 
physical macro-world, it is biology, too (and, by the way, philosophy as 
well; for what is the point in discussing anything at all if all our voiced 
opinions, whichever they may be, are already determined to be voiced by 
us even before we began to exist?). And this is nothing less than a reductio 
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ad absurdum of physical macro-determinism—albeit, as we all know, not 
a generally accepted reductio. Indeterminism in the physical micro-world, 
and hence also, as a logical consequence, physical indeterminism simpliciter, 
do indeed enjoy widespread credence—due, firstly, to the almost general 
acceptance of quantum physics and, secondly, to the prevalence of its stand-
ard interpretation. But indeterminism in the physical macro-world is still 
widely rejected. With respect to the physical macro-world, determinism of 
the Newtonian-Laplacian stamp is still widely accepted; the explanation 
usually given is this: microphysical indeterminism cannot play any macro-
physical role, cannot magnify itself into the macrophysical realm because of 
the massive and unavoidable disturbances produced by the natural envi-
ronment. 
 It is, therefore, for many people as if there were indeed two parallel 
physical worlds: one microphysical, in which indeterministic situations oc-
cur, as can be found out by complicated procedures; and one macrophysical, 
in which no indeterministic situations occur; in which, in any case, none—
it is said—are scientifically detectable. In fact, this latter position is nowa-
days almost invariably assumed by one of the metaphysically interested 
sides: by those who have a materialist-naturalistic metaphysical outlook. 
Invariably they hold that indeterministic situations in the physical macro-
world are scientifically undetectable, and invariably this is taken as evidence 
for there being no such situations. However, assuming for the sake of the 
argument that there are such situations, how could they be scientifically 
detected? They would have to be detected after they are already over, after 
they have already been resolved into determinacy: by proving—that is, by 
ascertaining beyond scientific doubt—that certain physical macro-events 
have no sufficient physical cause. Now, one encounters physical macro-
events in huge numbers which, in fact, do not seem to have a sufficient 
physical cause—chaotic goings-on of the most various kinds, so-called 
chance processes, among them the familiar die-throws and coin-throws, with 
their concluding events that serve, for the purposes of everyday life, as 
chance events. Yet, the step from ‘seems not to have a sufficient physical 
cause’ to ‘does not have a sufficient physical cause’ is never ever, under no 
circumstances, taken by the metaphysically prejudiced—because they sup-
pose a priori that there must be a sufficient physical cause even though 
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none is apparent. Thus, endeavoring to prove scientifically that there are 
physical macro-events without sufficient physical cause—in order to prove 
that there are indeterministic situations in the physical macro-world—en-
counters in the minds of many people from the start an insurmountable 
obstacle: a priori, and quite unscientifically, such events and such situations 
are not accorded a fair chance of existing. 
 They should be given such a chance. Is it not to be expected that a large 
microphysical indeterminism—one that involves large numbers of elemen-
tary particles—will issue into a macrophysical indeterminism? Is it not to 
be expected that on intricate and involved paths even a small microphysical 
indeterminism will lead to a macrophysical one? We are, after all, not deal-
ing with two parallel physical worlds, we are dealing only with one physical 
world; the distinction between microphysical and macrophysical has no sep-
arating significance. This one physical world is ruled by the laws of quantum 
physics, not by those of nineteenth-century physics. Brain scientists like to 
emphasize that brain processes obey without exception the laws of physics. 
This is, of course, true; for brain processes are physical processes. But the 
laws they obey are the laws of quantum physics, not the laws of the old, 
deterministic physics. 
 Therefore, also in the brain we must expect to encounter physically 
spontaneous physical events: physical events without a sufficient physical 
cause; and that some such events—as brain processes (not already as pro-
cesses in the brain: most processes in the brain are microphysical)—would 
be physical macro-events, would still be physical macro-events. Physically 
spontaneous physical macro-events in the brain would, however, be the un-
mistakable indicators of the occurrence of brain-centered macrophysical in-
deterministic situations. 

7. The inconclusiveness of the Libet-experiment 

 Some time ago, the result of the so-called Libet-experiment produced 
considerable reverberations. The readiness potential for a physical action, 
which is given in the brain already some time before one is conscious of 
deciding ‘to do the deed,’ was regarded by some as a refutation of free will. 
‘Look here,’ they rejoiced (the verb ‘to rejoice’ is not as inappropriate as it 
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may seem at first sight), ‘before you believe that you are deciding, the brain 
has already decided. You didn’t decide anything, or in any case you did not 
genuinely decide anything, for your decision, coming too late, was, in any 
case, not the truly decisive one.’ What seems to have been deigned attention 
only seldom, if at all, was the question of what produces the readiness po-
tential in the first place. So eager was one to consider the brain a determin-
istic automaton that hardly anybody—perhaps nobody, I don’t know—con-
sidered the possibility that the brain processes which contribute to the read-
iness potential are physically spontaneous processes—that is, physical 
events without a sufficient physical cause. One has not excluded this possi-
bility, and I, for one, wouldn’t know how it could be excluded. If the brain 
processes in question are in fact physical events without a sufficient physical 
cause, then there are, concerning their being caused or not (their being 
made to come about or not), only two basic options: either they do not have 
any sufficient cause, or they do have a nonphysical sufficient cause. In both 
cases, the occurrence of a brain-centered macrophysical indeterministic sit-
uation is indicated. As long as physics remains pure natural science, physics 
excludes neither one of the two mentioned options. Physics, as long as it 
stays free of metaphysics, gives both ontic chance and nonphysical causality 
a chance: in general, and in particular with respect to brain processes. Non-
physical causality, however, is what must interest us when considering 
agency; for agency is not a matter of chance. 

8. Subjects of consciousness and of physical action 

 Let us consider a hypothesis, or rather, a network of hypotheses.—The 
waking subject of consciousness of a natural consciousness-endowed living 
being is, at the same time, the subject of physical action of that living being. 
Consciousness—among other things it offers in the line of service—points 
out to the waking subject, directly in perception (against the background 
of past experience), and by and large correctly, macrophysical indeterministic 
situations, especially such on the resolution of which the subject can exercise 
some influence. Moreover, consciousness proposes to the waking subject 
‘guidelines’ (usually called ‘motives’) for the exercise of its influence, in case 
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that influence is actually exercised: appetitive or aversive emotions and sen-
sations, (conscious) needs and drives. But these ‘guidelines,’ even if they are 
considered in their entirety, are at least sometimes non-determinative: the 
subject remains—at least sometimes—up to a certain degree the sovereign 
of its physical actions. If it were not so, subjects of consciousness and of 
physical action would be biological superfluities. However, a subject of con-
sciousness and of physical action that belongs to a natural living being (in 
what follows, I exclusively consider subjects of consciousness and of physical 
action that belong to a natural living being) is so far from being a biological 
superfluity that it is a nonphysical organ of its organism: an organ which 
serves, like every organ of the organism, the organism’s life, especially its 
preservation. Consider what happens if this nonphysical organ goes tempo-
rarily out of service, or does not fulfill its tasks satisfactorily: the organism 
is rendered less protected, or is left entirely unprotected. 
 The service, then, that a subject of consciousness and of physical action 
renders to the life of its organism consists in this: to the advantage of its 
organism, it contributes to the resolution of some of the macrophysical in-
deterministic situations it detects and on the resolution of which it can 
exercise an influence. The agency of a subject of consciousness and of phys-
ical action is, precisely, the restriction of macrophysical indeterminism. 
Consider that every macrophysical indeterministic situation consists in a set 
of several possibilities: the physically possible further courses of the macro-
physical world, beginning with a time t. From some such sets a subject of 
consciousness and of physical action selects a non-empty proper subset. And 
if a subject of consciousness and of physical action resolves a macrophysical 
indeterministic situation already all by itself, then it is precisely a singleton 
set which that subject selects from the pool of possibilities. In any case, the 
subject of consciousness and of physical action exercises a causal influence, 
a greater or smaller one. Its choice has an ontic effect, and it is not a blind 
choice: the subject of consciousness and of physical action chooses in the 
light of its consciousness, in the light of its outer and inner perceptions, in 
the light of its ‘guidelines of the will,’ in the light of its rational considera-
tions (if there are such). Often its choice is, nevertheless, to a certain degree 
arbitrary, sometimes entirely arbitrary. But arbitrariness does not turn 
choice into ontic chance. Ontic chance and choice exclude each other—even 
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if the choosing is arbitrary. If what I do is my choice, I am choosing what 
I do; if what I do is an ontic chance, nobody is choosing what I do. And if 
my choice is completely non-arbitrary (because consciousness clearly and 
distinctly indicates what is best for the best of reasons, and because I, a ra-
tional subject of consciousness and of physical action, follow this indication 
unhesitatingly and unwaveringly), then the perfect rationality of my choice 
does not turn my choice into a case of passive determination. Passive de-
termination, too, and choice exclude each other. If what I do is my choice, 
I am choosing what I do; if what I do is due to passive determination, I am 
not choosing what I do; for under passive determination—not determining, 
but being determined—I do not have a choice. 
 The agency of the subject of consciousness and of physical action for the 
organism does not take place beside or behind the organism; it is not as if 
such a subject were a sort of guardian angel for the organism. Rather, the 
subject of consciousness and of physical action emerges together with its 
consciousness and its powers from the nervous system of the organism, 
mainly from the brain, and it is in its existence and in many details of its 
existence nomologically bound—bound by the laws of nature—to neuronal 
functions. It is, however, not determined by the nervous system in every 
respect; for that would mean that it is an epiphenomenon of the neuronal 
and hence a biological superfluity; but nature is not fond of superfluities. 
Rather, the subject of consciousness and of physical action is a highly use-
ful—biologically useful, hence evolution-favored—detector of macroscopic 
indetermination, and restrictor, in short: a Domindar.5 

                                                 
5  The idea of Domindars is developed and justified in (Meixner 2006) and (Meixner 
2008). That Domindars—subjects of consciousness and of physical action—emerge 
from organisms, in particular, from their nervous systems, is far from providing 
an ultimate metaphysical explanation of them. The main issue in their ultimate 
metaphysical explanation would be whether the emergence of Domindars is natural 
and without a supernatural grounding: is effected on the basis of uncreated natural 
laws and circumstances; or is natural and with a supernatural grounding: is effected 
on the basis of God-created natural laws and circumstances. My sympathies are 
with the latter, but one certainly needn’t be an orthodox theist to believe in the 
emergence of Domindars. A wholesale rejection of psycho-physical emergentism—
“The physical cannot beget the nonphysical! In any case, it is incomprehensible 
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 The true relationship between the organism’s subject of consciousness 
and of physical action—the Domindar—and the organism’s nervous system 
can be illustrated cum grano salis by an analogy. A pianist is not able to 
play the piano without a piano, and if she plays the piano, then much in 
her playing is determined by the piano she plays on. But not everything in 
the pianist’s piano-playing is determined by the piano played on: not which 
pieces of music the pianist plays, and not which interpretation she accords 
to them; also not how well the pianist plays—insofar as this is up to her. 
The piano is a necessary instrument of the pianist qua pianist; the nervous 
system—with the brain at its center—is a necessary instrument of the 
Domindar qua Domindar. Without their respective instruments they can-
not—for necessary, compelling reasons—do what is their calling. However, 
this leaves entirely undiminished the fact that the pianist cannot be reduced 
to a piano, and that the Domindar is irreducible to a nervous system. 
 At one point, especially, this analogy is not perfect: a pianist is not 
a product—let alone a nonphysical product—of the instrument she plays 
on, whereas a Domindar, regarding its existence and the range of its powers, 
is indeed a nonphysical product of the very thing that the Domindar ‘plays 
on’ (so to speak), after having been ‘installed.’ The relationship between 
Domindar and nervous system is much closer than the relationship between 
pianist and piano—so close that the nervous system, especially the brain, 
can well be called an instrumental Domindar. 
 How does this instrument function? At bottom, it functions not funda-
mentally unlike the way a piano functions. The pianist reads the musical 
score, and on the basis of this cognizance, she presses selectively the piano 
keys as she wishes and thinks fit; the internal mechanism of the piano trans-
lates the resulting patterns of key-pressings into the sequences of sounds 
intended by the pianist. Analogously: The subject of consciousness and of 
physical action (the Domindar) reads in its consciousness, and on the basis 
of this cognizance it contributes by informed choice to the resolution of an 

                                                 
how it could”—is not recommendable: The facts of mind-brain-interaction unde-
niably show that consciousness—something non-abstract and nonphysical—nomo-
logically depends in many important ways on the physical. Why should it not also 
come from it (whether with the help of God or without), without being determined 
by it? 
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extra-neuronal macrophysical indeterministic situation detected by it (for 
example, ‘Left? Right? Or straight on?’); the internal mechanism of the 
nervous system translates the resulting physically spontaneous (but Domin-
dar-determined) brain process—the immediate effect of the subject’s choos-
ing—into the subject-intended (as such, extra-neuronal) restriction of pre-
cisely the macrophysical indeterministic situation in question. 

9. Domindar vis-à-vis extra-neuronal macrophysical  
indeterministic situation 

 An extra-neuronal macrophysical indeterministic situation has—in its 
relation to a cerebrated natural living being ‘which can do something about 
it’—a cerebral, a neuronal, and an extra-neuronal aspect. Corresponding to 
this, the contribution of the living being’s subject of consciousness and of 
physical action to the resolution of that situation has, likewise, a cerebral, 
a neuronal, and an extra-neuronal aspect. The cerebral aspect—the physi-
cally causeless brain event caused by the nonphysical subject of conscious-
ness and of physical action—is that subject’s originative (and properly own) 
causal influence; the rest is a (sometimes misfiring) causal projection into 
the larger macrophysical environment by means of ‘automatic’ neuronal and 
muscular electro-chemistry and mechanics. However, what is important to 
the subject of consciousness and of physical action is precisely this projec-
tion, and mainly the extra-neuronal part of it (because that part is what is 
intended by the subject): the bodily movement (whether in flight, fight, or 
other life-relevant situation). 
 The mechanisms of the event-causal connection between the cerebral 
and the extra-neuronal aspect—via the neuronal aspect—are nowadays 
well understood. I need not emphasize how precarious, how endangered 
this connection is in every cerebrated natural living being, and in partic-
ular in every human being. I also need not emphasize that it seems mys-
terious how the nonphysical subject of consciousness and of physical ac-
tion—the Domindar—manages to decide a macrophysical indeterministic 
situation at least to such an extent partially that a physically spontaneous 
brain event comes about, an event which is not an event of ontic chance 
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(i.e., without any sufficient cause at all) but caused by the Domindar, and 
truly decisively caused by the Domindar: without superfluity of the 
Domindar’s causality.6 How this is effected seems mysterious to every-
body.7 It should be noted, however, that there is little rationality in seek-
ing to turn the mysterious how of the originative, seminal agency of the 
subject of consciousness and of physical action into, so to speak, a rope 
wherewith to strangle that subject philosophically. Generally speaking, 
the mysteriousness of the state of affairs that X makes E happen—with 
regard to how X makes E happen—neither entails the non-obtaining of 
that state of affairs, nor the nonexistence of X. There is, moreover, simply 
no doubt about the existence of subjects of consciousness and of physical 
action, or about the existence of their agency. We are subjects of con-
sciousness and of physical action ourselves, and we act physically, with 
our brains, with and for our organisms. There is only a question about 
the initial, or first, agency of a subject of consciousness and of physical 
action: How does that agency come about? 
 Counter-question: Must every instance of causality have a specified way 
in which it works? The answer is: Not every instance of causality can have 
a specified way in which it works. The situation is as follows: If a causal 
nexus is mediate, then how it works can, in principle, to some extent be 
elucidated. Some understanding of how it works can be achieved by showing 

                                                 
6  Does ‘without superfluity of the Domindar’s causality’ mean that the brain event 
would not have happened if it had not been caused by the Domindar? Not necessa-
rily; for even if it was caused without superfluity of the Domindar’s causality 
(without unnecessary causal overdetermination coming from the Domindar’s side), 
the brain event might perhaps have happened anyway, perhaps without any suffi-
cient cause at all: ‘by chance.’ (The latter possibility is, however, excluded if the 
principle of sufficient cause is true.) 
7  Not to everybody but to some people, it seems mysterious when the Domindar 
caused the brain event. But this is not mysterious at all: the Domindar caused the 
brain event at the time it happened, not earlier, not later. In turn, not to everybody 
but to some people, it seems mysterious what the function of the Domindar’s causing 
of the brain event is; but, again, this is not mysterious at all: the Domindar’s causing 
of the brain event is the initiation of the implementation of a choice between mac-
roscopic physical possibilities, a choice regarding which of these possibilities will be 
actual. [Details can be found in (Meixner 2014).] 
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that the nexus consists of several steps of cause and effect, where each cause 
and each effect is characterized in some detail; in other words, some func-
tional understanding of a mediate causal nexus can be achieved by showing 
that the nexus is a causal chain, with such and such—specifically charac-
terized—members. The finer the division and specification, the better is the 
explanatory result with respect to how the causal nexus works. However, 
due to human cognitive limitations, this procedure of discovery must inev-
itably come to an end. We must stop the procedure after a finite number 
of rounds (perhaps because we cannot see any further, perhaps because we 
simply have to go on with our lives), and thus the discovery and character-
ization of intermediate causes and effects terminates inevitably with causal 
nexuses where how they work is not—at least not yet—understood: the nex-
uses between items Xi and Xi+1 in the causal chain that has so far—so far 
as one has come—been disclosed in scrutiny. If, however, a causal nexus is 
immediate—if it is without intermediate, mediating causes and effects—
then a division of the causal nexus into causal steps is impossible; here, one 
cannot discover any (proper) causal chains,8 and no description of the given 
cause and effect, be it ever so detailed, will produce an understanding of 
how their causal connection works (that is, an understanding in addition to 
the, so to speak, trivial understanding which is already provided by the 
very definition of their relationship as one of cause and effect9). Here, one 
is confronted from the start with a causal nexus which cannot be function-
ally understood, not even to some extent. Now, the causality in which a non-
physical subject of consciousness and of physical action causes brain 
events which have no sufficient physical cause—this causality is a purely 

                                                 
8  Proper causal chains have N members, where N ≥ 3: X1 → X2 → X3; X1 →
X2 → X3 → X4; … . 
9  Certain powers, or, alternatively, ‘covering laws,’ or, more esoterically, certain 
comparative similarities between possible worlds, may sometimes be sufficient for 
constituting a connection of cause and effect, but, by themselves, they do not 
provide any information about how it works: they may constitute the connection, 
but do not begin to make it functionally transparent. A thoroughly agent-causal 
conception of the causal connection can be found in (Meixner 2017); but of course 
this conception, too, arrives at its limits when the question is how the causal 
connection works. 
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immediate one. It is, as a purely immediate one, also a purely first-causal 
one.10 This much, at least, can be perfectly understood about purely imme-
diate causality. But there is nothing explanatory to be said about how it 
works, how it functions, what its mechanism is. It is an ontically effective 
choice. That’s all. 
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Abstract: Some philosophers hold that it would be impossible for us 
to do something actively if the physical world were causally closed, 
i.e., if in the physical world all events were caused by other physical 
events if they are caused at all. The reason for this view is that 
these philosophers adhere to what I call the traditional picture of 
action. Recently, Martine Nida-Rümelin tried to defend this picture 
by phenomenological considerations. According to the traditional 
picture a behavior can only count as something an agent does ac-
tively if it is ultimately caused by the agent in an agent-causal way. 
In this paper I adduce three arguments against agent causation: (1) 
We do not really understand what agent causation is. (2) If agent 
causation were real, we would be confronted with the strange fact 
that human agents can only cause certain tiny events in the brain. 
(3) There is no empirical evidence that agent causation is real. In 
the last part of my paper I present an alternative account of the 
difference between what agents do actively and what is done to 
them. 
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1. Kant’s dilemma 

 According to Onora O’Neill, Kant held that we have to adopt two stand-
points in leading our lives—standpoints which we cannot help to adopt 
despite their apparent incompatibility.1 On the one hand, there is the the-
oretical standpoint which is naturalistic, “from it we see the world and 
human life as subject to natural law and causal inquiry” (O’Neill 1997, 273). 
On the other hand, there is the practical standpoint, the standpoint of hu-
man freedom, “from it we see ourselves as agents who intervene in limited 
ways in that natural order. Only the theoretical standpoint can accommo-
date science; only the practical standpoint can accommodate morality” 
(O’Neill 1997, 273). Moreover, in acting we are often guided by reasons—
and reasons are, as many believe, totally different from causes which govern 
the natural world. 
 But although we cannot go without any of those two standpoints, it is 
unclear how they can be true at the same time. 

The predicament in which we find ourselves is not that of having 
to lead our lives in two distinct ontological orders, but that of 
having to adopt two mutually irreducible standpoints in leading 
our lives. [...] We are unavoidably, deeply, and thoroughly com-
mitted both to the naturalistic standpoint and to the standpoint 
of freedom. We can dispense with neither standpoint, since nei-
ther makes sense without the other. If we do not see ourselves as 
free we can give no account of activity, hence none of the activi-
ties of judging and understanding by which we establish the 
claims of knowledge; if we do not see ourselves as parts of a caus-
ally ordered world we can give no account of the effective imple-
mentation of human projects, including moral action, in the 
world. Our lives would be impossible without commitment to 
freedom and to causality in the robust sense in which Kant un-
derstands these terms: neither can stand alone. Yet we do not 
understand, let alone know, what makes them compatible. 
(O’Neill 1997, 272f.) 

                                                 
1  Cf. (Beckermann 2016) concerning this paragraph and the following one. 
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 I cannot judge to what extent this assessment does justice to Kant’s 
philosophy. However, it seems to me that it captures quite aptly the basic 
controversy of the German debate on the problem of free will that has taken 
place in the last decades [cf., for example, (Geyer 2004)]. On the one hand, 
many scientists insist that the natural sciences tell us that the physical 
world is a causal net of physical events, which, if they have any causes at 
all, are caused by other physical events. In this net, therefore, there does 
not seem to be any room for the intervention of personal agents. On the 
other hand, many philosophers underscore the indispensability of the prac-
tical standpoint. For, so the argument goes, first, daily experience confirms 
this standpoint a hundred times a day and, second, we cannot but view 
ourselves and our fellow humans as acting persons; even natural scientists 
have to understand themselves as acting persons, or else they would under-
mine the very foundations of their work. And, of course, in particular sci-
entists need to act on the assumption that what they do is guided by rea-
sons. Science is simply defined as the search for those hypotheses that are 
justified by the best reasons [see (Janich 2008), (Heidelberger 2005)]. To 
put it in a nutshell, a central claim of the theoretical standpoint is that the 
physical world is causally closed, that in the physical world, all events, 
including all movements of the limbs of animals, are caused by other phys-
ical events if they are caused at all. A central claim of the practical stand-
point in contrast is that some animals and we humans are at least some-
times able to do something actively, we are able to intervene in the course 
of physical events. 
 Many scientists and philosophers agree on that the two claims are mu-
tually exclusive. If the theoretical standpoint is true, then the practical one 
cannot obtain, and if the practical one obtains, then it is impossible at least 
that the natural sciences yield a complete picture of the world. To some, 
this incompatibility is so obvious that they wonder how one can even try 
to overcome it. This, in turn, is due to the fact that they construe especially 
the practical standpoint in such a way that it is indeed precluded that this 
standpoint obtains if the theoretical one is true. I call this interpretation 
“the traditional picture of active doings.” 
 When someone does something actively, this usually means that she 
intervenes in the course of the physical world. Had she done nothing, this 
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world would have developed in a certain way; by her action, however, the 
course of the physical world changed. Therefore, the idea of active doings 
seems to imply that, on the one hand, there is the physical world, which, 
left alone, develops in a certain way. On the other hand, there is the agent, 
who is somehow located beside or outside this world. She can observe the 
course of the physical world in a way that does not change anything,2 but 
she can also, within the limits of her possibilities, intervene by action and 
change the direction of the course of the physical world. It is crucial to see 
that, according to the traditional picture, doing something actively means 
to intervene in the course of the physical world from outside. As I see it, in 
the history of occidental philosophy this basic idea has been spelled out in 
two different ways—in Cartesian dualism and in the idea of agent causation. 
Sometimes, these two perspectives are even merged. Both, interactive Car-
tesian dualism and the idea of agent causation are incompatible with the 
claim that the physical world is causally closed. If some movements of my 
limbs are caused by mental events in the sense of Cartesian dualism then 
some physical events have nonphysical causes. And if some movements of 
my limbs are caused by me in the sense of agent causation it is certainly 
not true that these movements have only physical events as causes.  

2. Martine Nida-Rümelin on active doings 

 Ten years ago, Martine Nida-Rümelin offered a view of active doings 
which combines Cartesian dualism with the idea of agent causation. She 
argues that to say that an animal or a human being is doing something 
actively is to say that something immaterial caused bodily movements of 
the animal or the human being in an agent-causal way. Martine Nida-
Rümelin develops her considerations against a phenomenological back-
ground—based on an analysis of what we experience when we are active or 
what we experience when we observe, for example, animals that are actively 
doing something, instead of suffering something that merely happens to 
them. Think of a squirrel which runs around and gathers nuts, which climbs 

                                                 
2 Provided the assumption that observation alone does not already change the 
world. 
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a tree and hops from branch to branch. Most people certainly hold that the 
squirrel has experiences and that it perceives the world in a certain way. 
According to Nida-Rümelin, however, most people do not only believe this, 
“[they] perceive it as such” (Nida-Rümelin 2007, 257; emphasis in the orig-
inal). But, following Nida-Rümelin, to view animals as subjects of experi-
ences implies much more: 

But the experience of an animal as a subject of experience nor-
mally not only involves being aware of the fact that there is 
‘someone’ who has experiences, it also normally involves aware-
ness of something we might call spontaneity. Seeing, for example, 
a squirrel as a subject of experience involves, in addition to seeing 
it as having experiences, seeing it as being active. Seeing a squir-
rel as a subject of experience involves seeing a great part of its 
bodily moves as genuine activities. A squirrel’s jump from one 
branch to another does not look to someone who sees the squirrel 
as a subject of experience like the mere result of some inner me-
chanical process. It looks like something done by the squirrel, by 
the subject at issue itself. (Nida-Rümelin 2007, 257) 

 This similarly applies to the experiences we have when we ourselves do 
something actively: 

An analogous claim applies to the way we perceive ourselves in 
our own doings. In doing something we are at least normally phe-
nomenally aware of doing something. To be phenomenally aware 
of doing something involves the experience of oneself as being 
active. In doing something we experience our own spontaneity. 
We are aware of the difference between those cases where some-
thing merely happens to us and those cases where we directly 
bring about what happens. (Nida-Rümelin 2007, 258)  

 Nida-Rümelin’s phenomenological thesis therefore is: 

[I]t is normally part of the content of our experience when we do 
something that we are active in that doing; and it is part of the 
content of our perceptual experience when we observe others in 
their doings that they are active in what they do. (Nida-Rümelin 
2007, 258) 
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 However, this is not decisive. What is crucial is the transition from 
a phenomenological to the ontological thesis:  

It seems quite obvious to me that to experience oneself as active 
in one’s doing can be described equally well by saying that we 
experience ourselves as the cause or a cause of what happens. 
The same applies to the perception of others: to see another 
animal as being active in its doing is to see it (the other expe-
riencing subject) as a causal origin of its moves. But what is 
required for the experience to be veridical? Do we need to as-
sume that these experiences can be veridical only if the subject 
is itself a cause in a sense similar to the one discussed under the 
heading ‘agent causation’? It seems quite clear to me that we 
have to admit this further step. (Nida-Rümelin 2007, 262; em-
phasis in the original) 

 Thus, “to be active,” according to Nida-Rümelin, means “to cause some-
thing.” A being is active only in case it itself causes the bodily movements 
that constitute its behavior—in the sense of subject causation. Nida-
Rümelin prefers the term “subject causation” to the term “agent causation,” 
because she is concerned not only with actions, but with all activities of 
which it can be said that humans or other living beings do them on their 
own (so her concern is for all “active doings”). 

In this paper I will be primarily concerned with doings or activi-
ties rather than with the more specific case of actions. Many 
things we do in our daily lives are not actions. A person caught 
in her thoughts might smile, scratch her head, stand up and walk 
around. Under normal circumstances these activities are not ac-
tions, they are only doings. Doings are often done without reason. 
The author of a doing need not notice what she is doing. Most 
bodily movements of human and non-human animals while awake 
are doings. Doings need not be controlled: the spontaneous laugh-
ter after hearing a joke, the crying of a baby that longs for the 
presence of a parent, or the happy smile of surprise when meeting 
a friend unexpectedly are examples of doings without control. 
Nonetheless the person is active in her laughing, crying, or smil-
ing. (Nida-Rümelin 2007, 245f.) 
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 Thus, Martine Nida-Rümelin is concerned not only with actions but 
with everything that can be considered an active doing. Let us return to 
the issue of subject or agent causation.3 Nida-Rümelin asks whether it 
makes sense to assume that the subject or the agent causing a behavior is 
a material being. 

Can the claim of subject causation be combined with the idea 
that the subject of experience is a material thing (the whole body, 
the brain or a part of the brain)? [...] Suppose that subjects cause 
events in their brain and that subjects are identical to their brain. 
It follows that the brain as a whole causes events happing within 
the brain. (Nida-Rümelin 2007, 264; emphasis in the original) 

 Is this a reasonable idea? What is it supposed to mean that a physical 
system causes a process within that system? Does it, for example, make 
sense to say that a computer causes processes that run within it? “It seems 
plain that to talk in this way is to talk nonsense. All causation happening 
in the case of a computer is event causation” (Nida-Rümelin 2007, 264). 
According to Nida-Rümelin, our brains are not different in this respect. 
Even if we concede that brains are subjects of experiences, the following 
applies here as well: 

A philosopher who accepts that material objects as a whole can 
cause events happening inside of them should have a way to ren-
der this supposed causal relation conceivable which is independ-
ent of the assumption that the object belongs to the special class 
of experiencing subjects and which is applicable to nonconscious 
material things as well. If this reasoning is correct then we are 
confined to a dualist subject causation theory. (Nida-Rümelin 
2007, 264) 

 Nida-Rümelin does not seek to set out a traditional dualism, but that does 
not matter here. What is important is that she holds that to do something 
actively means that the subject causes the corresponding physical movements 
in the sense of agent causation and that the causing subject itself cannot be 
anything physical, neither a body nor a physical part of a body. 

                                                 
3 In the following I will make no difference between subject and agent causation. 
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3. Objections to agent causation 

 I think that Nida-Rümelin is surely right in assuming that there is a dif-
ference between what some beings do actively and what only happens to 
them, what they suffer passively. However, I object to her equating being 
active with the agent being the cause of bodily movements, in the sense of 
agent causation without much ado. First, I think, she is wrong about the 
phenomenology. At least, when I observe a squirrel jumping from branch 
to branch I do not at all have the phenomenological impression that the 
squirrel’s movements are caused by the squirrel itself or that they are not 
“the mere result of some inner mechanical process.” But what is more im-
portant is that Nida-Rümelin so easily pushes aside the many problems that 
come with the idea of agent causation. In the following I shall raise essen-
tially three objections against agent causation.  
 A common objection to agent causation has been that it cannot explain 
the exact time at which the caused event takes place. To me, however, 
a more general objection, my first objection, seems even more severe. The 
very notion of agent causation is hardly intelligible. According to the gen-
erally acknowledged view, causality involves two relata—cause and effect. 
In the case of event causation both relata are events. The stone’s hitting 
the glass pane (cause C) brings about the breaking of the pane (effect E). 
With agent causation, however, things are different. There is only one 
event—the effect E. The cause is not an event, but an agent A. Agent 
causation consists, so we are told, in the agent A bringing about the event 
E—straightforwardly, without doing anything else that is the real cause E. 
Of course, I can scare away a fly by moving my hand; but this is just a case 
of event causation—the movement of my hand causes the fly’s disappear-
ance. But the movement of my hand, the exponents of agent causation 
reply, is not caused by another event, it is caused solely by me. I do not do 
anything else which causes my hand to move. One central problem that 
arises from this assumption can be illustrated as follows. In the case of event 
causation one must answer the question: what distinguishes the case that 
event E merely followed event C from the case that C indeed caused E. 
This is the question of what constitutes the difference between post hoc and 
propter hoc. The answer to this question is contentious. Many would,  
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however, agree with the following two claims. (a) If C causes E, there must 
be a nomological connection between C and E based on appropriate natural 
laws. And (b) if C causes E, E would not have occurred if C had not taken 
place.4  
 What now of agent causation? Here the question is what distinguishes 
the case that E occurs simply in the presence of A from the case that 
A causally brings about E. To my knowledge, there is not even a remotely 
satisfactory answer to this question. Often it is said that in the latter case 
A just caused E; however, this is, of course, not an answer, but merely 
a repetition of the thesis. Therefore, it is all but surprising that traditionally 
movements caused by an agent are traced back to acts of will; in my view, 
this is an attempt to model agent causation in analogy to event causation. 
Still, the question remains what causes those acts of will.  
 One can also give these questions an epistemic twist. In the case of event 
causation, the question then is how can I find out whether event E merely 
follows C or whether E was caused by C. In the case of agent causation, the 
question is how can I find out whether E merely occurred in the presence 
of A or whether E was caused by A. Again, there is, to my knowledge, no 
satisfying answer to the second question. The only possibility seems to be 
to ask A. But this is not possible with beings incapable of language. More-
over: is information given by agents truly reliable? There is, however, an 
answer to the first question—by means of experiments. In many experi-
ments researchers try to hold one factor constant—e.g., C—and to system-
atically vary as many other factors as possible. If in all of these variations 
E always follows C, then this indicates that C caused E. This approach is 
based on the fact that we can actively intervene in the course of the world; 
because this allows us to isolate the factors with which we can reliably bring 
E to the fore. Bring to the fore is a decisive term here. If we can reliably 
make sure that E occurs, by making sure that C occurs, this indicates that 
C causes E. With respect to agent causation, there are then again only open 
questions. To the best of my knowledge, there is no approach with which 
we can test whether an agent A has caused an event E. 

                                                 
4 Both points are already present in (Hume 1993, Section vii, part ii). 
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 A second objection is not so fundamental, but should give proponents 
of the idea of agent causation something to think about. Already Descartes 
was aware of the fact that the soul cannot directly cause changes in the 
periphery of our body and that, reversely, things in our environment or 
states of affairs of our feet and hands cannot directly cause changes in the 
soul. As soon as the afferent nerves leading from the hand to the brain are 
interrupted, we no longer feel any more pain from our injured hand; and as 
soon as the efferent nerves leading from the brain to the hand are inter-
rupted, we can no longer move our hand. The spot of interaction must hence 
lie in the brain, which for Descartes meant in the pineal gland. Even pro-
ponents of agent causation concede that, in general, agents—human beings 
or animals—can only cause changes in the brain. This leads first and fore-
most to the question why we do not experience precisely this. When I lift 
my arm, I may have the experience of causing the lifting of the arm, but 
certainly not the experience of causing a certain process in my brain. But 
putting that aside: If it is true that agents can only cause changes in their 
brains, why is that so? In principle, it should not be more difficult to di-
rectly cause certain muscle contractions than to make certain motor neu-
rons fire. And why can’t agents directly cause changes in the world, in the 
way telekinesis is supposed to work? Why do I have to hit the keyboard 
with my fingers? If there is agent causation, it should be no problem to 
operate the keys by causing their movements directly. The fact that I can-
not do all these things is in my view evidence for the conclusion that some-
thing is basically wrong with the idea of agent causation. 
 A third objection is for those who are not yet convinced by the argu-
ments presented so far. Even if the idea of agent causation were not faced 
with the problems just mentioned, there is no empirical evidence for the 
occurrence of such causation. First of all, I already mentioned that agent 
causation is incompatible with the thesis of the causal closure of the physical 
world, i.e., the thesis that all events have physical events as causes, if they 
have any cause at all. Therefore, if agent causation really does occur in this 
world, two conditions have to be met: 1. There are physical events which 
have no (sufficient) physical causes. 2. It can be made plausible that these 
events are nevertheless caused, namely, by certain agents. Is that feasible? 
Perhaps. Let us again consider the phenomenon of telekinesis. Suppose 
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a person is asked to make a bottle, standing five meters away from her on 
a table, fall over by “mere power of thinking.” Let us suppose further that 
the person succeeds in eight of ten attempts and that with later repetitions 
the success rate is approximately the same. This certainly would be a con-
vincing result. I assume that the scientists who conducted the experiment 
have checked the experimental arrangement carefully. There are no hints 
with respect to manipulation or technical tricks of any kind. In other words: 
There is no evidence of physical causes for the bottle’s tilting over. Appar-
ently, it is the subject alone who succeeds by mere power of thinking or 
willing to make the bottle fall over. This is possible; but, actually there is 
no empirical evidence for such cases. Here and there we find scattered re-
ports of the kind in question, but telekinetic phenomena could so far not be 
proved in systematic examinations.  
 In this context, ever since Descartes, interactionistic dualists have ap-
plied a remarkable trick. They assume that the physical effects that can be 
brought about by the soul or by agents are very small and therefore hardly 
observable. Descartes, for example, held that the soul cannot do more than 
cause certain movements (twists) of the pineal gland.5 But even if this were 
the case: The interaction of the soul with the physical world would have to 
be demonstrated by first ascertaining that certain movements of the pineal 
gland have no sufficient physical causes and secondly, by making plausible 
that those movements nevertheless have a cause—the soul. 
 Nowadays, obviously there are only few proponents of agent causation 
(if any) who explicate in detail which brain events agents can cause. The 
firing of motor neurons, however, as well as the firing of other neurons is 
essentially dependent on which and how many neurotransmitters are being 
released from the synaptic terminals of precedent neurons. Hence, those 

                                                 
5 John Ecces holds that the mind can only interact with a certain part of the 
cortex (the liaison brain). The mind scans small functional units (modules) in that 
area which are accessible to it due to their “openness” and “slightly modifies them, 
whereupon the modules react collectively to these slight alterations and forward 
this common reaction via the associational and commissural fibres” (Eccles and 
Zeier 1980, 173; my translation). In his more recent work, Eccles conjectures the 
location of the mind/matter-interaction in dendrones, units even smaller than the 
modules. 
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authors have to assert something like the following: In some cases, the re-
lease of neurotransmitters (1) has no sufficient physical cause, but (2) it 
has, as can be made plausible, nevertheless a cause—the agent herself. Or, 
to take another example: In some cases, the generation of an action poten-
tial in a motor neuron (1) has no sufficient physical cause, but (2) it has, 
as can be made plausible, nevertheless a cause—the agent herself. Undoubt-
edly, it is far from easy to examine such assertions empirically. However, to 
my knowledge we don’t yet have the slightest evidence speaking in favor of 
the truth of those claims. 

4. A naturalistic alternative 

 I agree that there is indeed a difference between active and passive. 
With regard to the movements of a human being, we can justifiably claim 
that some of these movements are due to the person herself—she lifts her 
arm; she sings a song; she scratches her head. On the other hand, there also 
are movements which are not doings of the person—somebody takes my 
arm and pulls it up; someone pokes me to the ground. In both cases, these 
movements of my arm or my body cannot be ascribed to myself. In my 
view, however, it inevitably leads to a dead end if one tries to spell out the 
difference between active and passive by means of the idea of agent causa-
tion. But what could an alternative account look like? 
 To begin with, at least one fundamental difference between actively 
moving and passively being-moved is that the latter is often brought about 
by external forces.6 A blast of wind blows me over, Fido the dog is pulled 
away from his favorite tree—in both cases, external forces affect me and 
Fido, respectively, causally bringing about the corresponding movements. 
It is something altogether different if Fido gets up from his basket and runs 
to the door. Of course, this too can have (amongst others) external causes, 
e.g., the noise being caused by the unlocking of the door. But this cause 
works in a completely different way than the blast of wind or the dog’s 
master pulling the leash. Fido’s running consists in the movement of his 

                                                 
6 Cf. (Beckermann 2008, § 2.3) and (Beckermann 2011) with respect to this para-
graph and the following ones. 
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legs, but the noise at the door doesn’t exert any forces on those legs. In 
fact, the movement of Fido’s legs is based solely on the contraction and 
relaxation of certain muscles. External forces do not play any role here. 
That animals move by themselves thus means at least in part that the 
energy which is necessary for the execution of such movements stems from 
within them. 
 However, this aspect alone does not suffice. Consider the patellar re-
flex.  

Striking the patellar ligament with a reflex hammer just below 
the patella stretches the muscle spindle in the quadriceps muscle. 
This produces a signal which travels back to the spinal cord and 
synapses (without interneurons) at the level of L3 in the spinal 
cord, completely independent of higher centres. From there, an 
alpha motor neuron conducts an efferent impulse back to the 
quadriceps femoris muscle, triggering contraction. This [...] causes 
the leg to kick. (<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patellar_re-
flex>)  

In this case, too, no external forces affect the leg; the energy needed for its 
movement stems completely from the patient himself. Still, in this case we 
don’t say that the person herself has lifted her leg. In general, the following 
applies: Internally induced movements of a person’s limbs rest on muscle 
contractions and relaxations. Those contractions and relaxations are them-
selves brought about by the firing of motor neurons whose cell bodies are 
located in the anterior horn of the spinal cord and whose axons reach down 
to neuromuscular endplates directly neighboring muscle cells. The lower 
motor neurons can in turn be activated by upper motor neurons, the cell 
bodies of which lie in the motor cortex of the brain and axons of which 
reach to the cell bodies of the lower motor neurons located in the anterior 
horn. 
 With regard to the kicking of the leg due to the patellar reflex, no higher 
regions of the CNS are involved. This is important. For in the neurobiological 
literature one can often read that it is the upper motor neurons which are 
responsible for intentional movements. In other words: With regard to inten-
tional movements, the neuronal impulse leading to the corresponding con-
tractions and relaxations must come from the motor cortex. This suggests the 
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following way to characterize active doings: A human being moves one of his 
limbs actively if the corresponding muscle contractions trace back to neuronal 
impulses from his motor cortex. But that is still not the whole story. 
 With regard to human beings, there is an option we don’t have concern-
ing animals—we can ask them whether they did something by themselves, 
i.e., whether they ascribe a certain movement of their limbs to themselves 
or to outward causes. This was taken advantage of by Roger Penfield, who 
during surgeries on open brains in the middle of the 20th century induced 
complete movements of limbs by stimulating the premotor cortex and sup-
plementary motor area. However, as Gerhard Roth reports in his book Füh-
len, Denken, Handeln, the patients experienced these movements as im-
posed; they did not say: “I did that.”7,8 Thus the fact that the neuronal 
impulse that led to a movement of a limb originated from the motor cortex 
of a person does not suffice to his ascribing the move to himself. Rather, it 
seems that this is only the case if the impulse came about in a specific way. 
In the first edition of the book mentioned, Roth presented the following 
hypothesis: 

The impression of our movements being instigated by ourselves in 
an act of will rests on a completely different reason. This impres-
sion is a sign for our brain that before the movement started the 
dorsal and ventral cortico-limbic loop has been passed through 
and that the executive centers of the cerebral cortex together with 
the limbic system have ‘sufficiently dealt’ with it. In this case the 
symmetric and then the lateralized readiness potential build up, 
and the latter makes the ‘starting shot’ for the execution of the 

                                                 
7 German original: “Ich habe das getan”. 
8 Cf. (Roth 2003, 515). On the other hand, Roth refers to José Delgado who “re-
ported that under conditions similar to those of Penfield, the stimulation of the 
rostral part of the so-called internal capsule (i.e., the fibers that run from the thala-
mus through the basal ganglia to the cortex) led to movements of the patient which 
he ascribed to himself” (Roth 2003, 516; my translation). In (2009), Winfried Löffler 
conducted a critical and to my mind convincing analysis of Roth’s description of 
Delgado’s findings. Löffler’s conclusion: There are so far no empiricial findings that 
suggest it is possible to externally stimulate real actions (actions that agents ascribe 
to themselves “in the truest phenomenological sense“). 
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intended movement. The impression of fiat!, of I want this now 
is therefore the conscious notification of this neurophysiological 
process. (Roth 2001, 446; my translation)9 

In the second edition of his book, Roth did not repeat this hypothesis. Per-
haps, however, the exact details are not decisive. Maybe it is enough to 
notice that people seem to ascribe just those movements to themselves 
which rest on neuronal impulses from the motor cortex that in turn have 
been neuronally produced in a certain way. 
 At any rate, these findings fit in very well with the following idea: Hu-
mans (and some animals) are in a certain way automata—entities that 
move by themselves; but they are not automata that always act mechani-
cally, knee-jerk or thoughtlessly, i.e., automatically. Rather they are auton-
omous systems. Firstly, this means that they have a repertoire of diverse 
behavioral patterns which allows them to act differently even in situations 
of the same kind. And, second, it means that they have the ability to choose 
between those different behaviors according to the situation. This ability 
contains two sub-capabilities—the ability to analyze the situation at hand 
appropriately (Which objects are where in relation to me? Are those objects 
dangerous or useful? etc.) and second, the ability to find a course of action 
which in the given situation serves the attainment of one’s own goals. A dog 
is being attacked; it needs to choose between fight and flight. This decision 
rests, if I see this correctly, on a neuronal decision-making process. The dog 
itself (or maybe even the dog’s self) plays no role in the causation of the 
dog’s behavior. 
 In other words: Humans (and many animals) have a decision-making or 
control system that allows them to find their way in very diverse situations 

                                                 
9 German original: “Das Gefühl der Selbstveranlassung unserer Bewegungen im 
Willensakt haben wir aus einem ganz anderen Grund. Dieses Gefühl ist für das 
Gehirn ein Zeichen, dass vor dem Starten der Bewegung die dorsale und ventrale 
cortical-limbische Schleife durchlaufen wurde und die exekutiven Zentren der 
Großhirnrinde zusammen mit dem limbischen System sich damit ‘ausreichend  
befasst’ haben. In diesem Falle baut sich das symmetrische und dann das lateralis-
ierte Bereitschaftspotential auf, und letzteres gibt den ‘Startschuss’ für die Ausfüh-
rung der intendierten Bewegung. Das Gefühl des fiat!, des ich will das jetzt ist 
demnach die bewusste Meldung dieses neurophysiologischen Vorgangs.” 
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and to choose the course of action that seems most beneficial. This control 
system is, from what we know, realized in the CNS. Therefore, my hypoth-
esis is that the neuronal subsystems of the CNS, which play a central role 
in Roth’s considerations, are precisely those parts of the brain in which the 
control system is realized that makes us autonomous systems. That is to 
say, humans and animals carry out those movements themselves that are 
based on neuronal impulses from those parts of the motor cortex that are 
in turn under the control of their central neuronal control system. 
 However, one restriction must be added: perhaps it is possible to induce 
movements by stimulating certain cerebral regions, which the respective 
persons then ascribe to themselves.10 In this case, one would have to say 
that these persons were wrong. In fact, these movements were none of their 
doings. Therefore, one should finally say: humans and animals carry out 
those movements themselves that are based on neuronal impulses from the 
motor cortex, which in turn are being controlled by their central neuronal 
control system, as long as this control system is not manipulated from out-
side, i.e., as long as the humans and animals are not being “remote-con-
trolled.” This point is very important, too. Remote-controlled model air-
planes or toy robots resemble animals in many ways. But they don’t act on 
their own as long as they’re being controlled from outside. This would be 
different only if by implementation of internal control-systems the model 
airplanes or robots became autonomous systems themselves. 

5. Summary 

 I think, just like Martine Nida-Rümelin, that there is a real distinction 
between active and passive, between what humans and other living beings 
do actively and what merely happens to them. I take it to be a mistake, 
however, to spell out this difference in terms of agent causation. It is in 
general a mistake to construe agents as entities beside or outside the phys-
ical world. Humans and animals are as much part of the physical world as 
stones and rivers. They differ from stones and rivers only in that they are 

                                                 
10 Once again: Delgado’s findings do not indicate this. But that doesn’t mean that 
it isn’t possible. 
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much more complex and contain many physical mechanisms which make 
them autonomous systems—but not in that they contain additional non-
physical components. When they intervene in the course of the physical 
world, they do so from within, as part of this world. 
 But is Nida-Rümelin not right in claiming that we often have the phe-
nomenal impression that we as agents cause some of our movements? Here 
I would like to make three comments. First, phenomenal impressions may 
be wrong. I approach the door of a supermarket and the door opens. I may 
have the impression that my approaching the door was the cause of the 
opening of the door. But I may be wrong; the opening of the door may have 
quite another cause. Second, is it really true that I often have the phenom-
enal impression that I as an agent cause some of my movements? I doubt 
that. I agree that I often have the phenomenal impression that one of my 
movements is something I do actively, not something that happens to me. 
But in my view this impression is not directly about causation. Remember 
how Nida-Rümelin initially expresses herself: 

To be phenomenally aware of doing something involves the expe-
rience of oneself as being active. In doing something we experience 
our own spontaneity. (Nida-Rümelin 2007, 258) 

Initially she does not say that in doing something actively we experience 
ourselves as causing our behavior. Third, scientific progress sometimes 
forces us to adjust our phenomenal experiences or at least to interpret them 
in a new way. I have the phenomenal impression that the table in front of 
me is a solid object, i.e., that the space it covers is entirely filled with 
a hardly penetrable material. But science tells us that the table is made 
up of billions of atoms at a large distance from each other and that there 
is plenty of empty space between the atoms. Nonetheless, our phenomenal 
impression that the table is solid can be saved, since other solid objects like 
a cup that I put on the table will not fall through it. The reason is that the 
forces holding together the atoms of the table and the cup respectively are so 
big that the atoms cannot easily be separated from each other. In much the 
same way the problems with which the idea of agent causation is confronted 
and the fact that scientists have found no evidence whatsoever that agent 
causation is real should motivate us to interpret doing something actively 
in a way that does not depend on the idea of agent causation. 
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 I have tried to sketch such an alternative account. Besides the fact 
that this account of active doings avoids the problems of the idea of agent 
causation, it has another advantage. It demonstrates that doing something 
actively is compatible with the principle of the causal closure of the phys-
ical world. If a behavior is an active doing in fact it is caused by a very 
specific kind of neuronal processes then even active doings may have only 
physical events as causes. Thereby, the analysis also opens up a solution 
of the Kantian dilemma. We can very well understand ourselves simulta-
neously as part of the physical world which is causally closed and as active 
beings.11 
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what kind of power must it be? The paper argues that power takes 
many forms, of which ordinary causation is only one; and that if 
freedom is indeed a kind of power, it cannot be ordinary causation. 
Scepticism about the reality of freedom as a power can take two 
forms. One, found in Hume, now often referred to as the Mind argu-
ment, assumes incompatibilism, and concludes from incompatibilism 
that freedom cannot exist, as indistinguishable from chance. But an-
other scepticism, found in Hobbes, does not assume incompatibilism, 
but assumes rather that the only possible form of power in nature is 
ordinary causation, concluding that freedom cannot for this reason 
exist as a form of power. This scepticism is more profound—it is in 
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just because freedom cannot plausibly be modelled as ordinary cau-
sation. 
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1. Power 

 We think that, within limits, we have control over our actions—that it 
is up to us what actions we perform. A very natural conception of this 
control is as a kind of power. Our control of our actions is a power to 
determine for ourselves what we do—a power of self-determination in the 
form of freedom. But what then is the nature of freedom so conceived—as 
a power to determine our own actions for ourselves?  
 Many philosophers think or write as if power were a rather uniform 
phenomenon. It is often proposed that power is by its very nature a causal 
phenomenon: 

In the first place, the notions of power or disposition are already 
causally laden notions and it can thus reasonably be argued that 
unless one already has a grasp of causation, one cannot have 
a grasp of power. Powers, indeed, are often called causal powers.1  

But is all power causal by its very nature? And if control or freedom is 
a kind of power, must it in particular be a form of causal power? 
 Of course, the claim that all power is causal could be so understood as to 
be trivial. ‘Causation’ could be used as no more than a general label to apply 
to whatever power turns out to be. But in the passage just cited the claim 
that all power is causal is presented as a substantial thesis—as something 
that is not trivial, but to be ‘reasonably argued.’ In which case the idea might 
be to inform the theory of power by importing a definite and specific concep-
tion of causation. And this has certainly been a project of much metaphysics 
since Thomas Hobbes. One very intuitive case of power is the very familiar 
kind that appears to be involved in obvious cases of causation, and to be 
possessed and exercised, not by causes and effects indifferently, but specifi-
cally by causes. This is the power of stones to break windows or the power of 
fire to melt ice—the power that ordinary causes have to produce their effects. 
Is all power, then, power in this specific form? The project would then be to 
understand all forms of power in terms of this particular form of power—the 

                                                 
1  (Harre and Madden 1975)—as cited and endorsed in (Mumford and Anjum 2011, 
7). 
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power involved in ordinary causation. All genuine power is like the power of 
stones to break windows and of fire to melt ice.  
 I shall understand the claim that all power is causal as a claim that is 
substantial in just this way. The claim is that all power is like the power to 
produce outcomes exercised by ordinary causes—such as by stones to break 
windows and fire to melt ice. 
 At this point it is useful to step back, and raise the question why cau-
sation itself is so widely viewed as involving power—and, more specifically, 
a power possessed and exercised by causes over what they affect? 
 Power involves a kind of capacity. Causal power constitutes, after all, 
a capacity to produce effects. But, of course, it is not the mere presence in 
them of a capacity that makes it true that causes possess power. And that 
is because the idea of a capacity extends far wider than that of power. For 
example, there are capacities not to cause and affect, but to be affected. 
But the capacity to be affected hardly constitutes any kind of power over 
anything, and the process of being affected is hardly the exercise of power. 
The contrary is true: to be affected is to be subject to power that is pos-
sessed and exercised by something else. Contrast my view with Locke’s. In 
An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Locke divides power into ac-
tive and passive (Locke 1975, 234). Active is defined as the power to make 
a change, passive is the power to receive it. As an account of power this is 
certainly defective. For, of course, Locke ignores powers to prevent change 
from occurring. But more importantly, Locke’s ‘passive power’ involves the 
opposite of any exercise of genuine power. It is a form of powerlessness—
subjection to the power of another. 
 Power, then, is a very special capacity. And what, I conjecture, is com-
mon to power in all its forms is a capacity to produce or, at the upper limit, 
to outright determine the occurrence or non-occurrence of outcomes. It is 
this capacity to determine what happens that causes possess, but which 
their effects lack. Causes determine the occurrence of their effects, and not 
vice versa. Furthermore, linked to the general notion of determination, 
where power is concerned, is an equally general notion of responsibility. 
Whatever exercises a power to determine outcomes is in some corresponding 
way responsible for what that exercise of power determines. Causes possess 
power in so far as they can influence or determine an outcome. And in so 
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determining that outcome they are responsible, causally responsible, for its 
happening. Causes are responsible for the occurrence of their effects, and 
not the other way round, just as anything that possesses power is corre-
spondingly responsible for what that power’s exercise determines. 
 Freedom is a capacity to determine one very important kind of outcome—
that involved in the performance of action. So understood, as a capacity to 
determine, freedom is definitely a case of power. But how far, in discussing 
freedom, are we concerned with power in specifically causal form—the kind 
of power that is involved in stones breaking windows and in fire melting ice? 

2. Powers causal and non-causal 

 If a power is a capacity to determine, a causal power must be a capacity 
to determine causally. And that immediately suggests the possibility, at 
least at the conceptual level, of power that is not causal. A power that is 
not causal is going to be a power the exercise of which determines outcomes, 
but without determining them causally. And so understood, we certainly 
entertain ideas of other kinds of power besides the causal. We do deploy an 
understanding of capacities that determine outcomes without determining 
them causally.  
 There are, for example, various kinds of moral power, such as powers to 
impose or release from moral obligations. Consider promising, for example. 
Promisors have the power to impose an obligation on themselves—an obli-
gation, owed to a promisee, to act as promised. And then promisees can 
release the promisors from the moral obligation of their promise by declar-
ing them released. The promise determines or produces an obligation; and 
then the promisee’s declaration determines the removal of the obligation 
and the promisor’s release. But in neither case is the obligation or release 
from it produced as an effect, by virtue of some causal law. Rather the 
promise constitutes the imposition of the obligation and the promisee’s dec-
laration constitutes the promisor’s release from it; and each does so by vir-
tue of something very different from causal laws, namely the moral princi-
ples governing promising.  
 As with moral powers, so too there are legal powers. A creditor has the 
power to release his debtor from a debt—a power exercised through making 
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some legally valid declaration of release. By making the declaration, such 
as by declaring ‘I release you’, the creditor determines that the debtor is 
released, and so is responsible for the occurrence of that release. But again 
the power here is not causal. Uttering the declaration does not cause the 
debtor to be released. Rather, thanks not to some causal law but to rules 
governing credit, the utterance constitutes that very event of release. The 
declaration determines the release, but does not determine it causally. But 
uttering the declaration is no less an exercise of a power or capacity to 
determine outcomes for that.  
 Then there are normative powers attaching not to agents, but to things 
that cannot be causes at all, to which we readily attribute capacities to move 
and to determine nonetheless. Suppose you entertain in thought a mathemat-
ical truth. That truth might determine or strongly incline you to assent. But 
what about the truth moves you to assent? The everyday answer in such 
cases is clear: its evident nature—in other words you are moved to believe by 
the clear justification there is for believing the truth. Perhaps indeed you are 
not only led to believe the truth, but that there is justification for believing 
it. Either way, what leads you to form the mathematical belief, and possibly 
also the belief in the justification, is the truth and the justification for believ-
ing it. Now in this case what is described as moving you is not the sort of 
feature involved in ordinary causation. You are contemplating, not an entity 
with a location in time and space, but an object of thought—a mathematical 
truth. And if the object of your thought is true, its truth is plausibly neces-
sary, and certainly not something that functions as an ordinary cause. For 
ordinary causes and effects are contingent. And what moves you to believe it 
is the evident nature of the truth, the clear justifiability of believing it. And 
this is a normative property attaching to the truth—something that, no mat-
ter if it moves or even determines your assent, is again not the sort of feature 
involved in ordinary causation. 
 As with mathematical truths, so too with desirable options by way of 
actions and outcomes. The evident goodness or desirability of a possible 
action might move you to form a desire for its performance or believe its 
performance desirable, and eventually even to decide on and intend its per-
formance. What led you to want to perform that action or to believe per-
forming it desirable and then to decide to do it? We have just given the 
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answer: the evident desirability of doing it. And such an answer reveals you 
as rational animal, responsive to and moved by the good—just as you might 
also be moved, as rational animal, by the true. The action that is so desir-
able may never be performed, of course. What moves you is not some con-
tingent event in the world, but, again, an object of your thought—such as 
the truth that a given kind of action is desirable. You may be moved by 
the justifiability of desiring and intending the action. But the desirability 
or justifiability of a given kind of action is again something normative, and 
not the sort of property involved in ordinary causation.  
 We readily use a vocabulary of power, influence and determination to pick 
out normativity as well as causation. We talk of being moved by the force of 
an argument. And we use this vocabulary of force just because we think of 
normatively forceful arguments as really possessing the capacity to influence 
or move or even to determine our assent—and to move or determine it 
through the justifications they present. Our capacity for reason or rationality 
is a capacity to be moved by argument—and by the normative force of an 
argument in particular. So reason or rationality involves responsiveness to 
a kind of power—the power of good argument and genuine justification. 
 It is tempting to dismiss this talk of normative power as not literal, just 
because the power envisaged is not causal. At best we have here, it might 
be alleged, a manner of speaking or a metaphor. But there is an obvious 
difficulty with this move. Power follows from a genuine capacity to deter-
mine or move or influence. And surely we think it true that the very quality 
of an argument can be what moves people to assent to it. But for that to 
be true the quality of an argument must actually have a capacity to move. 
Good arguments must have genuine force—a power that is non-causal be-
cause located in the normativity attaching to objects of thought, but which 
is a genuine capacity to move nonetheless.  
 Again, consider the normative powers, not of objects of thought, but of 
agents themselves. Our talk of promisors and promisees as having the ca-
pacity to determine moral obligations—as imposing those obligations on 
themselves or releasing others from them—does not appear to be metaphor-
ical. That is exactly how promising is understood: as an act by which moral 
obligations to promisees may be imposed, and from which obligations prom-
isees may in turn generally provide release should they so choose. Whatever 
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moral principles underlie these powers, we very clearly do understand them 
as genuine powers—genuine capacities, possessed by promisors and promi-
sees, to determine outcomes. But the powers are not causal. For the powers 
are underpinned by moral principles and not by causal laws. 
 The idea of power in non-causal form is very controversial—a contro-
versy that, as we shall see, was raised in especially sharp form in the sev-
enteenth century by the work of Hobbes. But two different issues are in-
volved that we must take great care to distinguish. One issue concerns our 
very concept of power, while the other concerns the metaphysics of power. 
 Some philosophers would insist that whatever we might ordinarily think 
or say, all genuine power is causal, at least regarding its fundamental con-
stitution. No outcomes are determined without being determined causally. 
Now this claim is about metaphysics. It is about the true constitution of 
power, and the reality of its operation. And this metaphysical claim might 
turn out to be correct. But this is not the sort of claim proposed by Mum-
ford and Anjum above, which is about our very concept of power. That 
claim is that our very concept of power is causal. To think of a power 
operating to determine an outcome just is to think of it as determining the 
outcome causally. But this conceptual claim is not obviously true; and it 
should not be assumed to be true just because of the metaphysical convic-
tion that only power in causal form is real. We may have a concept of power 
that allows for power to take non-causal form, even if it indeed turns out 
that all the cases of power that do really exist are causal. 
 Take our psychology as it involves rationality or what we ordinarily take 
to be our receptiveness to justifications. The metaphysician who believes 
that all genuine power and determination is causal must claim that if my 
belief in a mathematical truth or in its justifiability really is produced or 
determined by anything, it cannot be determined by the normative proper-
ties of an object of thought. If anything really is determining me to believe 
in the truth or in the justifiability of assenting to it, this must be some 
genuine cause, and the determination must be causal. Perhaps, for example, 
the immediate cause of my belief in the mathematical truth is a prior  
psychological event—such as the event of entertaining that truth. It is this 
psychological entertaining that is the immediate, and causal, determinant 
of my belief. To describe me as rational is just to describe my beliefs as 
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susceptible to a particular kind of causal force—the causal force of those 
entertainings that present good justifications for believing. Similarly with 
desires: what determines me to desire an outcome is not its desirability, but 
the psychological event of entertaining that outcome. Agents are rational if 
their desires are susceptible to the causal power of those entertainings of 
outcomes that are in fact desirable. 
 Now it might in the end prove true that causation is the only real case 
of power in nature. But if so, that is still not what we ordinarily assume. 
Take the prior entertaining of the object of thought. It is certainly not this 
event alone that we ordinarily think of as determining belief or desire. For 
we ordinarily take a rational agent’s belief to be determined not simply by 
the fact that they have entertained a claim, but by the evidence for or clear 
justification for the truth of what is entertained. Similarly a rational agent’s 
desire is motivated not by the mere fact that they have entertained a given 
option, but by the desirability of the option entertained. Rational or rea-
sonable agents respond to justifications not because the event of entertain-
ing them just happens to produce that effect, but because the justifications 
are good ones. The quality of these justifications really is what moves ra-
tional agents to respond as justified. That is rationality as ordinarily un-
derstood—not susceptibility to causal forces merely, but susceptibility to 
the force of justification. 
 Again, consider the moral powers we ordinarily ascribe to promissors and 
promisees. These are powers to produce moral obligations and remove them. 
And the principles that base these powers, as we have observed, are not causal 
laws but moral principles—the moral principles governing promising. These 
principles are, in particular, distinct from any psychological laws that might 
cover what we actually, whether rightly or wrongly, do. For moral principles 
are concerned not with what we actually do, but with what we are under an 
obligation to do. Now it might be that these moral powers and the obligations 
they are exercised to produce and remove do not really exist. It may be that 
moral principles transcending and normatively corrective of actual human 
practices are entirely imaginary; and so are the moral powers those principles 
supposedly constitute. But again this claim is highly controversial. If true, it 
will be made true by metaphysical reality, not by the fact that our concept 
of power is just a concept of causation. For our entertainment of various 
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moral and normative powers—powers reflecting moral and normative princi-
ples, and not causal laws—seems to suggest that our concept of power is 
considerably broader than any concept of causation. 
 We need then to make an important distinction. One question is whether 
we think of some capacities to determine outcomes as determining those 
outcomes non-causally. And it seems that we do. It is then a further and 
importantly different question whether these non-causal powers really do 
exist and operate—as we so clearly assume them to. That is, we should 
distinguish analytic claims about our concept of power from metaphysical 
claims about what powers actually obtain. For it seems plain that whether 
or not moral and normative powers actually exist, we do at least suppose 
them to exist, and to operate non-causally.  
 What seems to distinguish cases of power that, real or not, are at least 
understood by us to be non-causal? There seems a range of possible differ-
ences from ordinary causation, from the breaking of windows by stones and 
the melting of ice by fire, not all of which need be exemplified together. 
There may be many different forms of non-causal determination.  
 In some cases, two things combine together to differentiate the power 
from ordinary causation. First there is the nature of the determining or 
moving entity, which is not an entity contingently located and operative in 
space and time as a stone must be, but an object of thought. And then 
secondly there is the mode of determination or influence, which is through 
properties that are normative—that are to do with the justifiability of re-
sponding to the object in certain ways, such as by forming a desire or a be-
lief directed at it. It is these normative properties that move us so to re-
spond. It is the evident truth or desirability of what we are thinking of that 
moves us to believe or want it to be true—or so we suppose. And not eve-
ryone is so moved, of course. Our rationality reflects our susceptibility to 
the power of justifications. We will be moved by justifications, but only to 
the extent that we are indeed susceptible to their normative power—only 
to the extent that we are indeed rational. 
 In other cases the outcome is certainly determined, just as in ordinary 
causation, by a specific entity located in time and space, such as by an 
agent doing something. What in these cases establishes the non-causal  
nature of the power is the mode of determination involved taken together 
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with the nature of the outcomes immediately determined. In the case of 
moral and legal powers, determination of the outcome seems to involve the 
application not of some causal law, but of moral or legal principles to de-
termine specifically moral and legal outcomes, such as obligations. Thanks 
to these principles, the utterance of certain words constitutes the incurring 
or removal of an obligation. 
 What of freedom? As a power freedom belongs not to truths or objects 
of thought, but to agents—and so to potential bearers also of power in 
causal form. Moreover, as with causation the outcomes immediately deter-
mined need not be legal or moral, and are not determined according to 
specifically legal or moral principles. Which is no doubt why it is so espe-
cially tempting to assimilate freedom to some form of causation. But free-
dom may yet prove not to be a form of causal power. Though as agents we 
may also be bearers of causal power, and though the outcomes we control 
may be outcomes that could also be produced by us through mere causation, 
the way we determine those outcomes through exercising freedom may 
prove to be very unlike the way causes such as stones or events involving 
these would determine them. Free agents may determine outcomes, but 
quite differently from the way causes determine outcomes. 
 English-language philosophy has tended to suppose that the causal na-
ture of power in general is somehow a conceptual truth, so that it is not 
only unproblematic but actually mandatory to assimilate the capacities to 
determine outcomes that we postulate in ordinary thinking to various cases 
of causal power. Freedom, especially, has been treated by philosophers in 
just this way. Even the sceptic has tended to assume that though our belief 
in freedom may be belief in a power that does not exist, it is still a belief in 
some non-existent form of causal power. But this approach to understand-
ing the concept of freedom may be misconceived. Whether freedom exists 
or not, our conception of it cannot be assumed to be of some kind of power 
in causal form. 

3. Thomas Hobbes on power  

 Thomas Hobbes pursued each of the two philosophical projects that tie 
power exclusively to causation—the metaphysical project of claiming that 
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causation is the only power there is, and the analytic project of identifying 
the very concept of a power or capacity to determine outcomes with the 
concept of causation. We shall shortly be examining Hobbes’s disbelief in 
the existence of freedom as a power involving alternatives. But Hobbes’s 
attack on freedom was part of a wider scepticism. He denied the very intel-
ligibility of any kind of power or determination beyond ordinary efficient 
causation. For example, Hobbes’s scholastic Aristotelian opponent Bram-
hall was happy to talk of the desirability of the goal or object of an action 
as moving or determining the action’s performance, but without doing so 
as an efficient cause. The source of the motivation involved an object of 
thought; and its mode of determination was characterized by Bramhall not 
as natural, as in efficient causation, but as normative or moral: 

Secondly, for the manner how the understanding doth determine 
the will, it is not naturally but morally. The will is moved by the 
understanding, not as by an efficient, having a causal influence 
into the effect, but only by proposing and representing the object. 
(John Bramhall in Hobbes and Bramhall 1656, 55–56) 

 We can now see what Bramhall has in mind. The understanding moves 
us by presenting us with a claim or with an option. But to the extent that 
we are rational, what finally determines our belief or will is not the under-
standing, or some occurrence within it, operating merely as an efficient 
cause. What determines our belief is not simply the psychological event of 
entertaining the claim or option. What determines us to believe a claim or 
to decide on an option has to do with the object that the understanding 
presents and, specifically, its normativity—such as its evident truth or de-
sirability. 
 The acknowledgement of powers or capacities to determine that are nor-
mative, and that do not simply involve ordinary causation, was a central 
feature of scholastic ethical theory—and a feature, in particular, of its the-
ory of action and motivation. Motivation is naturally conceived by us often 
to involve our subjection to a form of power: something moves us to act as 
we do in pursuit of goals. Modern philosophers, taking it to be a conceptual 
truth that power is inherently causal, assume that any motivating power 
must be understood by us in causal terms. Those contemporary philoso-
phers, therefore, who oppose Hobbes and Davidson, and who assume that 
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motives are not causes, tend to write as if motivation, as ordinarily under-
stood by us, had nothing to do with power at all.2  
 But Hobbes’s scholastic opponents were quite different. They took mo-
tivation to involve a variety of kinds of power. One sort might be efficient 
causal, as where the motivation of voluntary actions by prior decisions and 
intentions so to act was concerned. Intending to do something would indeed 
move us to do it by causing us to do it. But motivation was provided not 
simply by attitudes operating as ordinary causes, but also by the objects at 
which those attitudes were directed—a motivation that explained those at-
titudes themselves as well as the further voluntary actions that those atti-
tudes caused. We could be moved to want something, as well as to decide 
on it and to pursue it as our goal, by its clear goodness and desirability. 
And here some form of determination was again involved—but a determi-
nation that was moral rather than efficient causal. 
 There is a familiar tension in the common-sense psychology of action 
between two kinds of power. There is the power involved in motivation—
a power of motives to get us to perform actions. This is a power to which 
we as agents are subject, and by which we may be influenced or even de-
termined. We are being moved to act by something else—a motive. And 
then there is a power that we ourselves exercise—the power of self-determi-
nation, our power to determine actions for ourselves. The long-standing 
debate about freedom or free will between compatibilists and incompatibil-
ists is a general debate about the compatibility of freedom or self-determi-
nation with determination of the agent by prior factors, and therefore con-
cerns the tension between these two forms of power in particular. How far 
is an agent’s capacity to determine for themselves what they do compatible 
with the determination of what the agent does by prior motives? Are some 
forms of motivating power incompatible with our power to determine for 
ourselves what we do?  

                                                 
2  Thus in his Teleological Realism Scott Sehon claims that the explanation of 
action by motivating psychological attitudes is teleological not causal. But, in his 
account of common-sense psychology, the only power involved is causal—as exerci-
sed not by our attitudes themselves, but by the physical states that underlie our 
attitudes. Our attitudes themselves and their objects appear not strictly to move us 
after all. 
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 Just because scholastic action theory allowed room for more than one 
kind of motivating power, so for this reason there existed within the scho-
lastic tradition more than one problem about the compatibility of freedom 
with prior determination, and with motivation in particular. There was of 
course a problem specifically about causation and causal power—about the 
compatibility of freedom with the determination of the agent by causes 
outside his control. But there was also a parallel problem to do with the 
compatibility of freedom with normative power. If evidences or proofs are 
sufficiently powerful, can they not outright determine the assent of any 
rational agent in a way that removes any freedom to believe otherwise? 
And similarly can there not be outcomes or objects so completely good as, 
once entertained, to determine the agent’s choice in a way that removes the 
agent’s freedom to decide otherwise? God, or the good in infinite and un-
qualified form was conceived within the Thomist tradition as just such an 
object. That even now we readily describe proofs or evidence as compelling 
or overwhelming shows that we still allow for normative power in a form 
that can reduce or threaten freedom. 
 Hobbes, by clear contrast, caustically rejected all such appeals to powers 
other than ordinary causation:  

Moved not by an efficient, is nonsense. (Thomas Hobbes in Hobbes 
and Bramhall 1656, 59) 

In Hobbes’s view, any determination of anything, including any action, 
must be by an efficient cause. Hobbes therefore turns Bramhall’s motivating 
object of thought into a prior psychological occurrence. Rather than being 
moved into a decision by a normative property—the desirability of an op-
tion—we are moved causally by a psychological event, such as a prior pas-
sion for or desire for that option, an occurrence located in the world as is 
any efficient cause, and of the same metaphysical kind as the action it mo-
tivates and causes.  

4. Freedom as power over alternatives 

 What I shall call the causal theory of freedom says that, whether free-
dom actually obtains or not, our concept of freedom is not only of a power, 
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but of a causal power. It is a conceptual truth, the causal theory says, that 
to exercise freedom is to exercise power causally, so that any outcome de-
termined through the exercise of freedom is determined causally. What we 
determine to happen through the exercise of our control occurs as an effect 
that we cause:  

The exercise of active control is essentially a causal phenomenon. 
(Clarke 2003, 151)  

 The causal theory is widely believed. But even if the Hobbesean meta-
physical view, that all real power is causal, is true, the causal theory of 
freedom—an analytic theory of our concept of freedom—may still be false. 
It may still misrepresent our understanding of what freedom is. 
 We certainly understand causation as extending freedom. Given control 
of how I act, I can control what causally depends on my actions. If flicking 
the switch would cause the lights to go on or off, controlling whether I flick 
the switch will give me control over whether the lights go on or off. But the 
fact that freedom is causally extendible does not show freedom itself, as 
ordinarily conceived, to be a causal power. For other powers besides causa-
tion can extend our freedom too. Indeed, any powers attaching to my ac-
tions may further extend my freedom, what I have control over, provided 
I control those actions. If my actions have the power legally to determine 
a given outcome, such as your release from debt, then my control of how 
I act can give me further control over that outcome too; I gain control over 
whether you remain in debt to me. So the power of freedom is legally ex-
tendible. But freedom is not shown by this to be itself a legal power. No 
more does freedom’s causal extendibility show it to be a causal power. All 
that has been established thus far is that freedom is a power that can be 
extended by a variety of other powers, whether causal or non-causal. What 
kind of power freedom itself amounts to remains quite open. 
 Freedom is ordinarily understood by us to be a power to determine al-
ternatives—a power of control over which actions we perform. Our concep-
tion of our power of self-determination is as up-to-usness—a conception of 
self-determination that immediately characterises it as a power over more 
than option. Freedom is a power that leaves it up to us whether we do A or 
refrain; it is a power of control over which actions we perform. Central to 
the idea of freedom, then, is power over alternatives. This involvement of 
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alternatives is picked out by the ‘up to me whether’ construction, which is 
completed by specification of alternatives by way of actions and outcomes 
within my power; freedom is the power to determine for ourselves which 
alternative occurs.  
 This constitution as power over alternatives seems to distinguish free-
dom from other forms of power, and from ordinary causal power in partic-
ular. The power under given circumstances to produce more than one out-
come seems essential to the character of freedom. It is not obvious that 
there is anything left of our ordinary understanding of up-to-usness if we 
subtract this capacity to produce more than one outcome. That is just what 
the power is: control of how I act. So to have the power, at least in its 
complete form, there must be more than one outcome that I can determine. 
How can my action be within my control if I lack the power to refrain as 
well as to do? Our conception of causal power, on the other hand, is quite 
different. We have an understanding of causation as commonly a power to 
produce but one outcome. Heavy bricks hurled at fragile windows may have 
a causal power then to do but one thing—to break the window. We have 
no tendency to understand causal power as being always and by nature 
a power to produce alternatives.  
 There are other ways in which freedom differs from ordinary causation. 
One way is especially obvious. Any exercise of the power of freedom has to 
occur through agency—and specifically through agency that is intentional or 
deliberate. If I am to exercise my power to determine for myself what hap-
pens, then I must do so either through deliberately and intentionally doing 
something or through intentionally refraining. If it is to be up to me whether 
the lights are on or off, there must be some action available to me—up to me 
to perform or not—such as flicking a switch, by which I can affect whether 
or not the lights are on or off. And actually to be exercising my power I must 
either be intentionally performing the action—intentionally flicking the 
switch—or be intentionally refraining from its performance. But ordinary cau-
sation carries no such tie to agency. I can produce many effects other than 
through doing or refraining. I can crush something just through my very 
weight, independently of any action I may perform or omit performing.  
 Furthermore, this power over alternatives by way of action seems to 
matter to moral responsibility as ordinary causation does not. I may, just 
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through my weight and size and other features of me, produce many effects. 
But that I have produced effects does not come close to establishing any 
moral responsibility on my part for their occurrence, unless I had some 
control over what led to these effects—or so it is very natural to suppose. 
Whereas that it was up to me whether or not something occurred seems 
immediately relevant to the question of my moral responsibility for the 
occurrence.  
 There is much to be said about freedom’s peculiar tie to agency and its 
distinctive relevance to our moral responsibility. But I wish to concentrate 
here on freedom’s essential character as involving power over alternatives. 
 Thomas Hobbes saw in freedom’s involvement of a power over alterna-
tives a central and very problematic difference between freedom and ordi-
nary causation. The way in which freedom is supposed to involve alterna-
tives violated, in Hobbes’s view, central truths about causation. Since in his 
view causation was the only power in nature, Hobbes concluded that there 
could not be such a power as freedom. Hobbes was not even a compatibilist 
about freedom as a power. He denied its very existence outright. Freedom 
consisted not in a power over alternatives, but in something quite different: 
namely, in an absence of obstacles to the satisfaction of an ordinary one-
way causal power—the power of a motivation to cause its satisfaction. Free-
dom consists, for example, in the absence of external constraints, such as 
chains, that might prevent my desires from causing movements by me that 
might satisfy them: 

Liberty is the absence of all impediments to action, that are not 
contained in the nature, and in the intrinsecal quality of the 
agent. (Thomas Hobbes in Hobbes and Bramhall 1656, 285) 

 Indeed Hobbes not only denied the existence of freedom as a power. He 
denied its very intelligibility. He claimed that we lacked even the concept 
of a power to determine things for ourselves. Talk of such a power was mere 
philosophers’ jargon. He mounted his assault on the very intelligibility of 
self-determination as part of a radical programme to detach ethical and 
political theory from reliance on the notion. How did Hobbes propose to 
detach ethics from self-determination? Some of the time Hobbes did what 
Hume would do later as well—which is to treat moral blame as no more 
than negative evaluation: 
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[Why do we blame people?] I answer because they please us not. 
I might ask him, whether blaming be any thing else but saying 
the thing blamed is ill or imperfect [...] I answer, they are to be 
blamed though their wills be not in their power. Is not good good 
and evill evill though they be not in our power? And shall I not 
call them so? And is that not praise and blame? But it seems 
that the Bishop takes blame not for the dispraise of a thing, but 
for a praetext and colour of malice and revenge against him that 
he blameth. (Thomas Hobbes in Hobbes and Bramhall 1656, 40)  

 In other contexts Hobbes seems to allow for a distinctive responsibility 
for how we act:  

The nature of sin consisteth in this, that the action done proceed 
from our will and be against the law. (Thomas Hobbes in Hobbes 
and Bramhall 1656, 185)  

But the responsibility here involves a kind of legal responsibility—according 
to a view of that responsibility which avoids appeal to self-determination. 
Holding someone responsible, in Hobbes’s view, seems to involve no more 
than holding them to sanction-backed directives on the voluntary—something 
that presupposes no more than their rational responsiveness to such direc-
tives. To be morally responsible, on this model, we have merely to be legally 
governable. But, for Hobbes, that only requires that we be capable of per-
forming or avoiding actions on the basis of a desire so to do, as a means to 
avoiding sanctions. And this presupposes nothing more than what Hobbes 
termed voluntariness—action occurring as an effect, through ordinary causa-
tion, of prior desires or appetites, such as desires to avoid sanctions. And this 
was something that Hobbes thought had nothing to do with self-determina-
tion. We were not determining for ourselves what we did. Rather our actions 
were being determined by our desires and appetites, and not by us. 
 Hobbes’s opponent Bramhall was effectively a spokesman for the ethical 
and psychological theory of the late scholastic Francisco Suarez. And it is 
Suarez who is the ultimate target of much of Hobbes’s writing in this area. 
In Suarez the idea of freedom really is the idea of a special kind of power—
a power that, though still for Suarez a form of causation, is causation of 
a quite distinctive kind. Freedom is causal power in what he describes as 
contingent form [see (Suarez 1994, disputation 19)]. As a free agent I am not 
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a necessary cause as causes in wider nature are—a cause that under any given 
circumstances can operate in only one way. A massive brick that strikes 
a window can determine but one outcome—that the window breaks. 
Whereas, by contrast, I have a power, freedom, by which in one and the same 
set of circumstances I could equally well determine any one of a range of 
alternative outcomes. So under a given set of circumstances I have the power, 
say, to lower my hand or to raise it—and my nature as possessor of the power 
leaves it contingent how I will exercise it, and so which action I shall perform. 
 Hobbes denied that such a contingent power is possible, because it is 
unrecognizable as causal power. For Hobbes’s scepticism about freedom is 
based on a clear view of the only form that power can take in nature. The 
only possible form that power, the capacity to produce or determine out-
comes, can take, in Hobbes’s view, is as ordinary causation—the kind of 
power that bricks, or motions involving them, possess and exercise to break 
windows. We shall see that Hobbes is right on one point at least. Whether 
or not the power of freedom is real, our conception of it radically distin-
guishes freedom and its operation from ordinary causation. In particular, 
freedom involves modes of determination not to be found in ordinary cau-
sation. In exercising freedom we exercise a power to determine that does 
not determine causally. 
 It is tempting to think that Hobbes’s problem with freedom is mainly 
with what I have called multi-wayness. Freedom or control of what we do 
involves alternatives. To have control of whether one does A is to be capable 
of determining either that one does A or that one refrains. And it is very 
natural to view this control as a single power that could under given cir-
cumstances be employed in more than one way—hence multi-wayness—to 
produce either the outcome that I do A or the outcome that I refrain. That 
is the nature of control as a power: to leave it up to me which I do, and to 
be employable in doing either. Hobbes’s case, on this reading of him, is 
simply that there cannot be such a thing as a multi-way power—a power 
that can, under a given set of circumstances, be used in more than one way, 
to produce one of a variety of outcomes.  
 However, we should beware of this tempting assumption. It should not 
be assumed that freedom, understood as its being up to me to determine 
a range of alternatives, need involve multi-wayness as just defined—a single 
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power employable in more than one way, to produce any one of these 
alternatives. Indeed, I shall suggest, even if freedom did not involve multi-
wayness, it would still involve a form of power which Hobbes denied.  
 Moreover, it seems there could be cases of multi-way power that are 
not at all like freedom, but much more like (possibly slightly unusual) 
cases of ordinary causal power. True, much ordinary causation seems not 
to be multi-way—as the case of the brick hitting the window reminds us. 
Causation here seems to take one-way form. In a given set of circum-
stances, when the massive brick hits the window, the brick or its motion 
can exercise its power to produce but one effect—that the window breaks. 
But need this be true universally? Can there not be probabilistic causes 
with a power that could, under certain circumstances, operate in more 
than one way, to produce a range of outcomes? Perhaps the power of one 
particle to accelerate another could produce in the other particle, with 
some probability, one acceleration; or perhaps, with another probability, 
another slightly different acceleration instead. This would still be recog-
nizable as ordinary causal power. And it would not involve the causing 
particle’s possession of freedom. It would not be up to the particle which 
acceleration it produced; that would not be something that the particle 
‘determined for itself.’ 
 Hobbes was, of course, a determinist. Probabilistic causation is not 
a possibility on his metaphysics of causation. He thought that a cause’s 
power operates, under any given circumstances, to produce but one out-
come. But the issue of multi-wayness—the possibility of a causal power’s 
operating under given circumstances in more than one way, to produce more 
than one possible outcome—is not what was fundamental to Hobbes’s scep-
ticism about the very reality of freedom, or indeed of self-determination in 
any form at all. Hobbes’s scepticism has more to do with something that 
can be detached from multi-wayness, and that radically distinguishes free-
dom from ordinary causation. I shall call this factor contingency of deter-
mination; and it has to do with how the possessor of a power, such as 
a cause, determines an outcome when it does.  
 In Hobbes’s view, if an entity has the power to determine a specific 
outcome, and the conditions required for the successful exercise of the power 
are all met—then the power must be exercised. The determining entity’s 
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very presence, with its power, must necessitate the occurrence of the  
outcome it has the power then to determine. It follows on this view that an 
entity cannot really possess the power to determine, under one and the same 
set of circumstances, more than one alternative outcome. For an entity 
really to be capable of determining each outcome, Hobbes argues, it must 
simultaneously produce each outcome. Referring, abusively, to Suarez’s con-
tingent cause as an ‘indetermination,’ Hobbes writes: 

But that the indetermination can make it happen or not happen 
is absurd; for indetermination maketh it equally to happen or not 
to happen; and therefore both; which is a contradiction. Therefore 
indetermination doth nothing, and whatsoever causes do, is nec-
essary. (Thomas Hobbes in Hobbes and Bramhall 1656, 184)  

 Suarez was right about one thing. Contingent determination is part of 
our ordinary understanding of freedom, and distinguishes freedom from or-
dinary causation. In the case of freedom, the power-bearer may have the 
power to determine the occurrence of a particular outcome, and all the 
conditions required for the power’s successful exercise may be met—without 
the power being exercised to produce that outcome. Freedom can involve 
the power to determine alternatives, only one of which can actually be pro-
duced, only because this is so. 
 Suppose by contrast an ordinary cause has under given circumstances 
the power to produce a range of possible effects. The cause is probabilistic: 
any one of these effects might with some probability occur, or it might not. 
In such a case the cause does not count as determining the effect that it 
produces. A probabilistic cause at most influences the occurrence of that 
effect, but without determining it in a way that removes all dependence of 
the final outcome on simple chance. Whereas we do think of the free agent 
as determining that he does what he does, but without the action’s  
performance being guaranteed just by his presence as a free agent with the 
power then to determine it.3  

                                                 
3  I made this distinction between freedom and ordinary causation, and discussed 
the problem it poses for a view of freedom as a straightforwardly agent-causal power 
in (Pink 2004, 114–15). 
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 Contingency of determination distinguishes a free agent from any 
cause—including a probabilistic cause. But so too does something else—
something which involves not the power’s relation to outcomes, but the 
agent’s or power bearer’s relation to the power. 
 Consider again ordinary causes. Either their operation is predetermined 
by the very nature of the power and the circumstances of its exercise: in 
those circumstances their power is to determine one particular outcome, an 
outcome which they will then produce. Or, as in the case of probabilistic 
causes, how the cause will operate is undetermined, that is, dependent on 
mere chance. But what seems importantly to distinguish freedom, as ordi-
narily conceived, is that this is not so. It is neither predetermined nor merely 
chance and undetermined which way a free agent exercises their power. The 
agent determines for himself how he exercises his power. And it seems im-
possible to characterize this relation that the agent has to the power with-
out using the concept of freedom. If the agent can determine for himself 
how the power is exercised, it must be up to the agent whether he exercises 
his power to produce this outcome or that. If the power of freedom is indeed 
multi-way, a power employable in more than one way to produce more than 
one outcome, then in relation to that power there is what we might term 
a freedom of specification: it is up to the bearer which outcome the power 
is exercised to produce. 
 Hobbes was very well aware of this element to our conception of freedom 
as a power. The idea of the agent’s determining his exercise of the power is 
arguably central to self-determination—to the very idea of determining out-
comes for oneself. In Hobbes’s view, this idea of a determination of how the 
power is exercised is viciously regressive.  

And if a man determine himself, the question will still remain 
what determined him to determine himself in that manner. 
(Thomas Hobbes in Hobbes and Bramhall 1656, 26)  

So the very idea of self-determination, for Hobbes, is incoherent. And that 
is because it viciously involves the idea of an agent’s power to determine, 
the exercise of which that same agent has first to determine. 
 But it is not obvious that Hobbes is right about the regress. The regress 
is vicious only if the way in which the exercise of the power is determined—
to produce this outcome or that—involves a prior exercise of power distinct 
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from the exercise of the power determined. But this is not obviously what 
we ordinarily suppose.  
 There is in the case of freedom a conceptual distinction between (a) the 
power’s relation to outcomes—the power can operate to produce more than 
one outcome—and (b) the power’s relation to me, namely that I determine 
for myself what way it operates. But we do not suppose there to be any 
corresponding ontological distinction between two distinct exercises of 
power—an exercise of power to produce outcomes, and then another and 
distinct exercise of power to determine the operation of that power to pro-
duce outcomes. Multi-wayness and determination of the mode of exercise 
by me are simply conceptually distinct features of a single exercise of con-
trol. In exercising control over outcomes I ipso facto determine for myself 
how the control is exercised. That is what control is—a power to produce 
outcomes the manner of exercise of which I determine for myself. In one 
and the same exercise of power I produce one outcome rather than another, 
and I determine how the power is exercised. 
 This freedom of specification does not involve then any exercise of power 
over and above that involved in the production of the outcome. But though 
there need be no vicious regress, we are clearly dealing with a kind of power 
that is not ordinary causation. In relation to this radically different kind of 
power the notion of freedom not only conveys a power over alternatives in 
relation to outcomes, but also the agent’s distinctive relation to the power 
as its bearer.  
 Freedom, it now appears, brings alternatives into self-determination in 
two ways, one relating the power to outcomes, the other relating the power 
to its bearer, the free agent. Freedom in relation to outcomes relates self-
determination as a power to the outcomes it determines. The power is a power 
to determine more than one outcome. Freedom in relation to the power has to 
do with the relation of the power to the free agent. This relation again involves 
alternatives, but this time concerning how the power is exercised or whether 
it is exercised at all. It might be that there are alternative ways in which the 
power might be exercised: it is up to the agent how he exercises the power, 
to produce this outcome or that. This is what we have already termed a free-
dom of specification. Or it might simply be that it is up to the agent whether 
he exercises the power at all. This we might term a freedom of exercise.  
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 We can separate contingency of determination and multi-wayness. First, 
we might have multi-wayness but without contingency of determination. 
Probabilistic causation seems to involve such a possibility, as we have just 
seen. A probabilistic cause might possess, as we have noted, a power to 
affect acceleration that could under given circumstances operate in more 
than one way, to produce acceleration at more than one rate. But this causal 
power involves no contingency of determination. Given that it is initially 
chancy how the power will operate, the effect is influenced by the cause but 
not determined by it.  
 There might also be, as at least a conceptual possibility (this would not 
be any kind of power we actually accord ourselves) contingency of determi-
nation without multi-wayness. That is, under any given set of circumstances 
the power can be exercised in only one way—to determine but one outcome. 
But though the power is outcome-determining, its exercise to produce that 
outcome is not ensured just by the presence, under the relevant circum-
stances, of the power’s bearer. The agent could possess the power then to 
determine that outcome, and all the conditions required for that power’s suc-
cessful exercise could be met—and the agent just not exercise it. There could 
be a power involving contingency of determination that was not multi-way.  
 Here there would be no possibility of a freedom of specification. It would 
not be up to the agent how he exercised the power, to produce this outcome 
or that, as under any given circumstances there would only ever be one way 
the power could be exercised. But it could still be up to the agent whether 
he exercised the power at all. In which case we would have something  
recognisable as a power of self-determination, but involving freedom only 
in relation to the power itself, as a freedom of exercise, and not freedom in 
relation to outcomes too. 

5. Two scepticisms about freedom  

 Modern philosophical discussion of free will centres on a debate about 
causation between incompatibilists and compatibilists. This is a debate 
about the relation of freedom and causation—and specifically about the 
implications of causal determinism for the freedom to do otherwise. Is 
freedom as a power to do otherwise compatible with our being causally 
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determined to do what we actually do? Much modern scepticism about the 
very possibility of freedom is then based on the supposed conceptual truth 
of incompatibilism and centres on what I shall call the randomness problem. 
This is the worry, famously put by David Hume, that if incompatibilism 
were true—if freedom did require causal indeterminism—that really would 
leave us, not with genuine freedom, but with mere chance. 

[…] liberty, by removing necessity, removes also causes, and is the 
very same thing with chance. (Hume 1978, 407) 

And that threatened indistinguishability of freedom from chance drives the 
incompatibilist sceptic into concluding that freedom, as anything more than 
randomness or mere chance, must be impossible. 
 But now we see that there is another scepticism about freedom, and one 
that also involves causation and the freedom to do otherwise, though in 
quite a different way. This form of scepticism objects to the very idea of 
freedom as a power over alternatives, on the grounds that causation is the 
only possible form of power—and that such a power over alternatives would 
be too radically unlike causation. This second form of scepticism is even 
more threatening to everyday belief. Incompatibilism is not universally be-
lieved, even by ordinary people—witness the intractable nature of the de-
bate about whether incompatibilism is indeed true, a debate that has long 
interested a public extending well beyond professional philosophy. Whereas 
our freedom’s identity as a capacity to determine more than one outcome 
seems far more basic. It seems far more central to our ordinary understand-
ing of what freedom is like in itself.  
 We have begun to examine how freedom as a power over alternatives 
might differ from ordinary causation. And it has emerged that freedom 
seems to differ from ordinary causation in a number of ways. First, there is 
multi-wayness—a single power that might under given circumstances oper-
ate in more than one way, to produce more than one outcome. Now it is 
true, as we have discussed, that at least in some cases ordinary causal power 
could take multi-way form. What distinguishes freedom from causation, is 
that multi-wayness seems to be characteristic of the very kind of power that 
freedom is—control of how we act. Then, and as a presupposition of any 
power to determine alternatives, freedom involves contingency of determi-
nation—a radically different way of determining outcomes from that  
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involved in causation. And then with multi-wayness comes, as equally es-
sential to control, a freedom of specification. It is not mere chance and 
undetermined by anything how the power will operate. As control the op-
eration of the power is determined by its possessor—the free agent.  
 The ideas of freedom that Hobbes attacks are not obviously incompati-
bilist in themselves. To say that a power involves contingency of determi-
nation, is not itself to say anything about the power’s compatibility with 
causal determinism. All that contingency of determination expressly asserts, 
is that an agent might possess the power to determine an outcome in the 
circumstances—and yet still not exercise the power to produce that out-
come. It is quite another question whether, compatibly with his possession 
of the power, the agent’s exercising or failing to exercise it could itself be 
causally determined. And if contingency of determination is compatible 
with causal determinism, so too is multi-wayness. If it can be causally de-
termined that I do not exercise a power then to determine one outcome, 
a power that I nevertheless possess, but instead exercise a power to deter-
mine another outcome, the power involved in relation to each outcome could 
perfectly well be one and the same. Is the power to produce one outcome 
distinct from the power to produce another? This question about the indi-
viduation of powers seems to have to do with their basis or constitution, 
not with their compatibility with causal determinism. And again the idea 
of a freedom of specification with respect to how control as a single multi-
way power operates seems to add nothing to the case for an incompatibilist 
conception of freedom.  
 Hobbes’s scepticism about freedom as a power over alternatives is the 
expression of a kind of philosophical naturalism. This is the naturalism that 
refuses to allow that human nature and its capacities involve powers and 
capacities that are sui generis—that are qualitatively different from powers 
and capacities found in wider nature. And freedom is being attacked by 
Hobbes precisely as such a sui generis power. His is an especially penetrat-
ing attack, and a reminder that even prior to any incompatibilist theory of 
it, freedom as we ordinarily understand it is already vastly unlike ordinary 
causation. We may reject our ordinary belief in freedom because of its sup-
posed incompatibilist commitment. But we may also reject freedom just 
because the kind of power envisaged, whether or not consistent with causal 
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determinism, is too radically unlike any other power we are familiar with 
and, in particular, too unlike power in causal form. Hobbes’s arguments 
serve to remind us of this radical dissimilarity. 
 Hobbes’s scepticism raises a second issue too. How far are all the prob-
lems for freedom that are supposedly raised by incompatibilism really, on 
closer examination, incompatibilist in origin? Or do some arise as genuine 
problems, to the extent that they are genuine, from something else: from 
freedom’s identity as a non-causal form of power—a power to determine 
that operates quite differently from ordinary causation?  
 Take the randomness problem—the threat that the operation of freedom 
is left indistinguishable from chance, so that to remove prior necessity is to 
leave the final outcome to a degree random or dependent on mere chance. 
Certainly with ordinary causes, if it is not determined in advance what 
effect a given cause will produce, the outcome must indeed depend, to a de-
gree, on simple chance. If causation is the only power in play, take away 
prior necessity and you certainly are left with mere chance—chance and 
nothing else. So to the extent that a cause is merely probabilistic, what 
effect it will produce depends to a degree on mere chance. But to suppose 
that in all cases the alternative to necessity is mere chance is to assume 
that there can be no such power as freedom as we ordinarily understand 
it—a power involving contingency of determination. For even if the out-
come is not already causally predetermined—so that it is initially chancy 
how the agent will act—freedom, as ordinarily understood, may prevent the 
final outcome from depending on simple chance. Freedom allows the  
outcome still to be determined—by the agent. It is arguable, then, that the 
real target of Hume’s scepticism is not freedom conceived in incompatibilist 
terms, but freedom in a form that involves contingency of determination. 
 Where freedom is concerned, there are two forms of scepticism. There is 
scepticism from the supposed conceptual truth of incompatibilism. But 
there is also scepticism from freedom’s basic identity as a power over alter-
natives distinct from ordinary causation. The second scepticism denies the 
very possibility of such a power, not because of any incompatibilist theory 
of it, but because as ordinarily understood, as a power over alternatives, 
freedom is too radically unlike the causation found in wider nature. It is 
this second form of scepticism that may prove the most serious. Indeed, it 
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looks as though, as in Hume’s case, some of the first kind of scepticism 
might really depend on the second. Freedom is indistinguishable from 
chance only if there can be no such thing as a power that is distinct from 
ordinary causation—a power to determine alternatives that can operate 
even in cases where the final outcome is undetermined causally.  

6. Conclusion 

 Our idea of an ordinary cause allows for only two possibilities. Either 
the cause is powerful enough to determine the outcome it produces—in 
which case the cause’s operation to produce that outcome is fixed by the 
very nature of its power. The cause has punch—but as a cog within a mech-
anism has punch. Its presence with the power to operate under given cir-
cumstances guarantees its operation when those circumstances arise. Or 
else, as with a probabilistic cause, the operation of the cause is not fixed 
but open. The presence of the cause with the power to produce a given 
outcome does not guarantee that outcome. But then the cause’s power is 
partial. The cause influences what happens, but its operation does not de-
termine the outcome, which remains dependent on mere chance. So either 
an ordinary cause is powerful, but like a cog within a mechanism, or its 
operation is reduced to a chance-involving form of weakness. 
 By contrast freedom, as we ordinarily understand it, is a power that, 
thanks to contingency of determination, combines the two features, punch 
and openness, which in ordinary causation always oppose each other.  
Freedom is a power whose nature never mechanically dictates its exercise. 
But by contrast to probabilistic causation, this openness does not diminish 
the power at all. Even if it were initially chancy whether or how the power 
would operate, the operation of the power can still remove any dependence 
of the outcome on chance. The operation of the power can still determine 
without merely influencing. 
 That we conceive of freedom as involving contingency of determination 
does not of itself commit us to incompatibilism. Compatibilism remains 
a possible view. But contingency of determination does explain why incom-
patibilism remains an intelligible option too—why, on our ordinary under-
standing of freedom, incompatibilism does not immediately reduce freedom 
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to nothing more than chance. The intractable conflict in ordinary belief 
between compatibilist and incompatibilist views of freedom reveals and de-
pends on something often missed today—our underlying conception of free-
dom as a non-causal form of power.4 
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DISCUSSION NOTE 

The Principle of Causal Completeness:  
Reply to Daniel von Wachter 

Michael Esfeld* 

 This1 discussion note is motivated by the fact that, to my mind, Daniel 
von Wachter does not represent the position of the friends of the principle 
of the causal closure of the physical world (PCC) in a completely fair man-
ner in his paper “The principle of the causal openness of the physical” in 
this issue. What Kim (1998, chap. 2) and Papineau (2002, chap. 1) among 
others defend is this principle: 

PCC: For any physical event p, insofar p has a cause, it has 
a complete physical cause. 

PCC is therefore better be called “principle of causal completeness” rather 
than “closure.” PCC is a claim about what holds in the actual universe. 
Thus, it is a contingent principle. Possible worlds in which PCC is false are 
not ruled out. PCC is not committed to determinism, since it leaves open 
to what extent physical events are caused. It only states that if there are 
causes of physical events, there are complete physical causes. 
 PCC can be employed in an argument for physicalism in the sense of 
the metaphysical stance according to which everything that exists—or at 
least everything that causes something—is physical. To turn PCC into an 
                                                 
1  This is a reply to (von Wachter 2019). 
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argument for physicalism, one has to endorse a further principle that  
excludes systematic overdetermination: if physical events have causes, these 
causes do not systematically overdetermine these events. Hence, if (by 
PCC) physical events have physical causes insofar as they have causes at 
all, there are no additional non-physical causes that systematically cause 
these events as well. This then yields the exclusion of non-physical causes 
for physical events. In contrast to PCC, the usual argument to rule out 
systematic overdetermination is indeed an a priori argument against ban-
ning causes that do not make a difference. Be that as it may, systematic 
overdetermination plays no role in the case for the causal openness of the 
physical that von Wachter seeks to make. It would be of no help for the 
metaphysical stance according to which non-physical minds (souls) or God 
can cause physical events: if they do so, they do not overdetermine these 
events. If they intervene in the physical domain, PCC is false, also in the 
non-modal version given above. 
 What, then, is the argument for PCC? The argument is that if the phys-
ical laws are true, PCC is true as well. In other words, the argument is that 
scientific realism with respect to physical laws is committed to PCC. For this 
argument, it is irrelevant what the physical laws are—that is, whether they 
are the laws of classical mechanics, of the standard model of elementary par-
ticles in quantum field theory, of a future theory of quantum gravity, etc. 
Furthermore, it is irrelevant whether they are deterministic or probabilistic. 
The argument is that taking the laws of our physical theories (classical, rela-
tivistic, quantum) as guide to the true laws of nature, anyone who is a scien-
tific realist is committed to PCC. Again, scientific realism is not at disposal 
in von Wachter’s paper. The issue hence is whether this argument is correct. 
In other words, von Wachter has to show us a way how to be a scientific 
realist and, yet, reject PCC, also in its non-modal version as stated above. 
 I have reservations about the manner in which von Wachter analyses 
physical theories with respect to making a case for separating scientific re-
alism from the commitment to PCC. Consider Newtonian physics. Accord-
ing to Newton, every change in the state of motion of a physical object is 
due to forces influencing the motion of the object. It is true that Newton’s 
second law leaves open what these forces are. Hence, there could in principle 
also be forces originating in a non-physical agent that influence the motion 
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of physical objects—provided that these forces respect also the third law, 
that is, the principle of action and reaction corresponding to each other, so 
that there also would have to be a reaction on the non-physical agent. The 
problem with that, obviously, is that a non-physical agent does not have 
a state of motion. Be that as it may, the central issue is that the three laws 
of Newton are a framework for the formulation of physical theories. But 
they are not a physical theory themselves. 
 The physical theory is gravitation. Von Wachter is right in pointing out 
that Laplacean determinism follows from Newtonian gravitation only if grav-
itation is the only force. But this does not open up a way to separate scientific 
realism from PCC. The point at issue is that Newtonian gravitation sets up 
the paradigm for a fundamental and universal physical theory, that is, a the-
ory that applies to everything in the universe and that cannot be reduced to 
another theory. According to Newton’s theory of gravity, every physical ob-
ject interacts with every other physical object in the universe via gravitation 
(insofar as the objects have a mass). Hence, there is a single law that relates 
all the objects in the universe with one another. More precisely, the law relates 
the state of motion of all the objects in the universe at a given time with the 
state of motion of all the objects in the universe at any other—past or fu-
ture—time. Formulating the law as a differential equation, on the left hand 
side figure the positions and velocities of all the objects in the universe and 
on the right hand side figure the variables that determine the temporal evo-
lution of the positions and velocities in the case of gravitation. 
 This way of conceiving physical laws applies to modern physics as 
a whole, whatever the details and differences are in classical, relativistic and 
quantum physics. Laws are formulated in terms of differential equations 
such that the variables figuring on the right hand side of the equation indi-
cate what determines the temporal evolution of the objects as they figure 
on the left hand side of the equation. Over and above gravitation, these are 
variables for electromagnetism, the weak and the strong interaction. The 
important issue is that given these variables, the temporal evolution of the 
objects is fixed. According to our current state of knowledge, the temporal 
evolution of the physical objects is fixed by these four types of interaction. 
The fact that we do not have (as yet) one single equation that brings all 
these four types together is not relevant for present purposes. Furthermore, 
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it is not relevant for present purposes whether future physics will find more 
types of interaction of the same kind as gravitation, electromagnetism, the 
weak and the strong interaction or reduce them to less types of interaction. 
What is relevant is that one cannot add to this structure of physical theories 
formulated in terms of differential equations that indicate what determines 
the temporal evolution of the objects under consideration a clause to the 
effect that something may intervene from the outside that stops the evolu-
tion of the objects as indicated by what figures on the right hand side of 
the differential equation in question. 
 Of course, a law that relates the state of motion of all the objects in the 
universe at one time to the state of motion of all the objects in the universe 
at other times is as such of no practical use and cannot even be tested. The 
law has to contain a procedure how to apply it to specific systems in the 
universe that we can observe or control while abstracting from the rest of 
the universe. Furthermore, it has to tell us something about the evolution 
of specific systems that we can expect under ignorance of their exact initial 
conditions. That is why even a universal, deterministic law has to be linked 
with a probability measure that enables the derivation of propositions about 
the evolution of ensembles of systems that are prepared under identical 
conditions when ignoring their exact initial conditions (such as, for instance, 
the distribution of the outcomes in a large series of coin tosses). It is clear 
how to do this both in classical and quantum physics. In brief, these de-
mands do not call the mentioned structure of physical theories in question. 
 Nonetheless, like von Wachter, I think that the link between scientific 
realism and PCC is not as firmly established as these considerations may 
suggest. However, to my mind, the point at issue is not the mentioned 
structure of physical theories, but the metaphysics of laws. One should be 
very cautious about using terms such as forces acting on objects. In physics, 
when objects interact, there is nothing that travels from one object to other 
objects and that literally pushes them to move in a certain manner. There 
is no justification to associate forces with agents that literally act on objects. 
Recall the following statement of Russell in his famous critique of the notion 
of cause: 

In the motions of mutually gravitating bodies, there is nothing 
that can be called a cause and nothing that can be called an 
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effect; there is merely a formula. Certain differential equations 
can be found, which hold at every instant for every particle of 
the system, and which, given the configuration and velocities at 
one instant, or the configurations at two instants, render the con-
figuration at any other earlier or later instant theoretically calcu-
lable. [...] This statement holds throughout physics, and not only 
in the special case of gravitation. (Russell 1912, 14) 

 Whatever one thinks about Russell’s views on causation and his philos-
ophy in general, what he says about the physics here is certainly correct. 
This is already evident if one considers the formulation of physical deter-
minism: the propositions stating the laws of nature and the propositions 
describing the state of the world at an arbitrary time (i.e. the propositions 
describing the initial conditions) entail the propositions describing the state 
of the world at any other time. Hence, determinism in physics is—only—
about entailment relations among propositions. There is nothing here that 
suggests that what there is in the state of the world at a given time literally 
produces or brings about the evolution towards the future. The question for 
a scientific realist then is what it is in the world that makes these proposi-
tions true, that is, in virtue of what in the ontology these entailment rela-
tions among propositions hold. 
 As an example of a parsimonious ontology of physics that is nevertheless 
rich enough for these propositions to come out true in virtue of what there 
is in the world, consider Humeanism about laws of nature. On Humeanism, 
first comes the motion of the matter in the universe, then come the laws. 
They are theorems of the best system, that is, the system that strikes the 
best balance between being simple and being informative in representing 
the motion of the matter in the universe. Hence, the laws are only fixed on 
the basis of the motion of the matter throughout the entire history of the 
universe. What is relevant in the present context is that Humeanism about 
laws is compatible with the idea that some motion of matter in the universe 
depends on the free will of minds that may be non-physical entities, and, 
yet, when it comes to representing the motion of the matter in the universe 
in the best system, the variables that enter into this system are only ones 
for universal physical interactions [see my paper in this volume (Esfeld 
2019)]. 
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 On the stance that can be dubbed Super-Humeanism, what the Humean 
says about laws applies to the dynamical variables that are functionally 
defined in terms of their role for the particle motion—such as mass, charge, 
energy, fields, an initial wave function in quantum physics, etc. Their values 
are not intrinsic to the state of the universe at any given time, but depend 
on the motion that the matter in the universe actually takes [see (Esfeld 
and Deckert 2017, chap. 2.3)]. Consequently, again, what these values are 
depends on the actual motion of matter, and there is the conceptual space 
open for maintaining that these values are—in part—influenced by motions 
that humans make out of their (non-physical) free will. To put it in a nut-
shell, if humans had chosen to do otherwise out of their (non-physical) free 
will, on Humeanism, the laws of nature would be slightly different [see (Bee-
bee and Mele 2002)]; on Super-Humeanism, the initial values of some of the 
dynamical variables that enter into the laws of nature would have been 
slightly different. 
 In sum, when entering the metaphysics of mind, it seems to me that we 
should not touch upon the sketched structure of physical theories and sci-
entific realism as regards that structure. The metaphysics of laws of nature 
is rich enough to leave the conceptual space for a large variety of positions 
in the metaphysics of the mind open. 
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DISCUSSION NOTE 

Do the Laws of Nature Entail Causal Closure?  
Response to Michael Esfeld 

Daniel von Wachter* 

1. Michael Esfeld’s objection 

 (1.1) In1 the article ‘The Principle of the Causal Openness of the Phys-
ical’ I claim that for an argument from the principle of the causal closure 
of the physical (PCC) for physicalism one needs a modal version of PCC: 
‘There cannot be a physical event that is not necessitated by preceding 
physical events.’ Michael Esfeld objects that Kim’s and Papineau’s PCC 
should be understood as the non-modal claim that 

For any physical event, insofar p has a cause, it has a com-
plete physical cause. 

Therefore, Esfeld rightly suggests, ‘causal completeness’ would be a more 
suitable name than ‘causal closure.’ By a ‘complete physical cause’ Esfeld 
means not only a cause that includes all the partial causes and thus all the 
physical events that contribute to the causing, but one that includes all that 
is required for the causing, so that any additional causes would constitute 
causal overdetermination. But the term ‘complete physical cause’ neither 
implies that the cause necessitates the effect nor does it imply that the 
                                                 
1  This is a response to (Esfeld 2019). 
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cause is non-probabilistic. Esfeld clarifies this by saying that ‘PCC is not 
committed to determinism, since it leaves open to what extent physical 
events are caused.’ 
 (1.2) In my article my response to the argument from non-modal PCC for 
physicalism was that the non-modal PCC can be justified only by evidence 
against the existence of non-physical objects. It therefore cannot be used in 
an argument for physicalism. Esfeld replies that the non-modal PCC can be 
known through the laws of nature: If the laws of nature are true, then non-
modal PCC is true, because the laws describe how the universe develops, and 
they refer only to physical forces as causes. Or rather, the laws describe a cor-
relation between how the universe develops and physical forces. For example, 
according to determinism, ‘the propositions stating the laws of nature and 
the propositions describing the universe at an arbitrary time entail the prop-
ositions describing the state of the world at any other time.’ If Esfeld’s claim 
that the laws of nature entail PCC were true, then we could derive PCC from 
our knowledge of the laws. So the question before us is whether it is true that 
the laws of nature entail PCC. 
 (1.3) Esfeld’s crucial assumption, which is shared by the majority of 
contemporary philosophers of science, is that laws of nature are differential 
equations that describe the evolution of physical systems, they describe 
what happens when. This entails the assumption that laws entail regulari-
ties of succession of the type ‘All events of type x are followed by events of 
type y.’2 All the prominent philosophical theories of laws of nature share 
this assumption, they differ only in whether laws are more than regularities 
of succession and in what this ‘more’ is. 
 A ‘fundamental and universal physical theory’ describes the evolution 
of the whole universe. It would be a differential equation that links states 
of the physical universe at one time with states of the physical universe at 
other times. Let me call this the ‘Comprehensive Differential Equation’ 
(CDE). If things always happen as descibed by this CDE, then the non-
modal PCC is true. 

                                                 
2  That this assumption is false is argued in (Wachter 2015). 
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 My response to Esfeld is that evolution equations are distinct from the 
laws of nature from which they are derived and that evolution equations 
require a no-further-causes clause while laws do not. 

2. Laws of nature are not differential equations 

 (2.1) Laws of nature are different from the predictions and differential 
equations that we can derive from them. Let me first present the arguments 
by John Earman and John T. Roberts for this claim. They have argued 
that the fundamental laws do not contain ceteris paribus clauses, and that 
if a formula does contain ceteris paribus clauses, then it is not a fundamen-
tal law but part of a ‘work-in-progress theory’ (Earman and Roberts 1999; 
Earman, Roberts and Smith 2002). 

‘If laws are needed for some purpose, then we maintain that only 
laws will do, and if “ceteris paribus laws” are the only things on 
offer, then what is needed is better science, and no amount of 
logical analysis on the part of philosophers will render the “ceteris 
paribus laws” capable of doing the job of laws.’ (Earman and 
Roberts 1999, 466) 

 (2.2) While they hold that laws do not require ceteris paribus clauses, 
they say that applications of a theory require what Carl Hempel called 
‘provisos.’ As an example of an application of a theory, Hempel considers 
a description of the motion of two bodies that are ‘subject to no influences 
from within or from outside the system that would affect their motions.’ 
(Hempel 1988, 158) Earman and Roberts call such an application of a theory 
a ‘differential equation of the evolution type’ (Earman, Roberts and Smith 
2002, 285); we can abbreviate this as ‘evolution equation.’ Discussing the 
proviso required for a system description, Hempel touches the issue of mir-
acles: 

The proviso must [...] imply the absence [...] of electric, magnetic, 
and frictional forces; of radiation pressure; and of any telekinetic, 
angelic, or diabolic influences. [(Hempel 1988, 158), also quoted 
in (Earman and Roberts 1999, 444)] 
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So Hempel recognises the possibility of divine interventions, and he could 
have added interventions by souls. The proviso must state that the evolu-
tion equation does not apply to cases where there are such influences. To 
achieve this objective, he proposes the proviso, ‘the total force acting on 
each of the two bodies equals the gravitational force exerted upon it by the 
other body; and the latter force is determined by the law of gravitation.’ 
The expression ‘total force’ is supposed to exclude telekinetic, angelic, dia-
bolic etc. influences. As a diabolic influence would be an action and, in my 
view, not a ‘force’ in the Newtonian sense, Hempel should say instead that 
‘nothing besides the gravitational force exerted by the two bodies is affect-
ing their motion.’ The point is clear: First, while laws of nature do not 
require ceteris paribus clauses or ‘provisos,’ evolution equations do. Sec-
ondly, ceteris paribus clauses are not enough, what is required is the no-
further-causes clause that implies that there are no other things acting on 
the objects. 
 (2.3) What then is a law of nature, in contrast to an evolution equation? 
According to Earman and Roberts, the law of gravitation, for example, 
asserts this: 

(Regardless of what other forces may be acting) any two massive 
bodies exert a gravitational force on one another that is directly 
proportional to the product of their masses and inversely propor-
tional to the square of the distance between them. (Earman and 
Roberts 1999, 473, footnote 14) 

 (2.4) So the evolution equations are not themselves properly called ‘laws 
of nature.’ Rather, 𝐹𝐹 = 𝐺𝐺 𝑚𝑚1𝑚𝑚2

𝑑𝑑2  is a laws of nature, and from this and the 
other laws one can derive differential equations that describe the develop-
ment of systems in which nothing except the forces described by the laws 
used are affecting the movement of the two bodies. If there is a fundamental 
theory of physics, then perhaps a CDE can be derived from it, but CDE 
will not be the fundamental theory of physics itself, and it will describe the 
actual universe only if no non-physical objects are acting on it and only if 
no physical things have agent-causal powers. 

[D]ifferential equations of evolution type are not laws; rather, 
they represent Hempel’s applications of a theory to a specific case. 
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They are derived using (unhedged) laws along with non-nomic 
modelling assumptions that fit (often only approximately) the 
specific case one is modelling. Because they depend on such non-
nomic assumptions, they are not laws. For example, because Kep-
ler’s ‘law’ that planets travel in ellipses is derived from laws  
together with the assumption that there are only two bodies in 
the universe, it is not a law in spite of the normal nomenclature. 
[...] The ‘law of free fall’ is a consequence of a differential equation 
that involves the assumption that there is no resistance from the 
wind. That too is a non-nomic assumption, for it is not a law that 
there is no resistance from the wind. It seems to us that the role 
played by idealizations in physics is typically found here, in the 
derivation of differential equations, rather than within the laws 
themselves. (Earman, Roberts and Smith 2002, 286) 

 (2.5) Let me formulate Earman’s and Roberts’s point with my termi-
nology. A law of mechanics says that there are forces of certain kinds in 
situations of certain kinds. More generally, using the notion of ‘directed-
ness’ that I have introduced in the article (§ 4.14), A law of nature states 
that events of a certain kind are the bases of directednesses of a certain 
kind. 
 (2.6) Thus, contrary to Esfeld’s view, a law of nature does not say that 
events of kind x are always followed by events of type y. Laws do not entail 
regularities of succession. They speak not about what happens when but 
about Newtonian forces or, more generally, directednesses. As John Stuart 
Mill pointed out: 

All laws of causation, in consequence of their liability to be 
counteracted, require to be stated in words affirmative of 
tendencies only, and not of actual results. (Mill 1843, book III, 
chap. 10, § 5) 

 (2.7) Evolution equations can be derived from laws by applying them to 
a particular system. From evolution equations we can derive statements of 
the form ‘States of affairs of type x on which nothing else is acting than the 
factors described in the equation are followed by events of type y.’ Evolution 
equations describe the evolution of systems on which the factors that are 
taken into account in the equation and nothing else is acting. They require 
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the no-further-causes clause. Laws of nature do not require such a clause 
because they describe, in the case of mechanics, forces, not actual move-
ments, and the forces obtain under all circumstances (and in my view even 
necessarily) as the laws describe them. 

3. The universal physical theory 

 (3.1) A comprehensive differential equation (CDE), which Esfeld calls 
the ‘universal physical theory,’ is an evolution equation that takes into ac-
count all the physical forces that exist. For the sake of the argument I grant 
that a CDE that can be applied to a state of the universe might exist, 
although the fact that we cannot even find a general closed-form solution 
for three-body systems raises doubts about this. 
 (3.2) Like all evolution equations, CDE would reqire the no-further-
causes clause ‘if nothing else is acting on the objects.’ One might object 
that a CDE will not require this, because it will take into account all 
factors. But first, CDE will not only be applicable to complete stages of 
the universe, but to all physical states of affairs. If it is applied to some 
state of affairs that is a part of the universe, then, because other things 
could affect the development of the system, the no-further-causes clause 
is required. 
 (3.3) If CDE is applied to a state of the whole universe, then there are 
still three ways how CDE could fail to apply. First, there could be physical 
forces that are not described by laws of nature. That is, there could be 
forces for which we cannot formulate a law that says that in situations of 
a certain type there are such forces. It is surprising that we can know any 
laws of nature and that we can make any predictions at all. Perhaps God 
created the universe so that all physical forces are governed by laws of 
nature, but it is a possibility that there are other physical forces, and the 
no-further-causes clause takes into account that possibility. 
 Second, perhaps there could be physical objects that can be agent 
causes. That is, they can by acting bring about choice events, i.e. events 
that are not the result of a law-governed causal process and thus have no 
preceding cause but occur through an action. A dualist will hold that choice 
events are brought about by souls, but somebody who holds the view that 
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some material objects have consciousness can also hold that some material 
objects can bring about choice events. 
 Third, there could be a God or souls that sometimes cause physical 
events, in which case CDE does not apply. The data which justify CDE and 
the laws of nature justify only 

• the proposition that there are the forces described by the laws, and 

• the proposition that consists of CDE and the no-further-causes 
clause, as well as all other evolution equations with the no-further-
causes clause. 

They do not justify the assumption that there are no non-physical things 
acting on the system. That is a metaphysical thesis that cannot be justified 
by physical experiments. Given my arguments for openness, it can only be 
justified by defeating the putative evidence for the various possible non-
physical objects. I conclude if we shall ever find a CDE, then its application 
will also require the no-further-causes clause und thus it will not entail 
PCC. 
 (3.4) CDE requires the no-further-causes clause for the same reason why 
all evolution equations require the no-further-causes clause: Physical causes 
are open to cooperation and to intervention, as I have argued in the article. 
If a physical state of affairs S1 caused S2, then something could have pre-
vented S2 so that S1 would have occurred but not S2. That this is true can 
be seen considering our experience of causal processes. Rolling billiard balls 
and tidal waves can be stopped. Also the process that is constituted by the 
complete physical universe is stoppable. Of course, if there are no non-
physical objects, then that process is never stopped. So would not CDE 
then be true also without the no-further-causes clause? Yes, but the prop-
osition that CDE applies without the no-further-causes clause would not be 
justified by the experiments and observations through which we know the 
laws of nature. 
 (3.5) Let me clarify my position by commenting on some of Esfeld’s state-
ments. He writes: ‘According to Newton, every change in the state of motion 
of a physical object is due to forces influencing the motion of the object.’ 
 My response: This assumption entails that Newton’s laws of motion ex-
clude the existence of physical choice events and of physical events that 
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have non-physical causes. Regardless of what Newton’s view was, Newton’s 
formulae can and should be used without this assumption. Newtonian phys-
ics describes which kinds of forces there are in which kinds of situations and 
says that if force F and nothing else is acting on an object, then it acceler-
ates with 𝑎𝑎 = 𝐹𝐹 𝑚𝑚⁄ . The assumption that there are no choice events and no 
physical events that have non-physical causes is not justified by the obser-
vations and experiments which justify Newton’s laws. 
 (3.6) Esfeld denies that evolution equations require the no-further-causes 
clause: ‘[O]ne cannot add to this structure of physical theories formulated 
in terms of differential equations that indicate what determines the tem-
poral evolution of the objects under consideration a clause to the effect that 
something may intervene from the outside that stops the evolution of the 
objects as indicated by what figures on the right hand side of the differential 
equation in question.’ 
 My response: Evolution equations describe the development of a partic-
ular system only if no further forces are acting on the objects and only if 
no non-physical things are acting on the objects. Some might object that in 
order to do physics, we need to assume that all physical events are the 
results of causal processes and that we need no no-further-causes clause. 
This is what is called ‘methodological naturalism.’ But neither no-further-
causes clauses nor divine or human interventions would impede physics or 
violate the laws.3 To the contrary, predictions without the clause are not 
justified through the experiments and may turn out to be false. However, 
I agree that the fundamental physical theory is not an evolution description 
with a no-further-causes clause. It is not an evolution description or a dif-
ferential equation at all, but a formula that is to be interpreted as saying 
that there are directednesses of certain kinds in situations of certain kinds. 
Like all laws of nature, it is true without no-further-causes clause and with-
out ceteris paribus clause, and in my view, which I have not defended here, 
even necessarily. But it does not entail PCC. 
 (3.7) Esfeld suggests that ‘the point at issue is [...] the metaphysics of 
laws.’ ‘One should be very cautious about using terms such as forces acting 
on objects. In physics, when objects interact, there is nothing that travels 

                                                 
3  More on this in (Wachter 2015). 
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from one object to other objects and that literally pushes them to move in 
a certain manner. There is no justification to associate forces with agents 
that literally act on objects.’ 
 My response: Does the view that there are no pushing forces—let us call 
it the Russellian view, because some have contested that Hume held it—fit 
better with the view that evolution equations require the no-further-causes 
clause or with the view that they do not? The denier of pushing forces 
cannot say, as I do, that laws are not evolution equations but describe that 
there are forces of certain kinds in situations of certain kinds. He has no 
plausible alternative to saying that laws are evolution equations. However, 
evolution equations with the no-further-causes clause lack the universality 
which we associate with laws. The no-further-causes clause destroys the 
entailment ‘The propositions describing the initial condition of the system 
and the laws entail the propositions that describe the later states.’ Therefore 
perhaps some deniers of pushing forces are drawn towards accepting evolu-
tion equations without the no-further causes clause. 
 On the other hand, I object to the Russellian and Humean view that the 
truth of evolution statements without the no-further-causes clause would be 
highly unlikely on the assumption that there are no pushing forces and no 
causal connections. In my view, the truth of the statement that includes 
the differential equations and the no-further-causes clause is evidence for 
the existence of pushing forces which can be counteracted and of directed-
nesses.4 
 (3.8) Esfeld’s theory of laws is the majority view in philosophy of science. 
But why is it the majority view? What reasons do we have for believing it? 
Look at, for example, the law of gravitation, 𝐹𝐹 = 𝐺𝐺 𝑚𝑚1𝑚𝑚2

𝑑𝑑2 , or at some more 
complicated law. I do not see anything there that suggests the majority 
view, because the formula says only something about forces. We can derive 
differential equations, but for systems that include less than the whole uni-
verse all agree that the differential equations describe only the evolution of 
those systems in which no further forces are acting than those taken into 
account in the equation. What reason do we have for believing that only 

                                                 
4  That laws explain regularities has been argued by Armstrong (1983, chap. 4) and 
by Foster (2004, chap. 3). 
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forces and not agent causes can affect the system? Why should the differ-
ential equation that describes the universe not require the no-further-causes 
clause? And why should one think that the differential equations rather 
than the formulas from which they are derived are the laws and are in some 
sense more fundamental? 
 For the reasons given, I suggest that we should question the view that 
laws are evolution statements and entail regularities of succession and  
replace it by one that posits directednesses or, to use Mill’s term, tendencies 
instead of regularities of succession. The laws, then, do not entail the prin-
ciple of causal closure of the physical. 
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